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ABSTRACT

This study reviews the diagnostic characters of 
all species and subspecies of the land snail genus 
Sonorella. published or in press, as far as is known, up 
to the present time, based on recent collecting of live 
specimens whenever practicable. Nine new species and sub
species are described. The heretofore unknown anatomies 
of thirteen previously described species and subspecies 
have been obtained, compared, and figured. Ten species 
or subspecies are proposed for synonymy, and six are pro
posed for change in status or new combination. Certain 
errors in previous diagnosis are brought to light. Ranges 
of individual species have been extended in the south and 
the southwest, and they have been confirmed, with more 
precise information, in the east and the northwest. A 
revised classification of the 84 recognized species and 
subspecies is proposed, based on two subgenera and three 
species-groups.

Comments are made on the ecology, zoogeography, 
and probable phylogeny and mechanisms of speciation of the 
genus.

xiii



INTRODUCTION

The land snail genus Sonorella was extensively 
studied during the first two decades of this century by 
Henry 1® Pilsbry and James H* Perriss® It was subsequently 
reviewed by Pilsbry, in 1939* in his monumental monograph 
on the North American Land Mollusca (north of Mexico), 
where he made many synonymies of previously described 
species, described new species, proposed a scheme of classi
fication, and discussed the distribution and probable 
phylogeny of the genus. He recognized 57 species and 24 
subspecies as valid. Subsequently, Pilsbry described two 
species from Chihuahua, S. S, Berry described two species, 
from Arizona, ¥, 0, Gregg described one species and has 
presently in press another species, both from Arizona, and 
I have described or have in press four species and one sub
species from Arizona and three species and one subspecies 
from Sonora, Nevertheless, the main source of reference 
for identification, taxonomy, and distribution of the genus 
has remained Pilsbryrs monograph.

There are several major shortcomings, however, in 
Pilsbry's review of the genus, namely:

a. No data on the taxonomy, distribution, and 
phylogeny of species in Mexico,

1



2
bo Incomplete information on the distribution of 

species in southwestern Arizona.
Co No data on the anatomical characteristics of . 

many species and subspecies described from shells only.
It was my original intent to advance the state of 

knowledge on the taxonomy and zoogeography of Sonorella 
by starting where Pilsbry left off, namely be extending 
explorations and collections into Mexico, as far south as 
necessary, to describe new species and subspecies when 
found, to establish the approximate southern limit of dis
tribution of the genus, and to discuss taxonomic and phylo
genetic relationships of Mexican populations with those 
north of the border. The end result of such an investiga
tion would have been the elimination of one of the short
comings of Pilsbry9 s work.

It soon became apparent, however, that in order to 
describe new species, or even to recognize those already 
known, it was necessary to become thoroughly familiar with 
the detailed characteristics of the described species, both 
in she’ll and genitalia. In many instances, the specific 
distinctions involve only the shapes of such structures as 
penis, vagina, or verge. This brought to light a further 
inadequacy in Pilsbry9s coverage of the genus, namely, the 
poor quality of many of his drawings of the genitalia for 
comparative purposes. Furthermore, the complete lack of



knowledge of the anatomy of many of the described species 
and subspecies presented the constant possibility that some 
of the new-found populations might Indeed be representatives 
of those Inadequately described taxa.

It became necessary, then, as a preliminary measure, 
to undertake a program of collecting living specimens, 
preferably topotypes, of every described species and sub
species, and of preparing comparative material of adequate 
shell samples and genitalia whole mounts. Prom this mass of 
material came data which corroborated or supplemented Pils- 
bry's observations and occasionally brought to light some' 
errors. As a result, a revision of the entire genus became 
necessary, with changes in classification of many species, 
in specific and subspecific relationships, and with broader 
geographical coverage. In addition, as a by-product, a 
relatively permanent collection of uniformly prepared whole 
mounts of the genitalia of nearly every species and sub
species has been made from fresh, living, sexually mature 
snails. Accurately scaled drawings of these, prepared es
pecially for easy comparison are included in this disserta
tion.

My guiding philosophy in determining specific 
distinction has been Mayr's (1942) concept of a biological 
species. This concept states that species are "groups of 
actually or potentially interbreeding natural populations



which are reproductlvely isolated from other such groups*"
As a concept of a subspecies $ I have used Mayr's (1963) 
definition* which states: "A subspecies is an aggregate of 
local populations of a species* inhabiting a geographic 
subdivision of the range of the species* and differing tax- 
onomically from other populations of the species.11 The dif
ficulty in the application of the above concepts lies in 
the determination of "potentially inter-breeding" capa
bility* Hybridization experiments* as far as the P-2 gen
eration* to show viability and fertility in the offspring* 
are a powerful tool and provide convincing evidence* but 
unfortunately require several years. I have used this 
technique in four instances* where the experiments were 
undertaken at the very start of this investigation. For the 
remainder of doubtful situations* however* I have had to 
rely* as other workers have done* on the extent of morpho
logical differences, appraising in each case whether or not 
these differences might suggest genetic* chromosomal or 
mechanical incompatibility sufficient to render hybridiza
tion impossible or inviable*

The morphological differences now recognized to be 
reliable for specific and subspecific distinction in 
Sonorella are found primarily in the shell and in the geni
talia. I have confirmed Pilsbry1s findings that radula 
and jaw in this genus show no characteristics adequate for



identification; there is usually no variation in the shape 
of the teeth, but rather in their number, and this varia
tion may be as wide within a given population of a species 
as it is between species* I did find that the color pigment 
of the mantle collar remains constant for each species; in 
addition, in two species (_S0 greggi and So bagnarai) the 
mantle itself has peculiar pigment spots, reminiscent of 
the mantle.spots of Helainthoglypta>

The following shell characters are most likely to 
show differences of taxonomic significance} diameter; 
height of spire? ratio of height of spire to diameter; size 
and shape of aperture; width of umbilicus? sculpture of 
embryonic, neanic, and body whorls; appearance of perios- 
tracum; and extent of descent of the body whorl suture to 
the parietal wall. The genitalia characters most likely 
to be of value in specific or subspecific distinction are: 
length and diameter of penis and vagina; ratio of length of 
penis to length of vagina; length, diameter, shape, and 
annulation of verge; ratio of length of verge to length of 
penis; thickness of penial base; length of epiphallus; 
length of epiphallic caecum; thickness of vas deferens; and 
presence or absence of muscular nodes along vagina.

As a rule, then, in Sonorella, species distinction 
usually Involves differences in the characters of both 
shell and genitalia; or sometimes, only of the shell or the



genitalia, if these differences are sufficiently pro
nounced* Subspecific distinction usually involves only 
minor differences in either shell or genitalia characters, 
but seldom in both* Geographic proximity, the occurrence 
of intergrading populations, or the presence of clines, as 
in the IS. sablnoensls complex, may provide additional evi
dence for subspecific rather than specific status.

The purpose of this dissertation is to revise the 
genus Sonorella, from a taxonomic and zoogeographic point 
of view, in the light of the mass of refined data which I 
have obtained on the anatomy of practically all known 
species and subspecies in the genus. This dissertation 
does not attempt to duplicate Pilsbry*s (1939) detailed 
original descriptions of each species and subspecies nor 
his published figures of the shells® It does provide a 
critical comparison of each species and subspecies; it 
points out occasional errors which were made in previous 
investigations? it proposes a modified classification, 
within the genus; it proposes for synonymy, new status, or 
new combination certain species and subspecies where the 
evidence shows It to be indicated; it provides new data 
on the limits of distribution of the genus; it provides 
detailed drawings of the genitalia of all species and sub
species where available; it postulates on the probable 
dispersal, phylogeny, and mechanisms of speolation within
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the genus $ and it summarizes all of the 64 species and 20 
subspecies of the genus which I consider valid up to the 
present tlmeo In addition, the descriptions of the new 
species and subspecies, which I discovered in the course of 
my investigations, are reproduced in full* since some of 
them* at this time, are still in press* awaiting publica
tion,,



MATERIALS AND METHODS

MaterialSo
In the course of this investigation® approx

imately 200 lots of Sonorella* totalling over 3200 shells® 
have been collected and examined. Up to 75 terraria have 
been maintained for the raising of immature specimens and 
the hybridization of selected individuals® Over 360 speci
mens were dissected and whole mounts made of their genital- 
la.

Collecting Methods.
Sonorella populations live in deep rockslides, 

with one notable exception® S. odorata odorata® which also 
Inhabits logs and brush piles when sufficiently decayed to 
provide moisture and cover. During their active season® 
mostly the summer rainy period® Sonorella can bs found in 
the daytime by digging relatively shallowly in the rock- 
sllde® where they may seal up temporarily to a rock await
ing the next rainfall. Immediately after a rain® they 
may be found crawling over the rocks at dusk and during 
the night. Occasionally® they may take temporary cover 
under yucca® sotol, or agave. During the dry season® and® 
in some cases® during the winter rainy season® SQnbrella 
aestivate relatively deeply within the rockslide, as a rule 
tightly sealed to a rock, but occasionally lying loose in



slit, the aperture closed with a thick eplphragm for pro
tection* At that time, live Individuals are difficult to 
obtain and often require very deep quarrying in the slide 
before they can be found» Many times the initial exhuber- 
anee at finding many dead shells in a rockslide at the de
sired locality has given way to extreme frustration at the 
inability to uncover a single live snail*

Since only adult Sonorella have fully developed, 
sexually functional reproductive structures, it is necessary 
to raise immature specimens to adulthood in order to obtain 
data from the genitalia* My method of raising Sonorella 
has been to keep them in a small terrarium, usually of red
wood, which resists rot, measuring about 12x6x6 inches, 
covered by a fiberglass screen over which is kept a thick 
layer of wet toweling* In the terrarium, I usually put a 
layer of humus, organic debris, and soil taken from the 
snail's native habitat, as well as one or more small rocks, 
also from the native slide* For food, I put in several 
leaves of romaine lettuce; other types of lettuce will do, 
but their wrinkled leaves are too apt to hide young indi
viduals, Although the snails usually eat ravenously, the 
lettuce will rot in five to seven days and must be removed 
before it fouls the terrarium* For forced, hurried growth, 
a terrarium can be kept active, by keeping it moist and



provided with food, beyond the normal active period of the 
natural population. This practice, however, tends to lead 
to abnormally small adult shells and occasionally brings on 
a lethal enzootic perhaps caused by excessive moisture, un
balanced physiological processes, or predisposition to 
microbial attack.

Hybridization.
In attempting to obtain hybrids from two individ

uals, care must be taken to select individuals that are not 
already gravid. Sonorella are hermaphroditic, but not self- 
fertile. Each individual has a spermatheca in which sper- 
matophores from a previous copulation can be stored and kept 
viable for several months. Accordingly, to insure virginity, 
the proposed parents should be selected and isolated from 
Siô her snails when they are still immature, before the copu- 
latory organs have developed. Depending on the rate of 
growth, it may take up to three growing seasons before adult
hood is reached and copulation can take place. In some in
stances, F-21s can be obtained in two years, but in others, 
the time required may surpass six years.

Snails are first prepared for dissection by drown
ing them in water for about twelve hours, to insure perm
anent expansion and relaxation. They are then heated 
gradually to a temperature of about 56°0, the temperature



of denaturation of collagen, at which time the dead animal 
can be pulled easily from the shell without harm either to 
the shell or to the animal. Care must be taken not to 
allow the animal to remain too long at this temperature or 
at higher temperatures, because the apical viscera may then 
harden and break off in the pulling process. The snail is 
laid on its left side in a dissecting dish, under 50 per 
cent ethanol, and the dissection of the genitalia is per
formed under a dissecting microscope.

Whole Mounts.
The technique used is essentially the technique 

of Gregg (1959). The genitalia are partially fixed by 
letting them hang loosely in 50 per cent ethanol in a shell 
vial for 12 to 24 hours. This is accomplished by leaving 
a flap of body wall attached to the genital orifice and 
pinning this flap to the shell vial cork. After this 
initial fixation, which predisposes the tissues to absorb 
stain, the specimens are stained in 1:6 hematoxylin/50 per 
cent ethanol solution for 75 to 120 minutes, depending on 
the thickness of the tissues. They are then destained for 
about 30 minutes in acid ethanol and counterstained for 
5 minutes in eosin. They are then placed between two 1x3 
inch slides, the top slide having been rubbed lightly with 
vaseline, to assure easy separation, and the slides are 
wrapped together with strong thread. The mounts are then
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dehydrated in successive solutions of ethanol at 70$ 80$ 90 
95, 100 per cent, and absolute, followed by Immersion In 
1:1 absolute ethanol and toluene, followed by clearing In 
four separate baths of toluene* Each Immersion lasts 3 
days* After the final toluene Immersion, the top slide Is 
removed, permount Is poured over the specimen, the top slide 
Is replaced, and; the mount Is now ready to dry. If voids 
develop during the drying process, permount Is simply added 
by means of a small pipette*

Drawings*
The whole mount was projected on a sheet of tracing 

paper by means of an overhead projector, with magnification 
carefully set at 7*5:1* One uniform magnification was chosen

- ifor all drawings, so that the reader would not have to con" 
slder this factor in comparing figures; the value of 7*5:1 
permits adequate detail to be shown for the smallest sped" 
mens while still permitting the largest specimens to fit on 
one sheet of paper* Pinal drawings were made from the ini" 
tial tracings while carefully checking details of the whole . 
mount under a dissecting microscope*



SPECIES ACCOUNT

It is preferable at the outset to proceed with 
a review of each recognized species and subspecies in 
order to provide data from which opinions may be drawn as 
to systematlcs, speciation, phylogeny, and zoogeography. 
Each of the 81 species and subspecies recognized by 
Pilsbry in 1939, as well as the 15 new ones that have been 
described since 1939, including the 9 which I have dis
covered during this study, is reviewed below.

Information is listed on type locality, my ex
perience in collecting it, life zones, diagnostic charac
ters, with emphasis on the differences from nearest 
relatives, remarks of particular importance, especially 
where my findings differ from those previously published, 
and distribution. The species are grouped in two sub- 
genera and three species-groups. Some species are dis
placed from the group in which Pilsbry placed them, with 
remarks Indicating the reason for the change. The lead 
species in each group is the species giving its name to 
the group, and subsequent species are reviewed in their 
order of phylogenetic proximity as evidenced by similarity 
of diagnostic characters, as far as practicable. Phylogeny

13
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and systematics are reviewed more specifically in the 
chapters so entitled, after the Species Account*

Genus Sonorella Pilsbry„ 1900.
The genus was established by Pilsbry (1900:556), 

with S* hachitana (Dali) as type. His description of the 
genitalia is based on those of S_. compar. Generic char
acterization was extended in Pilsbry (1905:253) and again 
in Pilsbry (1939:267)« As summarized, in 1939, it 
specifically states "the penis contains a verge." The 
generic characterization should now be further amended, 
in the light of information obtained from the genitalia 
of S. (Mvotonhallus) rooseveltiana fragills. to state that 
the verge may be minute or wanting.

Subgenus Sonorella si.si.
Sonorella hachltana group

The shell is relatively large and capacious, with 
smooth, silky-lustrous perlostracum, usually with apical, 
spirally descending threads. The penis contains a usually 
long, slender, narrowly pointed verge; in extreme forms, 
the verge may be thick and club-shaped.

1. Sonorella hachltana hachltana (Dali, 1896),(Pilsbry, 
1939:273)»

Eplnhragmophora hachltana Dali (1896, in part).
Sonorella hachltana (Dali), (Pilsbry, 1901:556?



1905;257» In part? Pilsbry and Perrlss, 1915;327? 1923:65, 
Bartschj, 1904:190),

Holotype, a single dead shell; collected by Dr, 
EeA, Mearns; in. 1893@ on Big Hatchet Peak, Big Hatchet 
Mountains, Hidalgo County, New Mexico, at 8270 feet. In 
1910, Pilsbry and Daniels retraced Mearns1 route in the 
Big Hatchet Mountains from manuscript information supplied 
by Mearns, Entering at Thomson Canyon on the east side 
of the range, they proceeded to the top of Big Hatchet , 
Peak, Large quantities of dead shells as well as live 
animals were collected, and the anatomy of the.species 
was described by.Pilsbry in 1915 from this material.

On 8 April 1966, I retraced Pilsbry's route, in 
part, accompanied by my son, W, Nixon Miller, We entered 
Thomson Canyon from the east by a jeep road starting at 
the Hatchet Ranch, From the head of Thomson Canyon, at 
ca, 5700 feet, we hiked directly to Big Hatchet Peak, The' 
mountain is rough, steep, and dry, With sharp, jagged, 
limestone rocks and scrub oak underbrush. The first S. 
hachitana shells appear at about 6800 feet. Above that ele 
vation, dead shells are scattered nearly everywhere, 
probably indicating a nearly continuous population. At 
Pilsbry's station 7, which he considered most prolific, we 
collected 12 live adults, 48 live immatures, and numerous 
dead shells. This station, at ca, 7400 feet, is at the
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base of a long, shallow, limestone cliff which runs in an 
east-west direction along the north flank of a peak 
immediately south-southeast of the main Big Hatchet Peak.

Life Zone.
Upper Sonoran. Vegetation at the collecting site 

consists mainly of pinon, scrub oak, and

diameter 23.7 mm.) relatively flattened, and with the 
last whorl descending steeply to the peristome. Embryonic 
whorls sculptured with numerous, gradually descending, 
spiral threads. There is a large variation in diameter 
size in the population at the 7400 foot station from 19.8 
mm. to 25.5 mm., as well as in the degree of flatness of 
the spire, from an h/d of .49 to .63.

slender penis of moderate length, ca. 8 mm., which contains 
a slender, annulated verge, ca. 4.5 to 5 mm. long, gradu
ally tapering to a fine point. The seminal duct opens 
terminally on the verge. There is a short penial sheath, 
and a slight basal swelling of the penis. There is a short 
(ca. 1.0 mm.), detached, epiphallic caecum. The epiphallus 
and the vagina are each about as long as the penis. In the 
6 specimens dissected and mounted, there Is a remarkable

Characters
The shell is capacious, for the genus (holotype

The genitalia (Pig. 11) are characterized by a



uniformity in the sizes of the genitalia structures dis
cussed above, with not more than 10 per cent variation 
between any two specimens®

Remarks®
In general, my measurements for penis and verge 

are 10 per cent to 20 per cent larger than those listed 
by Pilsbry, perhaps due to the fact that my specimens were 
all fresh while those of Pilsbry had probably been pre
served in alcohol for some time®

Distribution (Pig. 1).
- Typical Suh® ha chi tana is known only from the Big 

Hatchet Mountains. Dead shells collected by Mearns from 
the Carrizalillo Mountains, about 30 miles northeast of 
Big Hatchet Peak, Luna County, New Mexico, were referred 
to as S® hachitana by Dali (1897) and by Pilsbry (1939). 
They appear to agree in shell characters with hachitana; 
However, since no specimen from this population has ever 
been, dissected, it is not possible to state that it is 
typical hachitana. In 1897, Dali also referred to S. 
hachitana shells from several other localities in New Mex
ico, Arizona, and Chihuahua, but it was recognized later 
that none of them were true or typical hachitana.



2. Sonorella haohltana flora Pilsbry and Ferrlss, 1915 
(Pllsbry and Perrlss8 19151347? PI1sbry$ y1939:275)®

Sonorella haohltana...Florida Mountains (Pilsbry 
1905:257).

Type lot collected by Pilsbry and Ferriss in the 
Florida Mountains, Luna County, New Mexico, "on the west 
side at Spring Canyons at ca. 6000 to 6500 feet, with 
several live specimens, some time prior to 1905."

I collected numerous specimens on 19 July, 1966, 
in the northwest end of the Florida Mountains, in a canyon 
just south of Capitol Dome, at an elevation of 5900 feet.' 
Access is by a rough, ranch road from the south end of 
Ventura Road to the mouth of the. canyon. Three live adults 
were found, along with many dead shells, in rock piles on 
north facing slopes below large cliffs on the south side 
of the canyon.

Life Zone.
Upper Sonoran. Vegetation at the collecting site 

was primarily juniper, pinon. Fend1era. Quercus turblnella 
and sotol.

Diagnostic Characters.
The shell has the general shape and appearance of 

_S.h. ha chi tana but usually tends to be larger (holotype 
diameter 27 mm.). The embryonic spiral threads of S. h.
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hachitana are fewer and very faint or completely absent. 
There Is a large variation In diameter In my lot, from 
23®0 mm, to 30,0 mm,, as well as In shape, from very flat- 
spired (h/d ,46) to high-spired (h/d ,57),

The genitalia (Figs, 12 and 13) differ from those of 
j30ho ha chi tana in that the penis is longer and thicker and 
more variable in length(8,0 mm, to 13 mm,), while the verge 
remains as in h, hachltana. The vagina is also longer as 
well as more variable in length, from 10 mm, to 18 mm, in 
three specimens dissected.

Remarks,
My findings agree with Pllsbry's dissections. Al

though there are consistent differences in shell diameter, 
as well as in the genitalia characters, these seem too 
slight to warrant specific standing. Hence I concur with 
Pilsbry in placing S, h, flora as a subspecies of £5, 
hachltana.

Distribution (Fig, 1)
Known only from the Florida Mountains of New Mexico-,

3, Sonorella hachltana pelonclllensls Pilsbry and Ferriss, 
1915 (Pilsbry and Ferriss, 1915:349; Pilsbry, 1939:276),

Type lot collected by Ferriss in Skull Canyon, 
Peloncillo Mountains, Hidalgo County, New Mexico, in 1907, 
with several live specimens.
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I collected about a dozen dead shells In a large 

rockslide about 1.5 miles up from the mouth of the canyon 
on 10 December 1966. Although seals were numerous, the 
live specimens had apparently buried too deep to be found 
at that time of the year.

Life Zone.
Upper Sonoran. Shells and seals were found at all 

levels of. the slide, from 5300 feet to 5700 feet. Vegeta
tion was mainly plnon, Quercus arlzonlca. Garrya» and 
Rhus choriophylla.

Diagnostic Characters.
The shell resembles that of S.h, hachitana very 

closely, differing only in the slightly smaller umbilicus 
and the less steeply descending last whorl. Shell diameter 
varies from 21.5 mm. to 25.6 mm. Embryonic whorls have the 
well-developed spiral striae of S.h. hachitana.

Pilsbry obtained several good dissections and states 
that the genitalia are similar to those of S,.h. flora, in 
size and shape of respective structures.

Remarks.
S.h. pelonclllensis. from Skull Canyon, with geni

talia similar to _S,h. flora, and shells differing by only 
minor characters from S.h. hachitana, appears to be a 
recognizable subspecies of jS. ha chi tana.



Distribution (Fige 1).
Known only from Skull Canyon in the southern 

Peloncillo Mountains, although it might possibly occur in 
neighboring canyons, Pilsbry reported that "an immature 
shell in the U.S. National Museum from 'Doubtful Canyon,1 
Peloncillo Mountains, seems to be the same.11 I have collec
ted a large series of live specimens in Doubtful Canyon and 
found that shell differences as well as anatomical differ
ences with pelonclllensis (utilizing Pilsbry6s published 
figures) and other subspecies of hachltana require that 
it be given specific rank. It is, as yet, undescribed, 
pending availability of additional live, adult pelonclllen
sis specimens for a closer check on the anatomical differ
ences.

4. Sonorella hachltana orlentis Pilsbry. 1936 (Pilsbry, 
1936:110? 1939:277).

Sonorella hachltana, specimen from Fillmore Canyon, 
Organ Mountains (Pilsbry, 1905:257).

First collected in 1897, by O.H.T. Townsend, in 
Fillmore Canyon, Organ Mountains, Dona Ana county, New 
Mexico. Type lot, including live snails, collected by 
Ferriss and Pilsbry, in 1922, at Dripping Springs, Organ 
Mountains.

The type locality is privately owned and access 
to collectors has been vociferously denied by the owner
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during the past several years. On 7 June 1965» I succeeded 
in collecting in Fillmore Canyon* just west of the military 
reservation boundary* at an elevation of 6250 feet* where 
I found 5 dead shells but no live animals* in a small rock- 
slide at the base of a large* north-facing cliff. Live 
shells were apparently buried too deep to be found at that 
time of the year.

Life Zone,
Upper Sonoran, The slide* at the foot of a large 

cliff at the head of a ravine* was covered with vines of 
iritis arizonica and had occasional bushes of Prunus virgin- 
iana demissa and Rhus trilobata.

Diagnostic Characters,
The shell resembles that of _S,h, ha chi tana very 

closely* differing in the slightly smaller umbilicus and 
the less steeply descending last whorl. The embryonic 
whorls have the well developed spiral striae of typical 
ha chi tana. Shell characteristics are similar to S_,h, pel- 
oncillensls.

The genitalia* as described by Pilsbry* show the 
typical measurements of JUh, hachitana.

Remarks,
S,h, orientls from the Organ Mountains and San 

Andreas Mountains* from data on the genitalia supplied by
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Pilsbry, appears to be a recognizable subspecies of Se 
hachitanae It resembles nelonclllensls in the shell
-and 3,0 ho ha chi tana in the genitalia«

Specimens collected by PerrisSg in 1925* on Sierra 
Blanca Mountain* Hudspeth Oounty, Texas* were also referred 
to this subspecies by Pilsbry» in 1936# I have collected 
a large series of dead shells at that locality and find 
that the shell diameter is consistently smaller than that 
of the Fillmore Canyon lot* varying from 19*1 mm. to 23*2 
mm. (smaller than reported by Pilsbry). For want of animals 
to dissect, it is not possible to infer relationships from 
the genitalia; but on shell size alone* it appears probable 
that the Sierra Blanca specimens are at least subspeclfic- 
ally distinct from S.h. orientls. Description of this pop
ulation* as a new subspecies* without anatomical data* 
would serve no useful purpose.

Distribution (Fig. 1).
Known definitely from the Organ Mountains and the 

San Andreas Mountains* Dona Ana County* New Mexico.

5o Sonorella nelson! Bartsch* 1904 (Bartsch* 1904:191).
Sonorella goldmani Bartsch, 1904 (Bartsch, 1904:192). 

New synonymy.
Type lots of both S. nelson! and*S. goldmani. in 

each case of several specimens* apparently all dead*
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collected by E o W  o Nelson and E * A 0 Goldman in the mountains
near Lake Santa Maria, Chihuahua, Mexico. 1

I have collected several specimens, on two separate 
occasions, from the mountains bordering the Laguna de Santa 
Maria. On one occasion, on 20 July 1966, I collected 
several dead shells from volcanic rockslides in the low 
mountains just east of the north end of the lake. On the 
other occasion, on 27 December 1966, I collected about 15 
dead specimens and 2 live immature specimens from volcanic 
slides in the low mountains just west of the lake; unfor
tunately, one of the live specimens was crushed and did not 
survive. Access to the lake is by way of a very bad road f

from Laguna Guzman, a railroad stop.

Life Zone.
Lower Sonoran. Elevation of slides at the east 

mountain locality was 4500 feet, and at the west mountain, 
5250 feet® In both eases the slides consisted of large 
volcanic boulders on barren slopes except for occasional 
cactus and dwarfed mesqultes.

Diagnostic Characters.
The shell resembles that of S.h. orientls (from 

Fillmore Canyon) in all respects, except that the embryonic 
sculpture tends to be less pronounced. Both Chihuahua 
lots exhibit the range of variation in shell diameter and
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height of spire which is characteristic of all subspecies 
of hachitana» The flatter specimens agree with the descrip
tion of So nelson!» while the high-spired specimens agree 
with that of S9 goldmani. There are also intermediate 
specimenso

No information is yet available on the genitalia*
The one surviving immature Individual is not yet full-grown 
as of this writing*

Remarks*
S* nelson! is probably a subspecies or a close 

relative of S* haohitana; further determination will de
pend on anatomical data*

According to Bartsch* S* goldmani was known from 
only two specimens» collected by the same collectors in 
the same mountains as S,» nelson!* S.* goldmani is apparently 
only a high-spired form of g. nelsoni; the latter name has 
page priority*

Known only from the mountains on both sides of 
the Laguna de Santa Maria*

6* Sonorella dellcata Pllsbry and Ferries, 1919 (Pilsbry 
and Ferriss, 1919a;314? Pilsbry, 1939;323)»

Type lot collected by Ferriss in the northern 
Peloncillo Mountains, Greenlee County9 Arizona, in a
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malpais rockslide on the toll road between Solomonsville 
and Clifton* about 6 miles south of the Gila River* at an 
elevation of about 4800 feet»

I have collected it at the type locality. The 
old toll road is now U.S. highway 666. Specifically* by 
today's landmarks* the locality is "rockslide on south 
side of highway 666 in Tollhouse Canyon* at bottom of 
canyon* along wash* at a point 3°7 road miles from the 
Gila River bridge* Greenlee County;" the elevation is 
4350 feet. The distance from the.Gila River is less than 
Perriss reported because the old toll road crossed the 
river at Coronado* some distance upstream from the present 
highway bridge.

Life Zone.
Lower Sonoran. Vegetation mainly mesquite* salt 

bush (4trinlex). and ocotillo.

Diagnostic Characters.
The shell has the shape and umbilicus of S. 

bowiensls but it does not have any granulations on the 
embryonic and neanic whorls. It also resembles the shell 
of S. huachucana ellzabethae in size* shape* umbilicus* 
and appearance* but it has no apical spiral striae.

The genitalia (Pig. 15) show affinities with the 
group of haohitana. particularly the huachucana/walkerl
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complex. The verge is Similar in all respects to that 
of S. hachitana hachitana. The penis is swollen basallys 
as in huachucana but not as abruptly. The vagina is 
short, about l/2 the length of the penis. The epiphallic 
caecum is prominent, as in hachitana. The dimensions of 
penis and verge of two dissected specimens do not agree 
with those given by Pilsbry and Perriss, as shown below 
(Lengths, in mm.).

Penis Verge Vagina
4965-A 9 4.5 y 5
4965-B 9 4.5 4
Pilsbry8s 3.5 1.2 5.5

It is possible that Pilsbry did not have a fully mature 
animal, since the male organs are normally the last 
structures to develop fully.

Remarks.
The shape of the verge and swollen penial base 

lead me to place this species in the group of hachitana 
instead of the group of binnevi. where Pilsbry placed it. 
Except for the absence of apical spiral striae, the shell 
would not be distinguishable from S3, huachucana ellza™ 
bethae. It is my opinion, therefore, that S,. delicata 
developed from an ancestral hachitana°like population, which



lost Its apical spiral striae, became reduced in diameter# 
and developed a more swollen penial base# probably through 
the process of genetic drifte

Distribution (Fig, 1),
Known only from the type locality in Tollhouse

Canyon,

To Sonorella oaeruliflumlnis Pilsbry a$d Ferrlss# 1919 
(Pilsbry and Ferrlss, 1919a:315; Pilsbry#. 1939:311)«

Type lot collected by Ferrlss in 1914 from rock- 
slides at station 18 along the Blue River# 6 miles above 
its confluence with the San Francisco River (erroneously 
reversed in Pilsbry and Ferrlss (1919a) as "San Fran
cisco River 6 miles above its confluence with the Blue 
River#")# Greenlee County# Arizona at about 4000 feet 
elevation.

With the help of Dr® A.R. Mead# who found the 
only live adult# I have collected it from rockslides 
along the Blue River at the confluence of Pigeon Greek, 
at an elevation of 4200 feet; this locality is about one 
mile upstream from the type locality.

Life Zone.
Riparian in Upper Sonoran. Vegetation was mainly 

sycamore and cottonwood# with oaks along the canyon sides.
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Diagnostic Characters,

The shell is similar to that of S«h* uelon- 
clllensls, S, sabinoenslse S>,£» superioris, etc, s and is 
not separable from them. My lot exhibits a wide varia*̂  
tion in diameterj, from 22,0 to 25*3 mm. The hoiotype 
measures 25 mm.

The genitalia (Pig, 14) resemble those of Suh, 
hachltana and EUh, flora, with penis and verge having the 
same size and shape as in hachltana while the vagina has 
the length of that of flora. All three structures are 
shorter and thinner than in gallurensls, particularly the 
verge which is about 2/3 the size of the verge in galiur- 
ensis. They differ from nelonclllensls in that the penis 
and verge are shorter and the vagina is longer (in compar
ison with measurements listed by Pllsbry for pelonci11en
sis) » My dissections agree with those of Pilsbry and 
Perriss (1919a),

Remarks,
S» caerulifluminis is very closely related to 

S„h» hachltana, S,h, flora, and S»h, pelonclllensis. 
Hybridizing experiments are needed in this complex to pro
vide additional evidence on the degree of speolation among 
these populations.



Distribution (Fig, X)e
Rockslides along the Blue and San Francisco 

Rivers$ down to the vicinity of Clifton, Arizona*

8e Sonorella optata Pllsbry and Ferriss, 1910 (Pilsbry 
and Ferrlss, 1910b;60? Pilsbry, 1939:305)•

Type lot collected by Pilsbry and Ferriss in 1906 
in Big Emigrant Canyon, Chiricahua Mountains, Cochise 
County, Arizona, about 2 miles "north of west" of Rough 
Mountain, at about 6000 feet*

With the help of Dr* Bagnara, I have collected it 
in Emigrant Canyon at an elevation of 5200 feet, about 2 
miles northwest of Rough Mountain, This is either at or 
very close to Pilsbry1s type locality. His stated ele
vation of 6000 feet appears to be erroneous, as Emigrant 
Canyon does not approach this elevation except to the 
south or Immediately west (within l/2 mile) of Rough Moun 
tain.

Life Zone,
Riparian in Upper Sonoran, Vegetation at collec

ting site was mainly sycamore, ash, grapevine, Celtls 
reticulata, with oaks in the background.

Diagnostic Characters,
The shell is not distinguishable from that of S, 
S.s, sablnoensis, or S, ha chi tana peloncillensis



In my lot of 11 shells, the diameter size varies within 
smaller limits than in Se ashmunl or S.s. sabinoensis* 
from 21o2 mm. to 24.5 mm. The holotype had a diameter 
of 25 mm.

The genitalia (Fig. 16) are most nearly similar 
to those of S.h. haohltana. differing from these by the 
thickness of the verge, which is about twice as thick, 
and by the unusually short epiphallus, about one“haIf the 
length of that of hachltana.

Remarks.
I concur with Pilsbry’s findings. S. ontata is 

closely related to S. hachltana but sufficiently differ
ent in shell and genitalia, to be considered a distinct 
species.

Distributlon(Flg.l).
Known only from Emigrant Canyon in the Chiri-

cahuas.

9. sonorella gallurensls gallurensls Pilsbry and Ferriss, 
1919 (Pilsbry and Ferriss, 1919a:298? Pilsbry, 1939:301).

Type lot collected by Ferriss, in 1917, in a por
phyry slide, 1 l/2 miles south of Copper Creek mining 
camp, Galiuro Mountains, Pinal County, Arizona. Also 
collected elsewhere in the Galiuro Mountains and on Picket 
Post Mountain, 5 miles southwest of Superior, Pinal County,



and in the "Nantes Mountains/1 10 miles north of "Rice/' 
Gila County9 by Perriss.

I have collected it from a large roekslide about 
1 3/4 miles south of Copper Creek* on the north slope of 
Sombrero Butte* which I believe to be at or very close to 
the type locality, since it is the only likely slide be
tween Copper Creek and that localitye The elevation was 
4400 feet»

Life Zone.
Upper Sonoran. The vegetation was mainly Quercus 

arlzonlca, Celtls reticulata, Garrya, and Vitls.

Diagnostic Characters.
The shell resembles S.s. sabinoensis in shape, 

sculpture, coloration, and aperture, but it is larger than 
s. sabinoensis. and has a wider umbilicus. The hoiotype 
has a diameter of 27.5 mm.; in my lot it varies from 25.0 
mm. to 30®5 mm.

The genitalia (Pig. 18) resemble very closely 
those of So sabinoensis. The penis is slightly shorter, 
while the vagina is longer; the verge is shorter. This 
combination of small differences adds up to a "ratio" of 
structures measurably different from sabinoensis. In £. 
galiurensls, the penis is from 2/3 to 3/4 the length of 
the penis, while in all subspecies of sabinoensis it is 
about 4/5.



Remarkso
Although I concur with Pilsbry1s findings, the 

differences in shell size and in the size ratio of geni= 
tails structures are barely sufficient to accord specific 
rank to S o  ealiurensis* By all appearances. S o  galluren° 
sis and So sabinoensis are very closely related*

Distribution (Fig* 2)*
So£o galiurensls is apparently widespread in the 

Galiuro Mountains and in mountains to the north and north™ 
west where it may intergrade with its subspecies <So£o 
superior!s (g*v*)*

10o Sonorella galiurensls super!oris Pilsbry, 1939 
(Pilsbry, 1939:303).

Type lot collected by Perriss, near the highway 
tunnel 4 miles east of Superior, Pinal County, Arizona* 
Also collected from Ray and Kelvin, in the same general 
area*

I have collected it from the type locality, a 
shaded rock outcropping immediately along the bed* of Queen 
Creek at a point 0=9 miles east of the east end of the 
highway tunnel, just east of Superior, at an elevation of 
3700 feet*



Life Zone
Upper Sonoran. Vegetation was riparian (sycamore» 

cottonwood» Sambueus) in a background of oaks and plnon.

generally smaller and with a narrower umbilicus. It is 
not at all distinguishable from that of jS.si. sablnoensls.

ensis by the longer penis and the shorter vagina? they 
differ from all subspecies of j3. sablnoensls by the 
shorter verge.

Since these characteristics might be confusing in 
differentiating between such closely related groups as 
S. sablnoensls,'S»£, gallurensis, S.g. superloris, and 
others. Table 1 has been prepared for easy reference.

Remarks.
S.g. super!oris is very closely related to S. 

sablnoensls. It might well be a subspecies of sablnoen
sls rather than of gallurensis. Hybridization tests would 
be very useful in this ease. Pending the outcome of such 
tests, however, it would serve little purpose to shift 
at present specific and subspecific names within the 
closely related complex of J3. sablnoensls. (See remarks 
under S, ashmunl).

The shell is similar to S.£

The genitalia (Pig. 19) differ from S.£. galiur-



Distribution (Pige 2)»
S.£. sunerioris occurs in the Dripping Springs 

Mountains and vicinity, to the northwest of the Galiuro 
Mountainse Specimens which could he £® gallurensls or £ e 
sunerlorls or S,® ashmunl (not determined at present for 
want of dissections) have been collected near Coolidge 
Dam, Gila County, by M.L» Walton and W®0, Gregg, and in 
the Salt River Canyon, Maricopa County, by A«R® Mead. .

11® Sonorella sabinoensls sablnoensls Pilsbry and Ferriss, 
1919 (Pilsbry and Perriss, 1919a:289? Pilsbry, 1939:294)® 

Sonorella marmorarlus Pilsbry and Perriss (1919a: 
294). New synonymy.

Sonorella marmorarlus imula Pilsbry and Perriss 
(1919a:297).

Sonorella marmorarlus limifontls Pilsbry and 
Perriss (1919a:296). New synonymy®

Type lot collected by Perriss in 1913* in Sablno 
Canyon, at station 16, one mile above camp in mouth of 
canyon, west side, at ca® 5000 feet, Santa Catalina 
Mountains, Pima County, Arizona. Also collected by Perriss 
in tributary canyons to Sablno Canyon, as well as in Rock, 
Yentana, and Bear Canyons, of the same range, at eleva
tions varying from 3000 to 6000 feet®

I have collected it from Sablno Canyon at 3000 
feet, from Bear Canyon at 2800 feet, and from a small 
canyon between Bsperero and Bird Canyons at 3600 feet.



Lower and Upper Sonoran, it the localities listed 
above, the vegetation is mainly indicative of Lower Sonoran, 
with Oercldiunio oeotillo, and saguaro predominating; Quer°> 
cus emoryi, obiongjfolia, and Vauquelinia callfomioa 
begin to appear at the higher localities*

Diagnostic Characters,
The shell is very variable in diameter, shape, 

aperture size and shape, umbilicus width, and degree of 
depression* In general, it resembles _S.h, ha chi tana in 
size, shape, and embryonic sculpture, but it has a narrower 
umbilicus, and the last whorl does not descend so steeply 
to the peristome. The diameter of the holotype was 21,3 
mm. Size variation in diameter in my lots ranges from
21,2 mm, to 27,8 mm,

The genitalia (Pigs* 20 and 54) are characterized 
by a long, slender penis, nearly twice as long as in hachl- 
tana* with a long, slender, annulated verge, which is 
similar in shape to that of hachitana* but also double in 
length* The vagina is approximately equal in length to the 
penis, as in hachitana.

The mantle collar has an orange pigmentation*

Remarks,
I concur with Pllsbry* s findings, particularly 

with his comments on the very wide variation in shell
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size, aperture size and shape, umbilicus width, and degree 
of depression*

In 1919, Pilsbry and Perriss described as a 
species, S. mannorarius. a population from a station at 
an unusually high elevation, 6800 feet to 7000 feet, on 
the southeast flank of Marble Peak, in the Santa Catalina 
Mountains, Pima County* Although the elevation is high, 
the ecology of this station is still that of the Upper 
Sonoran life zone, because of its dry, southern exposure? 
vegetation is mainly Quercus arlzonica, Garrva, Cerco- 
carpus, sotol, and agave*

I have collected a large series of specimens from 
this locality at 6800 to 7000 feet and can find no con™ 
sistent, significant differences, either in shell or in 
genitalia (Pig. 21), from ^.s. sablnoensls. The thickness 
of the penis and verge is slightly larger than is usual 
in sablhoensls. but I have found specimens in sablnoensls 
that form good Intergrades.

In 1919, Pilsbry and Perriss also described, as 
S. marmorarluB llmlfontls. a population from the general 
vicinity of Mud Spring, in Pine Canyon in the Santa Cata
lina Mountains, at an elevation of 7000 feet. In spite 
of this elevation, the station lies still in an Upper 
Sonoran/Transition ecotone, being characterized by pinon 
pine, Quercus arizonlca. and Q. hypoleucoldes; Pinus 
ponderosa just begins to appear above the Spring.
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I have collected 20 shells and dissected 1 adult 

animal from that locality® and can find no consistent® 
significant differences® in shell or genitalia (Pig. 22) 
that can separate it from S.s. sablnoensls. There was 
greater uniformity in size and shape of shell® and an 
unusually dark, wide shoulder band; but this population 
could only be regarded as a color form at best.

Distribution (Pig. 2).
In the Santa Catalina Mountains, below the 

Canadian life zone.

12. Sonorella sablnoensls buehmanensis Pilsbry and 
Ferrlss, 1919 (Pilsbry and Perriss, 1919a:292j Pilsbry, 
1939;296).

Type lot collected by Ferrlss, at station 44, near 
Korn Kobb Mine, in Buehman Canyon® Santa Catalina Moun
tains, Pima County, Arizona.

With the help of Drs. Bagnara and Bequaert, I 
collected a large series of dead shells as well as live 
Individuals in Buehman Canyon, 1/2 mile west of the site 
of Korn Kobb Mine, at an elevation of 3450 feet.

Jjife -Zone.
Lower Sonoran. The collecting site was a rock- 

slide on the left bank of the wash, coming down right to
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the stream bed* Vegetation was riparian— sycamore, cotton- 
wood— in a Lower Sonoran background of mesquite, palo verde, 
and Acacia greggl.

Diagnostic Characters.
The shell exhibits all the extreme variations of 

size, umbilicus width, and shape of aperture of S.su 
sabinoensls, which it resembles in all respects except in 
having consistently a somewhat more elevated spire.

The genitalia (Fig. 23) resemble those of s* 
sabinoensls but are proportionately smaller by about 25 
per cent. The average lengths of buehmanensls penis, 
verge, and vagina are, respectively, 9 mm., 6.5 mm., and 
10 mm.j in g. sabinoensls these structures average, respec
tively, 12 mm., 9 mm,, and 11 mm. ;

Remarks.
I concur with Pilsbry1 s findings in regarding S_.

£. buehmanensls as a recognizable subspecies. It may be 
that intergrades exist between it and the nominate sub
species in the canyons between Bear and Buehman Canyons; 
but, to date, that area has not been investigated for 
Sonorella.

Distribution (Pig. 2).
Known only from Buehman Canyon in the eastern 

foothills of the Santa Catalina Mountains.
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13® Sonorella sablnoensls dlspar Pilsbry, 1939 (Pilsbry, 
1939:297).

Sonorella sablnoensls ocoldentalis Pilsbry and 
Perriss (1919a:291)® Not S. granuletlsslma ocoldentalis 
Pilsbry and Perriss (1915:398).

Type lot collected by Perriss at east side of 
Pima Canyon„ Santa Catalina Mountains? Pima County? iri° 
zona. Also collected by Perriss on Pusoh Ridge? in first 
large canyon north of Romero Canyon? and other localities 
at the west end of the same range.

I have collected it from a canyon just east of 
Pima Canyon? at .3400 feet? and I have examined shells and 
dissected animals from Pima Canyon? collected by M.L. Walton.

Life Zone.
Lower Sonoran. The vegetation at the collecting 

stations consisted mainly of palo verde? mesquite? saguaro, 
and Acacia greggi. ,

Diagnostic Characters.
The shell is not distinguishable from S.js. sabino-

ensis.
The genitalia (Pig, 24) differ from ss. sablnoensls 

in that the basal portion of the penis is abruptly swollen 
as in h. huachucana. The penis and verge differ from h.
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huachucana only In that they are longer by about 25 per 
cent, .

Remarksa
I concur with Pilsbry’s findings® I have found 

Intergrades between disoar and ju sablnoensis In the 
vicinity of Esperero Canyon, in which the basal swelling 
of the penis was present but reduced* It appears that js* 
disoar is one end point of a dine and s.* sablnoensis is 
the other end? in between these end points, there are 
probably all degrees of intergrades®

Distribution (Pig® 2)*
Known only from the southwest end of the Santa 

Catalina Mountains*

14* Sonorella sablnoensis tucsonica Pilsbry and Perriss, 
1923 (Pilsbry and Perriss, 1923:69? Pilsbry, 1939:299).*

Sonorella sablnoensis deflecta Pilsbry and Perriss 
(1923:71)*

Type lot collected by Perriss, at station 81, in 
the Tucson Mountains, Pima County, Arizona* Said to be 
abundant at many localities in those mountains*

I have collected it from the northern end of the 
Tucson Mountains, in roekslides just above the Avra Valley 
Road at the Santa Cruz River crossing, at an elevation of 
2300 feet®



Life Zone.
Lower Sonoran. Vegetation was mainly palo verde* 

saguarOp and Celtis pallida.

Diagnostic Characters.
The shell is similar to that of su sablnoensls. 

except for a consistently wider umbilicus in shells of 
comparable diameter.

The genitalia (Pig. 25) are similar in size and 
shape to those of £.ji. buehmanensis. In this respect,
they are somewhat smaller than in _s. sabinoensis. In

1 • animals from the locality by the Avra Valley Road, the
penis exhibited the same basal swelling as found in S.su
dispar, but the lengths of penis, verge, and vagina were
about 25 per cent smaller.

Remarks<
I concur with Pilsbry's findings. The more open

umbilicus and the smaller genitalia warrant subspecific 
status for the Tucson range populations. The presence 
of the huachucana=like basal swelling of the penis in pop
ulations on both sides of the Santa Cruz River, where the 
river separates the Tucson and the Santa Catalina Moun
tains, is extremely curious and thought provoking.
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Distribution -(Fig.'S)® .

Known only from the northern part of the Tueson 
Mountains. I have looked for it in vain in the southern 
part of the range9 where other speoies of Sonorella 
occur.

15. beauaerti W.B. Miller, in press.

light brown, with chestnut-brown spiral band on the well- 
rounded shoulder; umbillcate, the umbilicus contained 
about 9 to 10 times in the diameter, partially covered by 
the reflected columeliar lip. Embryonic shell of about 
1 l/2 whorls; its apex silky-wrinkled, followed by radial 
striae only, for the first half-whorl; remainder of em
bryonic shell with hyphen-like papillae which anastomose 
into a reticulate pattern Over the upper part of the whorl 
and into the hachitana pattern of nearly parallel, descend
ing and ascending, spiral striae on the region near the 
lower suture. Post embryonic whorls with raised papillae 
superimposed over growth striae, the papillae numerous at 
first, sparse later, and absent on body whorl. Body whorl 
has growth striae and fine $ spiral, incised lines along 
entire whorl, most prominent along the suture; suture 
descends sharply to the well-expanded peristome; periostra6um

Shell depressed-globose, hellciform, thin, glossy.
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with silky luster» Aperture largeg oblique, rounded, about 
as wide as high; parietal callus thin.

Hoiotype Measurements0
Height 15«.3 mm*; maximum diameter 2602 mm0; umbil= 

icus 2„8 mm0; whorls 5»
Genitalia of hoiotype (Fig, 53)s The short, narrow 

penis contains a thin, slightly annulated verge, measuring 
about 2/3 the length of the penis, and tapering gradually 
to a thin point; seminal duct opens subterminally; penial 
sheath short, about 1/3 the length of the penis, Epiphallus 
about as long as the penis; epiphallic caecum small, Vas 
deferens thicker than epiphallus. The vagina is twice as 
long as the penis; free oviduct about l/3 the length of the 
vagina.

Measurements of
genitalia, in mm. Hoi0type Paratype B Chimenea Can
Penis 6,0 6,5 6,0
Verge 4,5 4,5 3.5
Penial sheath 2,5 2,5 2.5
Epiphallus 6,0 6,0 6.0
Epiphallic caecum 0,7 0,5 0,5
Vagina 13.0 11,5 12.0
Free oviduct 4,5 3.5 3.5



Type Locality.
Rincon Peak, Rincon Mountains, Pima County, Arizona, 

in granite rocks along large cliffs in canyon which runs 
NW from Rincon Peak and just west of the Rincon Peak™- 
Happy Valley Saddle trail, at elevation ca. 6000 to 6100 
feet® (W. No Miller, Marshall Bulls, and W. B. Miller, 18 
April, 1965)« Holotype ANSP (number requested) Paratypes 
in the collections of the Department of Biological Sciences, 
University of Arizona (2818), and the author (4769)®

Other localities; Chimenea Canyon, Tanque Verde 
Mountains, Pima County, Arizona, about one-half mile 
above Mad.rona Ranger Station; elevation ca, 4000 feet (MoL® 
Walton and J.C« Bequaert, 3 April, 1965)«

The type lot consists of 8 adult shells of which 
4 were alive and dissected. The largest shells are the 
holotype and 2 others, with a maximum diameter of 26.2 mm.; 
the smallest paratype measures 22.6 mm. The single live 
adult from Chimenea Canyon measures 23®6 mm. By shell 
characteristics, J3. becuaerti is not distinguishable from 
S.su sabinoensis P.&F.$ or S_.r. rinconensis P.&F. The 
large variability, in shell size and shape, of the sabino
ensis complex easily encompasses the variations of r. 
rinconensis and becuaerti. The apical sculpture is 
similar for all, being of the hachitana type. It is in



the morphology of the genitalia that bequaertl can easily 
be distinguished® Its penis is much shorter and thinner 
than that of sablnoensis; in typical sablnoensls* the 
penis measures from 10o0 mm® to 15,0 mm®, whereas in 
bequaertl the penis varies from 6.0 mm® to 7.5 mm. Also, 
in bequaertl» the vagina is twice as long as the penis, 
whereas in js® sablnoensis It is as long or shorter than 
the penis®

S. bequaertl inhabits the middle and lower slopesess» rfiTT>r tn rat 111 vn mi

of the southeast side of the Tanque Verde Mountains and 
the west side of the Rincon Mountains (Pig. 2); the other 
slopes of these mountains have hot been explored for 
bequaertl. It is apparently sympatric with S® r® rIncon- 
ensis P.&F., whose enormously large genitalia easily 
separate it from bequaertl» but the two have not been 
found in the same rockslides. It is not sympatric with 
S» bagnaral ¥.B.Miller, which inhabits the highest Dougla 
fir forest on Rincon Peak®

In phylogeny, it is probable that bequaertl 
evolved from a common ancestor with sablnoensis, gallur- 
ensis, and tortillita, all of them in close geographical 
proximity® It evolved in the direction of a small, thin 
penis and verge, while all other species of this group 
maintained or developed a relatively long penis and verge 
being longest in tortillita®



This species is named after Dr. Joseph 0. Bequaert 
life-long malacologist and entomologist, who has provided 
inspiration and encouragement in the search for Sonorella. 
and with whom I have enjoyed numerous collecting trips®

16® Sonorella nanagorum Pilshry and Perriss, 1915 (Pils- 
bry and Perriss, 1915:403; Pilsbry, 1939:352)®

Type collected by Pilsbry and Daniels in 1910 
on Black Mountain, about 9 miles south of Tucson, Pima 
County, Arizona, at an elevation of about 3200 feet.

I have collected it on Black Mountain, in volcanic 
lava rooks at the base of cliffs just below the top of 
the northeasternmost peak, at an elevation of 3100 feet*

Life Zone®
Lower Sonoran. Vegetation consists of palo verde, 

cholla, prickly pear, oootillo, desert lavender, Celtis 
pallida* and Lvoium®

Diagnostic Characters.
The shell is not distinguishable from that of 

sablnoensls although the variations in diameter do not 
reach the large values of sabinoensis® In my lot of 23 
shells, the smallest measured 20.7 mm., while the largest 
measured 24.5 mm. Pilsbry reported a range of 20.5 to
24.3 mm.; he also stated that the embryonic whorls lacked



the spiral threadsg characteristic of most of the hachi° 
tana suoersoecific groups and for this reason^ put it in 
a special group with So ambigua0 I have found the spiral 
threads well developed on all of my specimens which 
were fresh enough to show the embryonic sculpture^

The genitalia (Pigo 26) resemble those of sabino° 
ensisa but the penis is only about 3/4 as long9 the verge 
half as long? while the vagina is of the same length as in 
sabinoensiso

Remarks^
This species is a close relative of So sabinoensiso 

perhaps only subspecifically different* but only hybrid
izing tests would settle this question* It is also very 
closely related to So eremlta (goV*)*

Distribution (Fig* 2)*
Known only from Black Mountain*

17= Sonorella vespertine Pllsbry and Ferriss* 1915 
(Pilsbry and Ferriss* 1915$414; Pilsbry* 1939$366)*

Type lot collected by Pilsbry and L.B. Daniels 
in the Baboquivari Mountains* on the west side of the 
ridge* close to the summit* a half mile south of Baboqui
vari Peak* Pima County* Arizona* elevation not given*

I have collected it from the type locality* at 
an elevation of 6000 feet*



Life Zone,
Upper Sonoran, Vegetation mainly pinon* juniper9 

Querous arizonloan and Garrya.

Diagnostic Characters,
The shell is not separable from that of £5, sitlens. 
The genitalia (Fig, 27) show the thin, long, annu

late!, pointed verge, characteristic of the group of 
hachitana. They are most closely similar to those of 
j3e meadi but differ ffom them in having an even thinner 
and shorter (by 25 per cent) verge. The vagina is about 
equal in length to that of S0 eremlta. The penial sheath 
is unusually long and covers the entire penis. My findings 
■agree with Pilsbry1s (1915) dissections.

Remarks,
I do not see any characteristics which would ally 

S, vesnertina with the group of granulatlssima or the 
group of clannl as defined by Pilsbry; it has neither a 
granulose shell or impressed spirals on the body whorl,
On the contrary, the silky-lustrous shell surface, and 
the long, thin, pointed verge show its affinities to the 
group of ha chi tana, Phylogenetically, as well, as geo
graphically, it appears to fit between £3, meadi, a 
peripheral and probably primitive species, and S, eremlta.



Distribution (Fig. 2)«
Known only from the type locality in the Babo- 

quivari Mountains.

18. Sonorella eremita Dllsbry and Ferriss, 1915 (Fils- 
bry and FerrisSg 1915?404, Pilsbry, 1959?346)e

Type lot collected by Filsbry and Daniels in 
1910p at the west end of "San Xavier Hill," the south
western hill of the Mineral Hills, Fima County, Arizona; 
elevation not given.

I have collected it at the type locality, among 
limestone rockpiles on the south side of a deep northwest- 
facing ravine, on the northwest side of the hill, at an 
elevation of 3850 feet. Dead shells were numerous, but 
live animals scarce; I found only 3 live adults.

Life Zone.
Lower Sonoran. Vegetation mainly palo verde, 

saguaro, ocotillo, creosote bush, sotol, Acacia constrlcta 
Oeltis pallida, and Vauquelinla callfornlca.

Diagnostic Characters.
The shell resembles that of _S. panagorum, but is 

generally smaller, more solid, and with a wider umbilicus; 
shells in my lot measured from 16.9 mm. to 23®0 mm. The 
more solid texture is probably due to its living among
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limestone rocks, while papagorum lives in lava. The 
holotype was 19o5 mm, in diameter.

The genitalia (Fig® 28) have the same shape and 
ratio of dimensions as in papagorum; but the size of the 
penis, verge, and vagina runs about 3/4 the size of these 
structures in papagorum, for shell diameters of 21.5 mm, 
and 22.5 mm., respectively.

Remarks,
This species was correctly described, compared, 

and figured by Pilsbry, with the exception that he 
included, by some oversight, a detached drawing of a spir
ally grooved verge with his figure. This error led him 
to include S. eremita in the group of S. tumamocensls. 
which is characterized, among other things, by a spirally 
grooved verge. S. eremita has no spirally-grooved verge, in 
my dissections.

Distribution (Fig. 2).
Known only from the westernmost hill of the

Mineral Hills.

19® Sonorella meadl W.3. Miller, 1966 (Miller, 1966:50).

Shell strongly depressed, heliciform, solid,
i

glossy, light tan, fading to nearly white around the



umbilicus, with a chestnut brown spiral band on the well 
rounded shoulder; widely umblllcate, the umbilicus con-" 
tained 6 to 7 times in the diameter. Embryonic shell of 
about 1 and l/3 whorls, with sculpture of the hachitana 
type. Apex smooth, followed by an area of weak, irregular 
radial wrinkles; after the first half whorl, hyphen-like 
papillae are superimposed over the radial wrinkles. Over
the last third of the embryonic shell, the hyphen-like pap

%
lllae are elongated and run together to form forwardly de
scending spiral threads. Post-embryonic whorls with small 
papillae superimposed on weak radial wrinkles, the pap
illae numerous on the early whorls, gradually disappearing 
and finally absent on the body whorl. Body whorl with 
faint spiral lines impressed on the shoulder between the 
chestnut-brown band and the suture. Body whorl descends 
shortly to the moderately expanded peristome. Aperture 
oblique, rounded-oval, slightly wider than high, with a 
moderately thick parietal callus.

Hplotype Measurements.
Height 9=7 mm.; maximum diameter 20.2 mm.; umbili

cus 3=0 mm.; whorls 4 1/2.
Genitalia of holotype (Pig. 29). The penis con

tains a long thin verge with a narrow, pointed tip. The 
epiphallus is slightly shorter than the penis and bears a



shorts, only slightly detached caecum0 The penial re= 
tractor is inserted on the epiphallus a short distance 
above the penis* The penial sheath is about half the 
length of the penis* The vagina is about half the length 
of the penis and about equal to the length of the free 
oviduct* The genitalia of paratype B are shown in Pig* 30=

Measurements of
genitalia,, in mm»: Hoi o type Para type B Para type G
Penis 7*0 7.5 8*0
Verge 5*0 4*0 5*0
Penial sheath 3*5 3*5 4*0
Epiphallus 6*0 6*5 6*5
Epiphallic caecum 0*3 0.5 0*5
Vagina 4*0 3*5 3*0
Pree oviduct 3*0 4*0 3*0

Type Locality*
Agua Dulce Mountains, Pima County, Arizona, in 

rock piles in canyon both south and north of Agua Dulce 
Pass, east of Quitovaguita Peak; elevation ea„ 1600 feet 
(WoN. Miller and WoB* Miller, 29 January 1966)„ Holotype 
ANSP (308951)* Paratypes in collections of ANSP* (308952) 
Department of Zoology, University of Arizona (2301), and 
the author (4845)*

The spiral lines impressed on the body whorl vary 
in intensity from prominent to absent; on the holotype,



they are present but faint* Two paratypes are completely 
bandless and white, although fresh and lustrous. The 
smallest of the paratypes measures: height 9.4 mm.; maxi
mum diameter 18.1 mm.; umbilicus 2.3 mm.; whorls 4 l/4.
The largest of the paratypes measures: height 10.4 mm.; 
maximum diameter 21=9 mm.; umbilicus 3.7 mm.; whorls 4 l/2

In shell characteristics as well as genitalia, 
this species appears to be most closely related to £3. 
eremlta P.&F. from the Mineral Hills about 120 miles to 
the east. In general meadl is more.depressed than eremlta 
and the embryonic sculpture of spiral threads is not so 
well developed. In the genitalia, meadl does not have 
the basal swelling of the penis, which is present in 
eremlta; the long verge is narrowly pointed instead of 
rounded; and the vagina is much shorter than the penis, 
instead of longer as In eremita. S. meadl is not closely 
related to the neighboring populations of S. baboquivarl- 
ensis cossl W.B. Miller of the A jo Mountains, nor to £3. 
ambigua P.&F. of the hills just west of Korn Vo.

A dead shell which appears referable to this 
species was collected by Mr. Harold T. Goss, of the 
National Park Service, in the Bates Mountains, in the 
Organ Pipe National Monument on 23 January, 1966. Live 
material will be necessary before a firm diagnosis of this 
population can be made. Supposedly thls species extends 
t,o the north and east into the Bates Mountains, the
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Growler Mountainsg the Little A jo Mountainsp and possibly 
the Sauceda Mountains, The Sierra Pinta to the west 
and the Sierra del Pozo to the. southeast are the abodes 
of races of Miorarlonta (Eremarlonta) rowelll.

The Agua Dulce Mountains have been erroneously 
marked on certain topographic maps as located within the 
Organ Pipe National Monument, The 1964s, 15 minute series 
Agua Dulce quadrangle shows them correctly located just 
west of the Monuments, (Pig, 2),

This locality represents the westernmost locality 
for Sonorella in southern Arizona, It also represents 
one of the lowest habitats for the genus. The vegetation 
is indicative of the Lower Sonoran life zone, consisting 
primarily of saguaro, organ pipe cactus, small-leaved 
palo verde, chuparosa, and desert lavender.

This species is named after Dr, Albert R, Mead, an 
eminent malacologlst, who enabled the author to devote 
full time to the study of zoology in general and Sonorella 
in particular,

c -

20, Sonorella huachucana huachucana Pilsbry, 1905 (Pils- 
bry and Perriss, 1910a;498, Pilsbry, 1939:278),

Sonorella vlrllls huachucana Pilsbry (1905:267), 
Sonorella patagonlca Pilsbry and Perriss (1919b:205 

1923:67), Synonym!zed by Pilsbry (1939:278),



Sonorella walker! aguacallentensls Pilsbry and 
Perriss (1915;396) not S.w. aguacalientensis Pilsbry 
and Perriss (1923?68). New synonymy.

Sonorella huachucana aguacalientensis Pilsbry 
and Perriss, 1915 (Pilsbry, 1939?284). New synonymy.

Type lot, of dead shells only, collected by 
Perriss during the winter of 1903-1904, in Brown Canyon, 
Huachuca Mountains, Cochise County, Arizona. No specimens 
have been dissected thus far from the type locality. I 
have seen only dead material from the Huachucas. Sub
sequently, Perriss collected specimens in the main canyon 
of Mount Washington, running west, Patagonia Mountains, 
Santa Cruz County, Arizona, which were originally de
scribed as S. oatagonica Pilsbry and Perriss, a name 
synonymized with jS.h. huachucana by Pilsbry (1939) I the 
Patagonia lot contained live specimens and provided 
Pilsbry with his only anatomical material of S.h. huachu
cana .

I recognized S.h. huachucana in dead and living 
specimens which I collected from, the banks of Sonolta 
Creek, about l/4 mile west of Circle Z Ranch, at the foot 
of Sanford Butte, Santa Cruz County, Arizona, at an ele
vation of 3850 feet, I have also collected fossil or 
sub-fossil shells in the Mustang Mountains that agree in



all respects with the shells of So huachucana from 
Sonolta Creek and are most probably that species. These 
fossil shells occurred about 200 feet below the station 
of S0 mustang.

Life Zone,
Riparian in Lower Sonoran, The slide at the 

collecting locality of Sonoita Greek was just above the 
stream bed. Vegetation was primarily Ponulus fremontl 
and Sambucus,

Diagnostic Characters,
The shell is somewhat smaller, less depressed, 

and more globose than S,h, hachitana. It has a smaller 
umbilicus and the last whorl does not descend as steeply 
to the peristome. The color band on the shoulder has a 
tendency to be wider than is usual in Sonorella. It has 
numerous, well-developed, descending spiral striae on 
the embryonic whorls, Pilsbry gives the diameter of the 
holotype from Brown Canyon as 20,8 mm. In 9 adult snails 
from Sonoita Creek, the diameter varies from 21,1 mm, to
22,9 mm.

The genitalia are distinguished by the marked 
and abrupt basal swelling of the penis, (Fig, 31)® The 
penis is as slender as and slightly longer than in S.h, 
hachitana. The verge is also slender, annulated, and



shaped as in haehltanan but from 50 per cent to almost 
100 per cent longer (from 7«0 mm0 to 8e0 mm,); these 
measurements are somewhat greater than those reported by 
Pllsbry, perhaps because his specimens had been preserved 
in alcohol. The lower part of the vas deferens is 
swollen. The vagina is slightly longer than the penis. 

The mantle collar is strongly pigmented with a 
vivid, orange=colored mucus.

Remarks,
My findings in the genitalia of S,h, huachucana 

concur with those of Pllsbry based on dissection of 
Patagonia Mountain snails. It remains to be seen whether 
the genitalia of specimens from the type locality in the 
Huachucas agree with those from the Patagonia Mountains 
and Sonoita Greek,

Comments on populations from Agua Oaliente Can™ 
yon, Santa Rita Mountains, listed by Pllsbry (1939, p, 
284) as S* huachucana aguacallentensis:

In Agua Oaliente Canyon, at two localities, near 
Agua Oaliente Spring, on the western slopes of the Santa 
Rita Mountains, Pllsbry and Perriss collected specimens 
which they originally described as S, walker! aguacall
entensis. In 1939» Pllsbry transferred this as a recog
nized subspecies of ES, huachucana.
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With the help of Dr® Bequaert9 I have collected 

numerous specimens from both of the above localities, 
including many live animals® Access to these localities 
is by a good dirt road from Amado® The first,, locality 
is in Agua Callente wash, in rocks and fissures along 
the bank, about 200 yards southeast of Agua Oaliente 
Spring, at an elevation of 3900 feet® The second local
ity is in limestone rookpiles at the base of north-facing 
cliffs, about l/2 mile southeast of Agua Oaliente Spring 
at an elevation of 4100 feet; this is the original type 
locality of Soho aguacalientensis®

The shell is similar in size, shape, sculpture, 
and color markings to S®h0 huaohucana from Sonoita Creek®
The variation in diameter size is more pronounced, but 
this may be due to the larger number of shells available 
for comparison (49 adults compared with 9)I the diameter 
of my shells from the second locality varies from 18,8
mm® to 2 3 ® 9 o

The genitalia, (Pig® 32), do not differ from those 
of S0h0 huachueana from Sonoita Creek®

There are no consistent differences between the 
Agua Callente Canyon specimens and the Sonoita Greek 
specimens which would allow even subspecific distinction® 
Present evidence indicates that _S®h® huaohucana is a 
Lower Sonoran species found in canyons that debouch from
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the Huachucaj, Patagoniar and Santa Rita Mountains, at 
elevations in the vicinity of 4000 feet.

Distribution (Pig. 3).
In the Huachuca, Patagonia, and Santa Rita 

(vide infra) Mountains, at lower elevations. Possll in 
the Mustang Mountains.

21® Sonorella huaohucana ellzabethae Pllsbrv and Perriss, 
1919 (Pilsbry, 1939:282).

Sonorella ellzabethae Pilsbry and Perriss (1919b:
20? 1923:65).

Type lot collected by Perriss and Elizabeth Pils
bry in 1919, on "a large peak in the Canelo Hills, east
of the Huachuca-Duquesne road." In 1939, Pilsbry named

/
this peak as Mt. Hughes. On present topographic maps, 
however, Mt. Hughes is just east of the Patagonia-Sonoita 
highway and not at all near the Huachuca-Duquesne road. M.
L. Walton and W.O® Gregg have searched Mt. Hughes for 
Sonorella without success. By inspecting the map carefully, 
Walton determined that the original locality must have 
been on Lookout Knob, just east of the Duquesne-Huaehuea 
road, near Oanelo Pass. Rookslides on the northwest slope 
of Lookout Knob have yielded large numbers of shells 
agreeing completely with the description and syntypes of 
S.h. ellzabethae.
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In 1967» assisted by Dr. <T» I. Bagnarag I collected 
great quantities of dead shells from Walton’s locality on 
Lookout Knob, at an elevation of 5700 feet. Unfortunately,
I have not yet succeeded in finding any live animals. In 
1965a Walton obtained one live immature specimen from 
this locality.

Life Zone.
Upper Sonoran. The collecting sites are well 

shaded with juniper, pinon, Quercus emor.yi, arlzonica.

Diagnostic Characters.
The shell is similar in shape to that of S.h. 

huachucana. but much smaller, varying in diameter between
16.1 mm. and 19.2 mm. Pilsbry reports variations from
16.3 mm. to 21 mm.; his holotype measured 19=3 mm. The 
color band is also much narrower than in _S.h. huachucana.

The description of the genitalia given by Pilsbry, 
particularly the short, stout, basal sheath of the penis, 
indicates that they are similar to those of S.h. huachu- 
oana. with possibly the minor difference that the penis 
is longer than the vagina, and that the lower part of the 
vas deferens Is not particularly enlarged.



Remarkse
I have compared shells from Lookout Knob with a 

paratype, and I can find no differences whatsoever* I 
feel confident, therefore, that Lookout Knob is the 
correct locality of the original type lot.

The differences mentioned by Pilsbry in the geni
talia, between S*h* elizabethae and the nominate sub
species® might perhaps be of sufficient degree to warrant 
assigning specific rank to elizabethae. A number of 
dissections of elizabethae should be made, in order to 
determine the reliability and extent of these differences*

Distribution (Fig. 3)»
Known only from Lookout Knob in the Canelo Hills, 

Santa Cruz County, Arizona.

22* Sonorella mustang Pilsbry and Ferriss, 1919 (Pilsbry 
and Ferriss, 1919b;20: 1923:65). Now reverted to original 
specific status*

Sonorella huachucana mustang Pilsbry and Ferriss 
(Pilsbry, 1939:283)* Downgraded to subspecific rank here* 

Type lot collected by Ferriss in the Mustang 
Mountains, Cochise County, Arizona, in 1918; the figured 
hoiotype (Pilsbry and Ferriss, 1923, PI* 1, Fig* 2) was 
from station 153, "north side of tower, East Peak;" no ele 
vation given.
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I collected numerous specimens, including 

several live adults, on two occasions, in rock piles at 
the base of a large, north-facing cliff on the easternmost 
high dome of the Mustang Mountains, at an elevation of 
5400 feet, at or close to the station of the figured 
holotypeo

Life Zone,
Upper Sonoran® The rocks were primarily limestone® 

The vegetation was mostly Rhus chorlonhylla, Fendlera 
run1cola, bear grass, sotol, and agave®

Diagnostic Characters.
The shell has the shape, sculpture, and appearance 

of Soho huachucana. but the size is consistently larger.
The diameter of the holotype is 26.5 mm. Shells in my 
collection range from 20.2 mm. to 27*0 mm., in a sample 
of over 100 specimens.

The genitalia (Fig. 34) differ from S.h. huachu- 
cana in many respects. The penis is slightly but consistent
ly shorter, by about 10 per cent? the basal swelling of 
the penis is not pronounced as in EUh. huachucana, but 
instead resembles that of S.h. hachitanas the verge is 
considerably shorter than in jS.h.. huachucana and is simi
lar to that of S.h. hachitana, in size as well as shape.
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The most significant, distinguishing characteristic is 
a pronounced, swollen node near the base of the vagina, 
unlike most other Sonorella; this feature was found to be 
prominent in all of four dissections made.

Remarks«
Pilsbry1s dissections Indicate lengths of penis 

and verge longer than in Soho huachucana and longer than 
in my specimens* I cannot corroborate his findings* He 
did not mention the peculiar basal nodular swelling of 
the vagina9

In view of the significant differences, not only 
in shell but also in genitalia characters, I believe that 
So mustang should be reinstated to specific rank, which it 
received originally*

The presence of fossil, or subfossil shells of S, 
huachucana in the vicinity, some 200 feet below the lo
cality for So mustang* Indicates that J3* mustang is very 
probably derived from a huaohucana-llke ancestor.

Distribution (Pig* 3)*
Known only from the Mustang Mountains*
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23o Sonorella walker! walker! Pilsbry and Ferries,
1915 (Pilsbry and Ferries, 1915f394? Pilsbry, 19392286)0 

Sonorella montana Pilsbry and Ferriss (1919b:19)= 
Sonorella walkerl montana Pilsbry and Ferriss

(1923:68)o
Sonorella walkerl aguacallentensis Pilsbry and 

Ferriss (1923:68)*
Type lot from the Walnut branch of Agua Oaliente 

Canyon, on the west slope of the Santa Rita Mountains,
Santa Cruz County, Arizona, at _ca0 6000 feet* Also taken 
in other localities in the Santa Ritas and the Pajaritos, 
in Arizona*

From the Santa Ritas, I have a specimen from 
Madera Canyon, collected alive by Dr* Bequaert at an ele= 
vation of 5700 feet, and a specimen from Box Canyon, 
collected alive by Robin Rice, at an elevation of 4400 
feet; I have collected several live specimens from Gardner 
Canyon at an elevation of 5550 feet* In the Atascosa 
Mountains, Arizona, a few miles northwest of the Pajaritos,
I have taken one dead shell in a canyon along the road to 
Ruby* In addition, I collected many dead specimens in 
Sonora, at the Pilares de Nacozari, at an elevation of 
4200 feet, some 120 airline miles southeast of the Santa 
Rita Mountains; and dead and live specimens some 10
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airline miles to the northeast of Nacozari, along the 
road from El Tajo to La Angostura, at an elevation of 
4800 feeto Dissections have confirmed that all my Ari
zona and Sonora specimens are absolutely typical Ssw» 
walkerio

Life Zoneso
Upper Sonoran and Transition0 Vegetation varies 

from Quercus chihuahuana, Rhus chorionhvlla, and sotol 
at the Pilares de Nacozari, to Q* arlzonica, emoryl„
Pinus cembroldes, P. latifolla, and P® chihuahuana along 
the road to La Angostura, and to P. nonderosa in Cave 
Greek Canyon of the Santa Ritas®

Diagnostic Characters®
The shell resembles that of S,.h« huachucana in 

shapej sculpture and appearance, but the diameter tends 
to be larger and the shoulder band slightly narrower®

The geni'talia (Pigs® 33 and 35) resemble S®h® huachu
cana in having an abruptly swollen, muscular, basal penial 
sheath, but the penis is considerably thinner and shorter 
(about one-half the length of the S,«h® huachucana penis) ®
The verge is very slender, short (2.5 mm. to 3 mm. long), 
barely annulated, and with a seminal duct orifice slightly 
subterminal. The vagina is about as long as in S.h. 
huachucana.



In summary8 the most prominent distinguishing 
features of JSoWo walkeri are the abruptly, strongly 
swollen, basal sheath of the penis and the extremely 
slender and short upper penis and verge* The mantle 
collar is strongly pigmented with orange mucus as in 
jSoh* huaohucana*

Remarks,
My dissections agree with those of Pilsbry (1939)* 

I have extended the known range of S,*w* walkerl into 
northeastern Sonora well to the southeast of its pre
viously reported range*

Distribution (Pig* 5)»
Widespread in the Santa Ritas, Atascosas, Paja= 

ritos of Arizona, and into Sonora in the vicinity of 
Nacozari and La Angostura, Additional collecting may re
veal the existence of intervening colonies*

24* Sonorella walker! cotls Pilsbry and Ferriss, 1919* 
New combination*

Sonorella cotis Pilsbry and Ferriss (1919b:20? 
1923:66),

Sonorella huaohucana cotis Pilsbry and Ferriss 
(Pilsbry, 1939:280),



Type lot collected by Ferriss and Daniels In the 
Whetstone Mountains, Oochlse County, -Arizona* Originally 
without more precise location* In 1923, the type locality 
is said to be station 3 of 1914, "1 mile up from Ranger 
Station*"

I have collected it from French Joe Canyon, in 
the Whetstones, including 1 live specimen, at an elevation 
of 5100 feet. A lot in the collection of the Department 
of Biological Sciences at the University df Arizona was 
collected by M. Kartchner and H.E. Broadbrooks near the 
mouth of Gulndanl Canyon on the east side of the Whetstones 
at an elevation around 4800 feet.

Life Zone*
Upper Sonoran* Vegetation mainly Quercus emorvl*

*̂ arizonica» and agave.

Diagnostic Characters.
The shell resembles that of S.h. huachucana in 

size, shape, and sculpture; it differs from S.w. walker! 
in being consistently smaller. The shoulder band is gen
erally paler and narrower than in w. walker! and h. huachu- 
cana. The genitalia (Fig. 36) are typically those of S.w. 
walkerl.



Remarkso
In view of the fact that the genitalia are typi

cally those of JSoWo walker! and that the shell differs from 
SoW> walker! only by being slightly, but consistently smaller 
and with a narrow, pale band, I consider cotis to be but a 
slightly differentiated subspecies of _S0 walker!*

Distribution ( P i g o  5 ) ®

Known only from the Whetstones<>

25o Sonorella rosemontensis Pilsbry, 1939 (Pllsbry,
19398348)o

Sonorella hesterna Pilsbry and Perriss (1923:90)®
Hot So hesterna Pilsbry and Perriss, 1919»

Type lot collected by Perriss in the northern 
Santa Rita Mountains near Rosemont, Pima County, Arizona,,

This species is sympatrlc with S» tumamocensls 
linearis P.&F. I have collected both in a rockslide about 
ll/2 mile southeast of Helvetia, Pima County, at an ele~ 
vation of 5500 feet.

Life Zone,
Upper Sonoran, Vegetation is primarily Quercus 

emorvl, Q* arizonlca, bear grass, and sotol.

Diagnostic Characters,
The shell resembles a small ELh, huachucana in 

shape, sculpture, and coloration. It is difficult to



distinguish from S, tumamocensis linearis, with which it 
is sympatric, except for its somewhat larger diameter 
and more globose shape*

The genitalia (Fig, 37) are not at all those of 
the tumamocensis group. Instead, they resemble those of 
S, walker!« The penis is very short and thin as in 
walkeri, and the basal sheath is much less abruptly 
swollen* The vagina is only about half the length of 
that of walkeri.

Living animals can also be recognized by the 
orange-colored mucus on the mantle collar, which is 
typical of the huachucana and walkeri complex; the tuma
mocensis complex has a milk-white mantle collar.

Remarks,
Pilsbry originaljLy considered this species to be 

So hesterna P.&F,, because he had no animals to provide 
anatomical characters. Subsequently he obtained animals 
from which he described and figured genitalia of the 
tumamocensis complex. It is probable that he dissected 
a specimen of S,t, linearis by mistake, I have dissected 
an adult specimen of rosemontensls and find the genitalia 
to be as described above and figured in Fig, 37, S, 
rosemontensls is closely related in all respects to S* 
walkeri *



Distributlon (Fig. 5)®
Known only from the northern end of the Santa 

Rita Mountainss, Arizona.

26. Sonorella ashmuni Bartsoh. 1904 (Bartschj 1904:190).
Sonorella strongiana Berry (1948:151)® New 

synonymy.
Type lot collected by the Rev. B.H. Ashmun at 

R1chlnbar, Yavapai County, Arizona. Also reported from 
Jerome, Yavapai County (Ashmun). Bartsch described this 
species from dead shells only.

With the help of Dr. Bagnara, I collected in 1966 
a good series of dead shells, as well as live snails, in 
a north-facing rockslide on the right bank of the Agua 
Fria Canyon, about 200 feet below the rim, at R1chinbar, 
an abandoned mining town, which now consists only of a 
few tumbledown shacks on the west rim of the Agua Fria 
River, about 12 miles north of Rock Springs, (3 miles 
east of Bumblebee), immediately opposite Tank Creek. The 
elevation of my collecting station is 3200 feet.

Life Zone.
Upper Sonoran. Vegetation was mainly plnon, 

Quercus emoryl. turbinella. and Rhus chorloPhvlla.



The shell exhibits the polymorphism of sabinoensis, 
from very large, widely umbllicate specimens to small, 
narrowly umbllicate individuals* It is not distinguish
able from that species* In a series of 18 specimens from 
the type locality, the diameter varies from 22,8 mm, to
28,9 mm. The holotype measured 28,2 mm.

The genitalia (Fig, 40) are similar to those of 
EUis, sabinoensis, with the exception that the penis is 
measurably longer while the verge is just slightly longer. 
Individual measurements from 9 specimens from 3 localities 
are listed in Table 1,

S»S, Berry (1948:151) described S, stronglana 
from one specimen collected by A.M. Strong, in 1929, 3 
miles north of Reynolds Creek near Pueblo Mine, on the 
north side Of the Sierra Ancha, Gila County, Arizona (ele
vation not given). He did not have an animal to dissect. 
Gregg (1953) reported collecting stronglana at about the 
same locality, but at a slightly higher elevation of 7200 
feet. I have collected 3 specimens, including 1 live 
adult, from a roekslide in a ravine on Center Mountain, 
at the junction of Center Mountain road and Pueblo Mine 
trail, at an elevation of 7000 feet, which is probably 
within a half-mile of Berry’s type locality. The shells
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and genitalia of my specimens (Pig. 38 and Table 1) are 
not distinguishable from those of SU ashmunl.

I have also collected specimens from rook out
croppings along the Apache Trail highway, immediately 
adjacent to the bridge over Pish Creek, Pinal County, ; 
about 20 miles northwest of Superior, at an elevation of 
2200 feet, which I originally regarded as a long-verged 
variant of S«g. sunerloris. On closer examination, however, 
X find that the shells and genitalia (Pig. 39 and Table 1) 
are not distinguishable from those of jS, ashmunl.

Life Zone.
The Center Mountain site is in an ecotone of 

Upper Sonoran and Transition, with vegetation consisting 
mainly of juniper, manzanita, Quercus emoryi, Plnus non- 
derosa, Douglas fir, £, gambell, and £0 calmer!. The 
Pish Creek station, although much lower, is in a north- 
facing ravine, with typical Upper Sonoran vegetation of 
Quercus emoryi» £* turbinella, Rhus choriochylla, and 
jojoba.

Remarks.
The finding of live specimens of ashmuni at the 

type locality has permitted the complete identification 
of this species. It has necessitated the placing of _S. 
strongiana into synonymy. S. ashmuni, S. sabinoensls.
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S«£0 gallurenslSo and S.£«, superloris are very closely 
related and the actual degree of speciation in this 
complex should be checked by hybridization tests.

Distribution (Pig, 3),
This species appears to have a wide range in 

central Arizona from the igua Fria River to the Sierra 
Ancha and the mountains south of Apache Lake (Pish Greek),
It is probable that Ashmun's specimens from "near Jerome" 
are also this species, but a check of the genitalia of 
snails from that area is imperative for certain diagnosis,

27, Sonorella comoar Pilsbry, 1919 (Pilsbry, 1919b:296; 
1939:315),

Sonorella hachltana, specimens from Purtyman6s 
Oak Creek, (Pilsbry, 1900:557), Hot Bplphragmophora 
hachltana (Dali),

Sonorella hachltana ashmunl Pi1sbry (1905:259),
Hot S, ashmunl Bartsch, 1904,

Type lot collected by E,H. Ashmun in 1900 on 
Purtyman1s Ranch, on Oak Greek, Coconino County, near 
the northeastern edge of Yavapai County, Arizona^

I have collected it in Oak Creek Canyon,%n a 
large rockslide at Slide Rock Forest Camp, at an elevation 
of 5000 feet. After a summer rainstorm, in the evening 
just before dark, live animals were crawling over the
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rooks in the slide in search of food and water, and 
within one hour, my son and I had collected 31 live in~ 
dividuals.

Life Zone,
Transition, Vegetation was mainly Quercus 

hypoleucoideso £0 gamheli, and Plnus nonderosa.

Diagnostic Characters,
The shell is not distinguishable from that of J3, 

h, hachitana. It has the same wide umbilicus and steeply 
descending last whorl characteristic of h, hachitana. For 
this reason, animals from the type lot of compar were 
dissected by Pilsbry and their anatomy described originally 
as that of S,h, hachitana.

The genitalia (Fig, 42) resemble those of S_,h, 
hachitana in shape and proportions, but the lengths of 
penis, verge, and vagina are about 20 per cent to 30 per 
cent longer. They are more nearly similar to those of S, 
s, sabinoensis, from which they differ by the smaller 
ratio of verge length to penis length (Table*1),

Remarks,
I concur with most of Pilsbry1s findings: al

though I do not find that compar has a consistently less 
depressed shell and a perceptibly larger aperture than h.



find a haohltana from which It cannot be distinguished*
The main distinguishing features are, therefore, genitalia 
that are very close to sablnoensis in a shell which is 
like hachitana.

Distribution (Pig, 3)« *■
Known only from Oak Greek Canyon,

28, Sonorella coltonlana Pilsbry, 1939 (Pilsbry, 1939: 
336),

Type lot collected by Perrlss from cliffs on the 
south side of Walnut Canyon, Coconino County, Arizona; 
date not given,

I have collected it from small, limestone rock 
piles along the north wall of Walnut Canyon at a point 
where a tributary ravine enters the canyon Immediately to 
the west of Walnut Greek National Monument, at an eleva
tion of 6500 feet.

Life Zone,
Transition, Vegetation mainly Pinus ponderosa, 

pinon, Douglas fir, juniper, and Quercus gambeli.

Diagnostic Characters,
The shell looks like a small form of Si, compar. 

with a broad umbilicus and a relatively depressed
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appearance,, In my lot of 6 adults, size and shape are 
remarkably uniform, with the diameter varying only from
19,1 mm, to 20.3 mm.j this, however, may be due to the 
small sample. Pilsbry reports on only 2 specimens; the 
holotype with a diameter of 22.6 mm,, and a paratype of 
20,6 mm.

The genitalia (Fig. 43) resemble those of comjgar, 
with a slender, annulated, pointed verge and a"high 
verge length to penial length ratio. In my one dissected 
specimen, the vagina is 50 per cent longer than the penis. 
Measurements of penis, verge, and vagina are, respec
tively; 6.5 mm., 6.0 mm., and 9.5 mm., for a shell diam
eter of 19.4 mm. These compare with similar average 
measurements for compar of 11 mm., 7.5 mm., and 9.5 mm., 
respectively, for an average shell diameter of 22.6 mm.

Remarks»
Pilsbry refers to a "race" in Oak Greek Canyon 

with shells of dimensions comparable to £3. compar* a 
longer penis and a tapering verge as in S>. compar. Walton 
states that he has found this Oak Creek Canyon colony at 
a point 1 1/2 miles below Chipmunk Lodge. I have collected 
one good adult shell from this locality and I cannot dis
tinguish it from S., compar. From Pilsbry8s own description



of the shell and genitalia of this "races" I am of the
O'

opinion that it is not a large form of So eoltoniana* but 
simply a population of S, compar*

Pllsbry also reported a population collected by 
Ferriss in the vicinity of Oatman, Mohave County, which
he referred to 8, coltonlana. No animals were available
for dissection. Walton located this colony, or one 
nearby, in the Black Mountains, along the road from
Kingman to Goldroad at a point 16.3 miles west of the
junction with highway 66, in a slide about 1/2 mile north 
of the highway. He collected 2 dead shells, one mature 
and the other nearly mature which he kindly allowed me to 
examine. The mature shell has a diameter of 21.0 mm. 
and a height of 12.5 mm. These dimensions and the width 
of the; umbilicus agree with those of coltonlana. However, 
the apical sculpture, which Is well preserved on the 
immature specimen, does not show any trace of spiral 
threads or broken, spiral, hyphen-like papillae. Walton 
subsequently collected two more shells, which I have not 
yet seen. It is possible, of course, that Walton's 
colony is yet another species, different from Ferriss1 
colony, but this appears improbable. It is my opinion, 
therefore, that the evidence is inadequate to warrant re
ferring the Oatman snails to £3. coltonlana. The Oatman
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locality* does* nevertheless* represent the western-most 
limit of distribution for the genuse

The shell measurements of my specimens from 
Walnut Greek agree with those of Pilsbry's specimens; 
but the genitalia measurements do not agree well at all.
It is possible that there is an unusual amount of poly
morphism in the genitalia of this species. Further 
collections and dissections are necessary.

Pllsbry placed this species in a special super
specific grouping because the embryonic spiral threads 
were broken into short dashes. Although my specimens show 
many of these "lengthened papillae in somewhat obliquely 
spiral trends," they also have areas where the papillae 
have fused into the usual hachitana pattern of spiral 
threads.

Accordingly* it is my opinion that J3. coltoniana 
is a species closely related to S. compar. differing only 
by its smaller shell diameter and probably by a higher 
verge length to penial length ratio; this latter difference 
should be verified by additional dissections.

Distribution (Fig; 3)«
Known only from Walnut Greek Canyon.
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29» Sonorella bloipltis Pilsbry and Ferriss* 1910 (Pils- 
bry and Ferriss, 1910b:55! Pilsbry, 1939:308)«,

Type lot collected by Ferriss and Pilsbry in 1906 
in Buckeye Canyon, Dos Cabezas Mountains, Cochise County, 
Arizona* Also found southeastward to Ninemile Creek*

With the assistance of Dr* A„Re Mead, I have 
collected it in Buckeye Canyon, close to the type locality, 
at an elevation of 4600 feet*

Life Zone* ;
Riparian in Upper Sonoran* Vegetation was mainly 

sycamore, ash, and cottonwood, with oaks along the canyon 
sides*

Diagnostic Characters.
The shell is very similar to that of S. 

except that it has a decidedly narrower umbilicus*
The genitalia (Fig* 17) differ from those of 

(the nearest relative) by the longer penis and vagina 
(about twice as long) and the longer (by ,25 per cent) and 
thicker (twice as thick) verge* The verge is club-shaped 
and wrinkled & near the tip , resembling that of _S* ambigua 
in shape and thickness, but not quite in length*

Remarks *
I concur with Pilsbry8s findings* This species 

is related to S* hachitana* but is further differentiated



from it than !S, optata. It is particularly interesting 
in that its club-shaped, thick verge indicates the 
presence, in a near relative of Sa hachitana, of genes 
which again show up much farther away, in S. ambleua.

Distribution (Pig.l).
Known only from the Dos Cabezas Mountains®

30® Sonorella ambigua amblgua Pilsbry and Ferriss, 1915 
(Pilsbry and Ferriss, 1923:72; Pilsbry, 1939:354)«

Sonorella ashmunl amblgua Pilsbry and Ferriss 
(1915:441).

Sonorella amblgua cyclostoma Pilsbry and Ferriss 
(1923:78).

Sonorella ashmunl canax Pilsbry and Ferriss,
1915 (Pilsbry and Ferriss, 1915:410). New synonymy.

Type lot collected by Frank Cole in the Cababi 
Hills® Also collected by Ferriss in the Robles Hills, 
Roskruge Mountains, Coyote Mountains, Kitt Peak, Santa 
Rosa Ranch, and hills about 3 miles west of Comovo Church, 
all localities in Pima County. Collected by Mearns in the 
Nariz Mountains, Pima County, on the Mexican border®

I have collected it from the Ko Vaya Hills 
(present name for Cababi Hills) at the precise locality 
which I believe corresponds to Frank Cole's type locality® 
By today's landmarks, this locality is Identified as
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"north face of easternmost hill in mts. south of Etoi 
Ki on the south side of highway 86;" elevation 2500 feet*

I have also collected it in the Roskruge Mountains 
at elevations from 2650 to 2900 feet, in the Coyote 
Mountains at an elevation of 3400 feet, on Kitt Peak, at 
an elevation of 6000 feet, and at Perriss1 Comovo locality, 
which is more precisely 5 miles west of Korn Vo, at an ele
vation of 2000 feeto

Life Zones*
Lower and Upper Sonoran. This species inhabits 

some of the driest and hottest localities of any Sonorella. 
Vegetation at the lower elevations consists mainly of sotol, 
palo verde, saguaro, and Celtis pallida, it the higher 
elevation (Kitt Peak), the vegetation is primarily pinon, 
Quercus arlzonlca, Q. hypoleucoides, and Garrya.

Diagnostic Characters.
The shell is similar to that of S.s. sabinoensis 

except that there are no spiral threads on the embryonic 
whorls.

The genitalia (Pig. 45) are particularly diag
nostic in the large size of the penis and verge, the 
latter being wrinkled (even in fresh specimens) and club- 
shaped, the thickest part just behind the broadly conical 
tip. The vagina is slightly shorter than the penis.



Pilsbry has discussed this species most excellently 
and in great detail. I concur completely with his find
ings.

Under the name S. ashmuni capax. Pilsbry and 
Ferries described a shell taken by Frank Cole, in March 
1915, on the same hill which is the type locality of S. 
ambigua. but in a slide on the east side of the hill, 
instead of the north side. This shell was characterized 
by its large size and large aperture and its embryonic 
spiral threads of the haeMtana pattern. In 1918, Frank 
Cole took Ferriss to the type locality, but they failed 
to find any shells that fit the description.

I recently borrowed a Ferriss paratype, through 
M.L. Walton, and on careful microscopic examination, 
failed to find any spiral threads whatsoever on the em
bryonic whorls, although the rest of the embryonic 
sculpture of radial striae and occasional papillae was 
well preserved and unworn. The shell was indeed very 
large and had a large aperture. I did find traces of 
extremely minute, short, spiral grooves on the embryonic 
whorl.

I have in my collection, under catalog #4949, a
lot of very large S. ambigua taken in the southern
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Rosier age Mountains, whose size, aperture, shape, umbili
cus, and minute embryonic spiral grooves completely 
duplicate the borrowed paratype, I feel confident that 
the paratype is simply a large specimen of S. ambigua.
The hoiotype should be examined, however, as well as 
other paratypes, to determine the presence and extent 
of the described spiral threads.

Distribution (Pig, 3)®
Robles Hills, Roskruge Mountains, Coyote Moun

tains, Ko Vaya Hills, Kltt Peak, Nariz Mountains and hills 
5 miles west of Korn Vo,

There are probably many additional localities in 
the hills and low mountains throughout the Papago Indian 
Reservation,

31, Sonorella ambigua verdensls Pilsbry, 1939, . Hew com
bination,

Sonorella verdensls Pilsbry (1939;304),
Type lot collected by Perriss in the Mazatzal 

Mountains, Gila County, Arizona, on the Maricopa County 
border; date hot given. Also collected by Perriss and 
Hand at Pine Greek (Tonto) Natural Bridge, Gila County®

I have collected It, with the help of Drs® Bag- 
nara and Bequaert at the Pine Creek Natural Bridge 
locality, at an elevation of 4500 feet.
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Life Zone,

Upper Sonoran, Vegetation consisted mainly, of 
Querous emor.yi, turbinella, Rhus ovata, Rhamnus 
crooea.

Diagnostic Characters,
The shells are not distinguishable at all from 

those of j3»a« ambigua.
The genitalia (Pig. 44) are similar in form, shape 

of verge, and ratios of dimensions to those of S.a. 
ambigua. They differ from S.a. ambigua, however, in 
that, for shells of equal size, the penis, verge, and 
vagina of a. verdensls are consistently about 35 per cent
longer than the corresponding structures in a. ambigua.

; :

In a sample of 6 specimens of a. ambigua from two local
ities (Coyote Mountains and Ko Vaya Hills) the average 
lengths of penis and vagina were, respectively, 18.4 mm. 
and 16.1 mm. In three dissected specimens of a. verdensls. 
the average size of corresponding structures were 25•2 mm. 
and 19.7 mm. Shell diameter of all of the above specimens 
was virtually the same.

Mantle collar pigmentation is orange as in a.
ambigua.

Pilsbry (1939:305) stated that Ju verdensls may 
perhaps be a northern outlier of _S. ambigua or a derivative
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of gallurensls9 but» he added: "until further collections 
are made, no definite opinion can be formed*" Further 
collections have now been made, and the evidence indicates 
that verdensis is so similar to ambigua that only sub- 
specific rank can be accorded to the northern group of 
populations* Hybridizing tests are strongly indicated.
It is also probable that further exploration of mountains 
between the Mazatzals and the Roskruge Mountains may re
veal additional populations of a, ambigua or a, verdensis.
It is to be noted that a, ambigua inhabits the Lower 
Sonoran zone throughout most iof its range, but penetrates ; 
readily into the Upper Sonoran, such as on top of Kitt 
Peak, when circumstances permit; S»a. verdensis inhabits 
the Upper Sonoran zone.

Distribution (Fig, 3).
Known only from the Maztzal Mountains.

32, Sonorella simmonsi W.B. Miller, 1966 (Miller, 1966:
48).

Shell depressed, heliciform, thin to solid, 
glossy, light brown, with chestnut brown spiral band on 
the well rounded shoulder; umbilicate, the umbilicus 
contained 8 to 9 times in the diameter. Embryonic shell * 
of about 1 and l/3 whorls, with sculpture like S. hachitana:



its apex smooth; the remainder with weak, Irregular radial 
wrinkles and fine* spirally arranged* hyphen-like papillae 
which anastomose over the last third of the embryonic shell 
into thin, forwardly descending threads. Later whorls 
have light growth lines with occasional papillae at first, 
the papillae disappearing on the body whorl. Body whorl 
smooth, with a silky luster. Aperture oblique, rounded, 
slightly wider than high. Peristome expanded, the mar
gins converging; parietal callus thin.

Holotype Measurements.
Height 12.0 mm.; maximum diameter 20.6 mm.; um

bilicus 2.6 mm.; whorls 5.
Genitalia of holotype (Fig. 41): Penis large and

thick, equally thick throughout. A short, thick, penial 
sheath envelops its base. The verge is nearly as long as 
the penis, moderately thick, its largest diameter at 
about l/3 of its length from the epiphallus, then slowly 
tapering toward the abruptly truncate tip, indistinctly 
annulate. The slender epiphallus is as long as the penis 
and bears the retractor muscle near its distal end; near 
its proximal end, it is invested by connective tissue from 
the upper end of the penial sheath. Epiphallic caecum 
small, only slightly detached from the epiphallus. Vagina 
2 /3 to 3/4 the length of the penis, about 3 times as long 
as the free oviduct.
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Measurements of 
genitalia,, In mnu
Penis
Verge
Penial sheath 
Eplphallus 
Epiphallic caecum 
Vagina
Free oviduct

ffVPe Locality.
Picacho Mountainst, Pima County» Arizona, in north 

facing rock piles on west side of canyon which runs south
easterly from Newman Peak, R 9 B, T 8 S, Sec. 26, SB l/4; 
elevation ca. 2500 feet (J. Bequaert, M.L. Walton, WoN. 
Miller, and W.B» Miller, 27 December 1965)o Holotype 
ANSP. (308953)o Paratypes in collections of ANSP. (308954), 
Department of Zoology, University of Arizona (1928), M.L. 
Walton (9245)» and the author (4842).

The embryonic spiral threads vary in intensity, 
but are present at least to some degree on all specimens 
examined. Shell color varies from light brown to nearly 
white. There is a large variation in maximum diameter.
The smallest paratype measured as follows: height 11.2 mm.; 
maximum diameter 17.8 mm.; umbilicus 2.0 mm.; whorls 4 3/4. 
The largest paratype measured; height 12.7 mm.; maximum 
diameter 22.1 mm.; umbilicus 2.6 mm.; whorls 5.

Holotype
15.0
11.0
2.5
18.5 
1.0

11.5 
3.0

13.0
10.5
2.5 
18.0
0.5
9.5 
4.0

13.0
11.0
2.5
20.0
1.0
7.0
3.0
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The shell of S s slmmonsl has the general appear

ance of certain forms of S «  aroblgua from the Roskruge 
Mountains about 35 miles to the south, as well as some 
specimens of 55. sltlens from the Ko Vaya hills (Cababi 
Mountains) about 55 miles to the southwest. It is readily 
distinguishable from these by the presence of spiral 
threads on the embryonic whorls. In the genitalia, it 
bears some resemblance to S. ambigua in the large, thick 
penis and verge. The shape of the verge differs# however# 
in that it slowly tapers for the last 2 /3 of its length 
to an abruptly truncate tip, while amblgua has a club- 
shaped verge with maximum diameter at the short-conic tip. 
Other differences are in the penial sheath, which is ca. 
l/ 6  the length of the penis in slmmonsl and ca. 1 /3 in 
amblgua# the epiphallus, which is ca. 1 l/ 2  times the 
length of the penis in slmmonsl and ca. 2 /3 to 3/4 in 
amblgua. and the vagina, which is ca. 2 /3 to 3/4 the 
length of the penis in slmmonsl. while it is about as 
long as the penis in amblgua.

Dead shells were collected by Mr. Norman M.
Simmons of the Fish and Wildlife Service, while hunting 
in the Plcacho Mountains and brought to the University 
of Arizona for identification. Subsequently, on 27 Decem
ber 1965, the author, accompanied by Dr. Joseph Bequaert, 
Mr. Munroe Walton, and the author1s son, W. Nixon Miller,
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collected large numbers of live specimens and dead shells 
at the type locality6 The holotype was selected from 
among the live adults, and all other specimens collected 
on this expedition have been designated paratypes6

It is probable that this snail is widespread in the 
Picacho Mountains (Fig.4). Mr. Simmons stated that he had 
found shells in several other canyons in these mountains. 
This species is named for Mr. Simmons, whose interest in 
all branches of natural history was responsible for bring
ing this new species to the author/s attention.

33. Sonorella tortllllta Pilsbry and Ferriss, 1919 (Plle- 
bry and Ferriss, 1919a12991 Pilsbry, 1939s292).

Type lot collected by Ferriss, in 1917, at 
station 41 on the mountain top east of "Hog Canyon," in 
the "Tortllllta" Mountains $ Pinal County, Arizona.

I have examined a live adult specimen collected 
by Martha Holler in Ruelas Canyon in the Tortolita 
Mountains, Pima County, at an elevation of 3050 feet, 
which agrees in general with the description in Pilsbry 
(1939s292). Ruelas Canyon is in Pima County, but the 
major part of the Tortolltas is in Pinal County. Thus 
far, it has not been possible to locate a "Hog Canyon" 
in the Tortolitas, but there can be little doubt that 
"Tortllllta" was Pilsbry1 s misspelling of Tortolita. No
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"Tortillita" mountain range is now mentioned on any Ari
zona map that I have seen0

Life Zone.
Lower Sonoran.

Diagnostic Characters,,
The shell is similar to the largest specimens 

of jS.js, sablnoensls.
The genitalia (Pig. 46) differ markedly from all 

subspecies of S. sablnoensls by the very long penis, 
verge, and vagina. The verge is slender and pointed as 
in sablnoensls, considerably annulated, and about 75 per 
cent longer5 the penis and vagina are about equal in 
length and approximately 100 per cent longer than in 
sablnoensls. Measurements of the specimen from Ruelas 
Canyon are as follows: penis, 25 mm.; vagina, 25 mm.;
verge, 16 mm.

Remarks.
The measurements of the genitalia of my specimen 

from Ruelas Canyon are larger than those given by Pils- 
bry. A large series of dissections would probably reveal 
some variation in size of these structures. S. tortillita 
is a valid species of the S. sablnoensls complex, easily 
distinguished by its very long penis, verge, and vagina.



Dlstrl but ion (Pig® 4).
Known only from the Tortolita Mountains.

34® Sonorella rlnoonensls rinoonensis Pilsbry and Ferries 
1910 (Pilsbry and Perries, 1910a:517# 1919a:301; Pilsbry 
1939:387)®

Type lot collected by Perriss in 1907, said to 
have come from Rincon Peak, Rincon Mountains, Pima 
County, Arizona? no elevation given in 1910® Subsequently, 
Pilsbry and Perriss (1919a:301) stated that it occurred 
on Rincon Peak, Wrong Mountain, and Mica Mountain, but 
that only specimens from Rincon Peak were dissected; it 
was also stated that "it Inhabits elevations above 7500 
feet, occurring in granitic rocks®"

I have collected it from Posta Quemada Canyon, 
about 1 /2 mile upstream from the Rancho del Cielo 
buildings, in roekpiles at an elevation of 3700 feet® I 
have searched higher elevations on Rincon Mountain, all 
the way to the top of Rincon Peak, 8482 feet, and found 
only S® beouaerti in the Upper Sonoran zone and S® bag” 
naral in the Canadian zone®

Life Zone®
Lower Sonoran® Vegetation mainly mesquite, palo



Diagnostic Characters#
The shell is indistinguishable from that of 

ashmunl# _§# sablnoensis. bequaerti* etc.
The genitalia (Pig. 47) readily distinguish this 

species from all other Sonorella. except santaritana and 
r. hesterna# by the extremely long penis, verge, and vagina. 
Measurements in mm., are as follows;

Cat. # Penis Verge Vagina
4758-A 35 28 41
4758-B 41 30 60

Remarks.
By the shell characteristics as well as the shape 

of the verge, this snail is related to the group of 
hachitana. Its closest relative, other than santaritana 
and r. hesterna. is S. tortllllta, which exhibits in=» 
cipient gigantism in the genitalia.

It is my opinion that the type locality given by 
Pilsbry and Perrlss is in error. As stated above, in the 
higher elevations, ca. 6000 feet, I have found only S. 
bequaerti (£,. v.), while in the highest elevations, above 
7500 feet, I have found only S. bagnarai (%.v.), a snail 
of the Canadian zone. It is probable that Perriss began 
collecting in the lower elevations as he began his ascent 
of Rincon Peak and Wrong Mountain, and that he lumped
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together specimens of rlnconensis and beouaerti since the 
two have indistinguishable shells» When Pllsbry made his 
dissections, he happened to dissect only rlnconensis 
specimens. I have found jS.r. rlnconensis only in the lower 
elevations of Rincon Mountain (Posta Quemada Canyon at 
3700 feet).

35. Sonorelia rlnconensis hesterna Pllsbry and Perriss,
1919 (Pllsbry and Perriss, 19.19a:294). New combination.

Sonorelia sablnoensls hesterna Pllsbry and Perriss. 
(Pllsbry, 1939:298).

Type lot of dead shells only, collected by 
Perriss In 1917 in the southern foothills of the Rincon 
Mountains, Pima County, Arizona, south of the Tucson-Benson 
highway, on Shaw's goat ranch, near the cave, at about 
3500 feet elevation. •

I am indebted to M.L. Walton for an excellent job 
of detective work in relocating the type locality and ob
taining live specimens for my examination. He determined

j

that the old Tucson-Benson highway went easterly from Vail 
along the Agua Verde Creek, and that Shaw1s goat ranch is 
now the Day Ranch, on the Rincon Valley, 1957, topographic 
quadrangle. He found two colonies of snails, south of the 
old highway (but north of the present highway) and 
approximately 1 1/2 to 2 l/2 miles from the Day ranch 
buildings. Specifically, one station is “about 1 l/2
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miles up Pantano Wash from the road crossing near Vail, in 
rockslide under the railroad tracks." The second station 
is "about 1/4 mile up Igua Verde Greek from its confluence 
with Clenega Greek, in rockslide around high butte." 
Elevation at both stations is 3300 feet.

Life Zone.
Lower Sonoran.

Diagnostic Characters.
The shell is shaped as in JS.r. rinconensis. but is 

smaller and does not have the distinct apical spiral threads 
of that species.

The genitalia (Pig. 48) resemble those of rincon
ensis. but differ In having the verge only about 1/2 the 
length of the penis whereas it is about 3/4 the length of 
the penis in rinconensis. Measurements, in mm., are as
follows:

Oat. £ Penis Verge
4827 53 27 46
4828 39 17 44

Remarks.
Pilsbry and Perriss had no genitalia for examin*- 

ation and tentatively placed this snail as a subspecies of 
sablnoensls. The genitalia reveal its close relationship
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to S.r. rlnconenslsa It is my opinion that it is only 
subspecifioally different from r„ rinconensls, since the 
measurements available, from two dissected individuals in 
each species, indicate considerable variation in lengths 
of structures. Moreover, the two stations where S,.r. 
hesterna was collected are only about 4 1/2 to 5 miles 
downstream from my Posta Quemada locality for jS.r. rlncon- 
ensis. A large series of individuals should be examined 
and hybridizing tests should be made, to provide more 
conclusive evidence on the extent of speciation in these 
populations.

Distribution (Pig. 4).
Known only from the area immediately south of the 

Day Ranch, southern foothills of the Rincon Mountains.

36. Sonorella santaritana Pilsbry and Perriss, 1915 (Pils- 
bry and Perriss, 1915?393, Pilsbry, 1939:389).

Type lot collected by Perriss, I.E. Daniels, and 
Pilsbry in 1910 in Walnut Canyon, a branch of Agua Caliente 
Canyon, Santa Rita Mountains, Santa Cruz County, Arizona, 
at about 6000 feet elevation® Also taken in the same 
mountains between 6000 and 7000 feet, near the head of 
Agua Caliente Canyon? in Madera Canyon, from about 5700 
feet to nearly 7000 feet; and in the head of Josephine
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Canyon, near the ridge connecting Mt. Hopkins and Old 
Baldy (Mt. Wrlghtson), at about 6500 feet.

I have collected it from the Walnut Branch of Agua 
Caliente Canyon, just below Walnut Spring, at 6850 feet.

Life Zone.
Transition. Vegetation mainly Plnus ponderosa. 

Quercus arlzonlca. and £. hypoleucoldes.

Diagnostic Characters.
The shell is similar to that of S.r. rlnconensls, 

but is more depressed and has a wider umbilicus and larger 
aperture. "

The genitalia (Pigs. 49 and 50) resemble closely 
those of S.r® rlnconensls. but differ in having a vagina 
not appreciably longer than the penis and a verge which is 
less than l/2 the length of the penis. In proportions, 
namely, verge/penis and penis/vagina, santarltana resembles 
hesterna; however, the thickness of all structures in 
santarltana is more than twice as that of hesterna. 
Measurements in mm. for one dissected individual are as 
follows;

CaUl Penis Verge Vagina
4939-4 49 22 50
My dissections agree with Pilsbry's findings.



Remarks.
S. santaritana is closely related to S_.ro rincon- 

ensis and S.r. hesterna. Large series of dissections 
would be desirable for determination of the extent of 
variability in genitalia measurements.

Distribution (Pig. 4).
Known only from the west side of the Santa Rita 

Mountains.

Sonorella blnneyl group

The shell is relatively small, globose, occasion
ally depressed, with smooth, silky-lustrous periostracum, 
usually with apical, spirally descending threads. The 
penis contains a usually short, more or less thick, bluntly 
rounded verge.

37® Sonorella blnneyl Pllsbrv and Ferrlss, 1910 (Pilsbry 
and Ferrlss, 1910b;68; Pilsbry, 1939s324).

Type lot collected by Ferrlss in 1908, about two 
miles up Horseshoe Canyon, Ohiricahua Mountains, Cochise 
County, Arizona.

I have collected it in Horseshoe Canyon from rock- 
slides about 2 miles up from the mouth of the canyon, very 
probably at the type locality, at an elevation of 5000 feet.



Life Zone9
Upper Sonoran. Vegetation mainly pinon, juniper, 

p arizonlca. Q. turblnella, Rhus ohorlo-

Characters.
The shell is relatively small, with the diameter

varying from 17.4 mm. to 21.0 mm. in my two lots of 44 
adult shells; diameter of holotype is 20.2 mm. The shape is 
globose, with a large aperture and a narrow umbilicus. The 
embryonic whorls have fine, spirally descending threads 
superimposed on the usual growth striae; they are not ob
solete on adult shells, as stated by Pilsbry, if the shell 
is fresh and unworn.

thick penis which contains a thick verge about 1/2 the 
length of the penis; the epiphallus is over twice as long 
as the penis, looped to accomodate its excessive length, 
and thicker at the end nearest the vas deferens. The vagina 
is about 3/4 the length of the penis. The most remarkable 
feature is the shape of the verge (Pig. 51 ) in which the 
end is modified to form a glandiform tip equipped with a 
sharp papilla which emerges from a scooped-out depression 
at the upper end of the glans, and through which the 
seminal duct terminates. Although a glandiform tip is 
present in S. , no specialized papilla of

The genitalia (Fig. 51) are characterized by a large
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the type found on the verge of S» blnneyi has been seen 
In other Sonorella.

Pllsbry's description of shell and genitalia 
agree generally with my findings except for his dimensions 
of the genitalia, which are almost 1/2 the lengths found
In my two dissected specimens. In tabular form, they 
compare as follows (all dimensions in mm.);

Oato # Penis Verge Vagina Epinhallus
My #4802-A 16 7.5 12 36 .
My #4910-A 15 7.5 12 32
Pllsbry's #1 8 3 6 9
Pllsbry's #2 11.5 2.5 — . 8

He also failed to note the peculiar shape of the verge and ' 
the extra lengths of epiphallus.

In view of the fact that the type snails were 
collected by Ferriss., not Pllsbry, it is probable that the 
animals had to be preserved in strong alcohol and shipped 
to Philadelphia for examination. Long preservation in al
cohol, particularly in the whole animal, tends to shrink 
and deform the structures. "

Distribution (Fig. 4).
Known only from Horseshoe Canyon on the southeast 

slope of the Chiricahua Mountains.
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38» Sonorella tryonlana Pllsbry and Perries, 1923 (Pile- 
bry and Perries, 1923 (Pllsbry and Perries, 1923:86;
Pllsbry, 1939:319).

Sonorella rowelll (Newcomb) (Pllsbry, 1902:32; 
1903:511; 1905:261).

Type lot collected by Ferrlss in 1902, from the 
bank of Sdnolta Greek, under leaves and logs, near the 
water, at Sanford, Santa Cruz County, Arizona.

I have collected it from the left bank of Sonolta 
Greek, about 3/4 mile west of Circle Z Ranch, near the 
ruins of the old town of Sanford, at an elevation of 3850 
feet. This is probably the type locality or very near to 
it. At this station, it was sympatric with S_.h. huachu- 
cana.

Life Zone.
Riparian in Lower Sonoran. Vegetation was mainly 

sycamore, Qeltis reticulata, and Sambucus.

Diagnostic Characters.
The shell is more depressed, the aperture smaller, 

and the umbilicus wider than in £>. binnevl. There are no 
apical spiral threads. !

The genitalia (Fig.55 ) are characterized by the 
short, but thick, penis, verge, and vagina. Each of the
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structures in tryoniana was about one-half the size of the 
corresponding structure in blnneyl. The verge is stout, 
somewhat barrel-shaped, with its greatest thickness at 
about the midpoint of its length, and with a slightly glandi
form tip® The seminal duct orifice is terminal on the tip 
Of the verge, and there is no special papillae

Remarks.
Pilsbry and Ferriss report a form, which they re

fer to this species, from a short distance eastward, in 
the northern end of the Patagonia Mountains, collected by 
Ferries In 1902 and E.H. Ashmun, in 1898, characterized by 
a smaller shell, narrower umbilicus, more deeply descending 
last whorl, and similar genitalia. Walton and Bequaert 
have collected specimens from the northern end of the 
Patagonia Mountains, 9.6 miles by road from Patagonia, along 
the Harshaw-Mt. Washington road, which fit the above men- . 
tioned description and are probably from the same popula
tion as the shells collected by Ashmun and by Ferriss. On 
careful examination of fresh, undistorted genitalia, how
ever, I found that the verge was typically that of S. 
sitlens montezuma, and* in all other respects, these speci
mens are referable to that subspecies (£.v.).

Distribution (Fig. 4)
I have found this species only at the type locality<, 

as mentioned above.
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39e Sonorella Imperatrlx Pllsbry. 1939 (Pilsbry, 1939:320).

Sonorella tryonlana, specimens from the Empire 
Mountains (Pllsbry and Eerriss* 1923:86)*

Type lot collected by Perriss in 1918$ from the
north side of a large peak 1 1/2 miles north of the Total
Wreck Mine, in the Empire Mountains, Pima County, Arizona. 
Specimens from this station were referred by Pllsbry and 
Perriss (1923:86) to S. tryonlana.

I have collected it from limestone rocks at the
base of a cliff on the north side of a large peak 1 3/4 miles
northwest of the. Total Wreck Mine, at an elevation of 4900 
feet. This is probably the type locality, since there is 
no other large peak which is 1 l/2 miles north, or northerly, 
from the Total Wreck Mine.

I have collected it also from mine tailings on the 
hillside l/2 mile east of the Hilton Ranch buildings in 
the Empire Mountains.

Life Zone.
Lower Sonoran. Vegetation at the slide was mostly 

ocotillo, sotol, Acacia oonstrlcta. and Vauquelinla call- 
fornloa.

Diagnostic Characters.
The shell is similar to that of S. tryonlana in 

shape, umbilicus, and aperture except that its size is
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smaller and there are distinct apical, spirally descending 
threads. Shell diameter varies from 14*2 mm. to 17.0 mm. 
in my two lots of about 70 adult shells.

The genitalia (Fig® 56) closely resemble those of 
S. trvonlana, but the penis, verge, and vagina are only 
1/2 the thickness for similar lengths, and the verge is 
only about 2 /3 as long, without a glandiform tip® Lengths, 
in mm®, are as follows:

Cato # Penis Verge y Vagina
4764-A 6 1.5 5®5
4764=3 6.5 2 5
4764=0 7 2 6
4764=B 7.5 2.5 6

Remarks.
Pllsbry examined the anatomy from a specimen, 

received dry, and soaked up. His1 measurements were: penis 
3e5$ verge 1.5, and vagina 4 mm. In other respects, my 
findings agree with those of Pllsbry.

Distribution (Fig 4).
Known only from the Empire Mountains.

40. Sonorella imnerlalis Pllsbry and Ferriss, 1923. New 
status.

Sonorella blnnevi imperialis Pllsbry and Ferriss 
(1923:85; Pllsbry, 1939:326).
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Type lot collected by Perriss In 1918, in the 

Empire Mountains, Pima County, Arizona, at station 151» 
described as "Gulch west, starting west then turning 
north," Also collected at station 150, described as 
"Road to Forty-nine mining camp, north slope of mountain 
1/2 mile south of camp, in gulch running north."

I have collected it from the banks of a wash 
Immediately opposite the abandoned Forty-nine Mine entrance, 
at an elevation of 4800 feet. This is probably the type 
locality or very near it. Its more exact location is 
"extreme SB corner of Section 8, R 17E, T18S," in north- 
facing rockslides along the large, sandy wash.

Life Zone.
Riparian in Lower Sonoran. Vegetation mainly 

Celtls reticulata and Yucca shottl.

Diagnostic Characters.
The shell is very similar to that of S. tr.voniana 

and of S. imneratrixo and is intermediate between these 
two. It has the size and shape of trvonlana and the apical 
threads of Imneratrlx. It has a very narrow umbilicus, 
whereas the other two species have a wide umbilicus.

The genitalia (Fig. 57) show closer affinity to 
those of S. imperatrlx than to any other species. The
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vagina is essentially the same length and thickness as in 
imneratrlx. The penis„ however, is nearly twice as long 
and the verge 1 1/2 times as long as in imperatrix*

Remarks.
S. imperalis is most closely related to S. 1m- 

oeratrix. but the differences in shell and genitalia 
characteristics are sufficient to warrant specific distinc
tion. It also shows affinities with S. baboquivariensis 
denressa (q.v.) and S. suoerstltionls (q.v.). S. imperi
ally is not very closely related to S. binneyl9 other than 
that it belongs in the same superspecific group.

Distribution (Pig. 4).
Known only from the vicinity of the old Forty-nine 

Mine in the Empire Mountains.

41. Sonorella suoerstltionls Pilsbry, 1939 (Pilsbry, 
1939:332).

Type lot collected by Earl Sanders at an unknown 
date in the Superstition Range, Pinal County, Arizona.

I have collected it from the northern foothills of 
the Superstition Mountains, in Boulder Canyon at Canyon Lake, 
specifically from rockpiles at the base of outcroppings 
about 0.1 mile southwest of Boulder Canyon picnic grounds, 
at an elevation of 2000 feet.



Life Zone.
Lower Sonoran. Vegetation was primarily meequite, 

jojoba, and Celtie pallida.

Oharaoters.
The shell is not distinguishable from S. babo° 

depressa. It differs from s>. imoerlalis 
only by being slightly more globose and having a larger 
aperture.

The genitalia (Pig. 58) resemble those of S_. imp Br
ians but with the following distinct differences; the 
vagina, of equal length as in Imoerlalis. is about twice 
as thick; the penis is 10 per cent to 30 per cent shorter 
and has a distinct basal swelling; the verge is about 30 
per cent shorter. Lengths, in mm. are as follows;

Cat.# Penis Verge Vagina
4933-A 9 2 6
4933-B 7 2 5

Remarks.
Thanks to the assistance of Walton and the ANSP,

I have been able to examine the holotype and 1 paratype.
The holotype and paratype are slightly larger than specimens 
in my lot. Holotype and paratype both have a diameter of 
19.3 mm. The umbilicus in the holotype is very narrow, but 
that of the paratype is somewhat wider; the umbilicus of
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specimens in my lot varies between the sizes exhibited in 
the holotype and paratype* Pilsbry stated that "the apical 
whorls are without sculpture in adult shells*11 This is so, 
in the holotype, because the apical whorls have been ex
cessively worn, even though the rest of the shell is rel
atively fresh* In the paratype, however9 apical sculpture 
of spiral threads is easily visible, even though the re
mainder of the shell is bleached and partly broken* The 
apical spiral threads are well developed in all 9 of the 
adult shells in my lot*

Because of the excellent agreement in shell 
characteristics between the type lot and my Boulder Oanyon 
lot, I have very little doubt that they are the same 
species* This species appears to be most closely related

Distribution (Pig* 5).
Known only from the Superstition Mountains*

42* Sonorella franc!scana Pilsbry and Perrlss, 1919* New 
status*

Sonorella blnnevi f ranelscana Pilsbry and Perrlss 
(1919a:318? Pilsbry, 1939?325)-

Type lot collected by Perrlss in 1913 from the 
east bank of the San Francisco River, opposite Sardine 
Greek, Greenlee County, Arizona* Also collected by Ferriss
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in other localities along the San Francisco River from 
about 2 miles above the Harper Ranch to above the entrance 
of Sardine Greek*

I have collected it from a small rockslide about 
200 yards north of the Harper Ranch house and from a large 
rockslide at the mouth of a large tributary canyon about 
2 miles up-river from the Harper Ranch$ both localities 
were at an elevation of 3600 feet*

Life Zone*
Riparian. Vegetation was mostly cottonwood, ash, 

and mesqulte.

Characters.
The shell is not distinguishable from that of IS.

The genitalia (Fig. 52) differ markedly from those 
of S. blnnevi in that.the penis, verge, and vagina are 
much thinner and about l/2 the length of corresponding 
structures in blnnevi. Also, the verge is simply cylindric 
with a rounded, blunt tip, and without the glandiform tip 
and projecting papilla of

The genitalia of EL blnnevi are so much larger 
and the verge is of such different shape from those of
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franolscana that the two species would probably be pre
vented from hybridizing because of size difference of 
copulatory parts. This is equivalent to "reproductive 
isolation by mechanical means." Furthermore," on sheer 
morphological grounds, it is my opinion that S. franciscana 
should be raised to full specific status.

Distribution (Fig. 5).=
Known only from the banks of the San Francisco 

River, from Harper's Ranch to Sardine Greek.

43. Sonorella baboquivarlensis baboqulvarlensls Pilsbry 
and Ferriss, 1915 (Pilsbry and Ferriss, 1915:415? 1923:81? 
Pilsbry, 1939:327).

Type lot collected in 1910 by Pilsbry and Daniels, 
from a ridge at head of Thomas Canyon, about l/2 mile 
south of Baboquivari Peak, Baboquivari Mountains, Pima 
County, Arizona. Pilsbry and Daniels also collected it 
elsewhere along the eastern slope of the Baboquivari 
Mountains, from Oro Fino Canyon north to Sycamore Canyon, 
Pima County. In 1917, Ferriss collected it from the 
rlnoon of Chief Pablo (now called Alambre Wash).

I have collected it from the above mentioned rin- 
con, about l/2 mile south of the creek, in a small north- 
facing ravine on the north side of Saucito Mountain, at an 
elevation of 4300 feet.
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Life Zone,

Lower Sonoran0 Vegetation mainly mesquite# 
oootillo, and Mimosa blunoifera.

Diagnostic Characters.
The shell has a very distinctive appearance due to 

its unusually globose shape, very large aperture, and very 
narrow umbilicus, which is half covered by the reflexed 
colamellar margin of the peristome. Small specimens of 
baboouivarlensis resemble binnevl but have a larger aperture 
and a narrower umbilicus.

I have examined a paratype in my collection, given 
to me by Dr. Bequaert, and find that it agrees well with 
my Saucito shells except that none of the shells in my 
lot show any trace whatsoever of apical spiral threads, not 
- even on live, recently hatched specimens. This is the most 
outstanding example of the Inconstancy of apical spiral 
threads in different populations of the same species.

Another shell, collected by Pilsbry in 1910, in 
Oro Pino Canyon, given to me by Dr. Bequaert, shows the 
apical spiral threads; the shell is smaller and more solid 
than the paratype.

The genitalia (Pig. 61) are characterized by a 
relatively long, stout verge with a glandiform tip and a 
terminal seminal duct orifice. The verge is equal in
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length to that of blnneyl but It is not quite as thick, 
nor is the glandiform tip equipped with a side papilla*
The penis is from l/2 to 2/3 the length of that of binneyl, 
while the vagina is from 2/3 to 3/4,

The color of the mantle collar mucus is white.

Remarks,
Pilsbry noted that the verge of specimens from 

“the rincon of Chief Pablo" did not have the glandiform tip. 
My specimens from the north slope of Saucito,Mountain, 
which forms the south wall of the rincon, all show the 
typical glandiform tip reported in other populations. Other
wise, I concur fully in Pilsbry9s findings.

Distribution (Fig, 6).
Known only from the Baboquivari Mountains,

44. Sonorella baboquivariensis cossi W.B. Miller, 1966 
(Miller, 1966:46),

Shell depressed-globose, heliciform, thin, glossy, 
light brown, with a chestnut-brown spiral band on the well 
rounded shoulder; narrowly and half-covered urnbillcate, the 
umbilicus contained about 13 times in the diameter. Em
bryonic shell of about 1 l/4 whorls, with apical sculpture
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like Se hachitanao First half whorl irregularly radially 
wrinkled only, the remainder of the embryonic shell with 
forwardly descending spiral threads superimposed on the 
radial sculpture. First 2 l/2 whorls, including embry
onic whorls, show scars of worn off, hair-like periostracal 
projections. Remaining whorls with faint, raised growth 
striae, with a silky luster. Body whorl descending only 
slightly to the narrowly expanded peristome® The columellar 
margin of the peristome is broadly expanded and reflexed to 
cover nearly half of the umbilicus® Aperture oblique, 
large, broadly ovate, its width more than half the diameter 
of the shell; with a thin parietal callus®

Holotype Measurements.
Height 11.7 mm.? maximum diameter 19.2 mm.; umbil

icus 1.5 mm.; whorls 4 1/2.
Genitalia of holotype (Fig. 63 )t The penis contains 

a relatively small cylindric verge with a blunt, rounded 
end. The eplphallus is only slightly longer than the penis 
and bears a long (for the genus), well detached, epiphallic 
caecum. The penial retractor inserts on the eplphallus a 
short distance above the penis. Penial sheath relatively 
long, about half the length of the penis. The vagina is 
about as long as the penis and about twice as long as the 
free oviduct.
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Measurements of
genitalia, in mm. Holotype J Para type. C

Penis 8.0 7.0 6.0
Verge 2.5 2.5 2.5
Penial sheath 3.5 4.5 4.5
Epiphallus 9.0 8.0 8.5
Eplphalllc caecum O0 1.0 1.5
Vagina 8.0 9.0 7.5
Free oviduct 4.0 4.0 4.0

Tyne Localityo
A jo Range9 Organ Pipe Oactus National Monuments 

Pima Oountys Arizona, in rocksllde along left bank of Arch 
canyon, at base of north facing cliffs about l/2 mile up™ 
stream from the Arch; elevation ca. 2900 feet. (J. Bequaert 
and W.B. Miller, 25 January, 1965). Holotype ANSP. (508955). 
Paratypes in collections of ANSP. (308956), Department of 
Zoology, University of Arizona (879), and the author (4745).

Other localities; Upper Arch canyon, Ajo Range, ele= 
vatlon ca. 3500 feet to 4000 feet. (Harold T. Goss, 12 
April, 1965). Cave in saddle about l/4 mile south of the 
Arch in Arch canyon (Harold T. Goss and Jim Taylor, 6 Feb™ 
ruary, 1966).

In shell characteristics, this subspecies is not 
distinguishable from small forms of !S. baboouivariensis s_.s_. 
The smallest paratype measures: height 11.2 mm.; maximum
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diameter 17,2 mm,; umbilicus 1,3 mm,; whorls 4 1/2, The. 
largest paratype measures: height 12 ,3 mm,; maximum diam» 
eter 19,5 mm,; umbilicus 1,6 mm,; whorls 4 l/2. Specimens 
of cossi from upper Arch canyon ran even smaller, with 
maximum diameter as low as 15,0 mm. In embryonic sculpture, 
cossi displays the protractive spiral threads consistently 
in all specimens examined, where the apical sculpture was 
not completely worn off. Some fresh young shells also 
show ascending spiral threads on the embryonic whorls.

In the genitalia, cossi differs significantly and 
consistently from baboquivarlensls The verge is
smaller, ca, 1 /3 the length of the penis, and does not 
have a swollen, glandiform tip. The vagina is as long as 
or longer than the penis, and the eplp&alllc caecum is 
particularly long and detached (for the genus),

Since the shell characteristics are so similar to 
those of baboqulvarlensis s_,js,, only a subspecific 
distinction seems indicated. Hybridization experiments 
between the nominate species and cossi are planned; if 
they reveal evidence that potential interbreeding between 
them no longer exists, this subspecies would have to be 
raised to specific rank,
! The subspecies is named after Mr, Harold T. Goss

of the National Park Service who was stationed at the Organ 
Pipe National Monument in 1965 and brought In the first
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. specimens of this snail to the University of Arizona,, For 
some time* this was the westernmost known population of 
Sonorella in southwestern Arizona, until further explor
ations revealed other populations farther west®

456 Sonorella baboQuivarlensis berrvi Pllsbry and Ferriss, 
1923 (Pilsbry and Ferriss, 1923:86; Pllsbry, 1939:329).®

Type lot collected by Ferriss in 1918 in malpais 
slides on a small hill north of the road, near the forks, 
on the east side of the Roskruge Range, Pima County, Ari
zona®

This cryptic description of the locality has sent 
Walton, Dr® Bequaert, and me to numerous small hills on 
the east side of the Roskruge Range; but to date, this 
population has not been rediscovered®

Life Zone®
Lower Sonoran® The Roskruge Mountains are all low 

mountains, with no part ever reaching the Upper Sonoran 
zone®

Diagnostic Characters®
Thanks to the efforts of Walton, I have examined 

3 paratypes. The shell is similar in size and shape to 
the small . S o b ®  baboquivarlensls from Otero Canyon, but has 
a much paler, nearly white color; it is not at all depressed®
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The genitalia, according to Pilsbry and Ferriss, 

have an epiphallus longer than S«b0 degressa, and generally 
resemble the genitalia of S0 franclscana.

Remarkse
Sob0 berrvl appears to be a recognizable sub

species of the So baboau1variensis complex* It would be 
desirable, however, to obtain a series of dissections for 
better comparison of the genitalia with other subspecies 
such as Sob0 denressa and Sob, cossio It is planned to 
continue efforts to find the type locality.

Distribution (Fig. 6).
Known only from the type locality in the Roskruge 

Mountains.

46. Sonorella baboquivarlensis depressa Pilsbry and 
Ferriss, 1915 (Pilsbry and Ferrlss, 1915:417? 1923:82? 
Pilsbry, 1939:330).

Type lot collected by Pilsbry and Daniels in 1910, 
low in upper Sycamore Canyon, Baboquivar^ Mountains, Pima 
County, Arizona. Also collected by Pilsbry in Otero Canyon, 
Baboquivari Mountains, and by Ferriss in the Tucson Range.

I have collected it in the Tucson Range from a 
rockplle at the base of cliffs on the northwest side of 
Wasson Peak at an elevation of 4250 feet.
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Life Zone*

Lower Sonoran® Vegetation mainly jojoba* sotol* 
prickly pear* , and californloa®

Diagnostic Characters®
The shell is more depressed and smaller than

It is not smaller* however*typical b» baboquivar: 
than small forms of b from Otero Canyon
although it is nevertheless more depressed* and the um
bilicus is slightly wider* while the aperture is equally 
large, it has the apical spiral threads of typical b.

variensls in that the verge is thin* bluntly rounded* 
without a glandiform tip* and only about l/2 the length of 
that of the nominate species. The penis and vagina are 
of about the same length as these respective structures 
in the nominate species, (Fig, 64) 9

Remarkso

ences of the extent shown in depressa would normally be 
considered sufficient for specific rank, Pilsbry mentions 
intergrades* however* in which the shells resemble b.

more closely. Under those circumstances* 
I agree that a subspecific category is indicated for 3,b,

The genitalia differ from those of b, baboqul-

The combination of shell and of genitalia differ
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I have obtained two live adults from Frame Canyon,

In the Slerrlta Mountains, collected by Robin Price, and 
I find that the shells are like those of Seb« babogul-e?ara cjasu

variensis in Otero Canyon, not at all depressed, while 
the genitalia are more like those of S.b„ deoressa but 
with a much shorter verge, 2/3 the length of the verge in 
Sob® denressa® Accordingly, I hesitate to assign the 
Slerrlta Mountain population to Ŝ ho depressa, and prefer 
to withold judgement until I have obtained large series of 
shells and dissections®

Distribution (Fig® 6)0
Known from the Baboquivari Mountains and the Tucson 

Mountains.

47o Sonorella mlcromnhala Pilsbry, 1939 (Pilsbry, 1939:333)» 
Type lot collected by Ferriss (year unknown) from 

a slide on a peak of the rim of the Mogollon Plateau, near 
Pine, Gila County, Arizona. Also along Pine Greek, near 
Pine® Ferriss did not bring back any animals for dissec
tion®

I have collected it, including many live adults, 
from rocks probably very near the type locality, at the 
base of cliffs of the Mogollon Rim along the west side of 
Milk Ranch Point at an elevation of 6600 feet®



Life Zone*
Transition: Vegetation mainly Pinus nonderosaB

Diagnostic Oharacterso
The shell is not distinguishable from the small 

form of Sebe baboquivarlensls in Otero Canyon or from Sob0tSSSf CSSS} . L . i p T W i , , ., ■■■ ‘ «S C3S» €869

CQSSlo ,
The genitalia (Pigo 62 ) are similar t6 those of 

S0bo baboauivarlensiso but with the verge thinned into a 
very thin cylinder with a pointed tip, not at all glandi- 
form* Measurements of the lengths of penis, verge, and 
vagina are essentially the same in both species*

The color of the mantle collar mucus is milk-white 
as in Sobo baboquivariensis*

Since the only difference which separates this 
species from S_0 b* baboquivariensis is the thin, non- 
glandiform verge, one would be tempted to make it a sub
species of that species* The large distance (ca= 175 
miles which separates these two populations, with no known 
intervening populations, however, leads me to prefer 
Pilsbry1s decision to give it specific rank, even though 
he had no data on the genitalia to sway him further.



This is possibly an example of the retention of 
primitive characters$, with relatively little differentia
tion* in peripheral populations.

Distribution (Pig® 6).
Known only from Milk Ranch Point and the vicinity 

of upper Pine Creek®

48® Sonorella xanthenes Pilsbry and Perrlss, 1923# (Pils- 
bry and Perriss* 1923?72? Pilsbry* 1939?321)®

Type lot collected by Perrlss in 1918 on Kitt 
Peak* Quinlan Mountains# Pima County* Arizona* at an ele
vation of about 5500 feet®

I have collected it on Kitt Peak* under granite 
rocks at the foot of large boulders about 1/4 mile below 
the picnic grounds# at an elevation of 6000 feet®

Life Zone®
Upper Sonoran. Vegetation mainly pinon* Quercus 

arizonioa. _g» hvnoleucoides® Garrva®

Diagnostic Characters®
The shell is very small| resembling most nearly 

S® ooloradoensis® from which it differs only by the usually 
narrower umbilicus? there are broadly umbi11cate specimens 
of xanthenes® however# which are not distinguishable from
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narrowly umbilieate specimens of coloradoenslse Neither 
species show any apical spiral threads0

The genitalia (Fig* 59) show similarities to Sc 
baboQulvarlensis as well as to S= coloradoensls. The penis 
and vagina of xanthenes and ooloradoensls are similar in 
lengthsp but the verge of xanthenes is from 25 per cent 
to 60 per cent longer than that of coloradoenslso The 
verge of xanthenes is smooth and shaped as in babooui- 
varlensiSo with a hint of a glandiform tip* whereas in 
coloradoenslso it is wrinkly annulatedo The seminal duct 
orifice in xanthenes is subterminal9 terminating at about 
3/4 of the way to the tip of the verge0 whereas it is 
terminal in the other two species.

Remarks,
S„ xanthenes is a recognizable species which 

shows affinities with small forms of S,b, baboqulvarlensis0 
by the shape of the verge, and to S, ooloradoensls by its 
shell. In general, I concur with Pilsbry8s findings, but 
take exception to his statement that xanthenes has a 
slender, acute verge. It is probable that his alcohol- 
preserved specimens were misshapen.

Distribution (Fig, 6),
Known only from Kitt Peak,



49e Sonorella coloradoensls (Stearns)» 1890 (Pllsbry, 
1900:560? Bartsch^ 1904:189? Pllsbry and Ferrlss, 1911: 
179).

Helix (Arlonta) coloradoensls Stearns (1890:206)»
Enlnhragmo'phora (Arlonta) coloradoensls (Dali, 

1896:340)e
Type lot collected by 0. Hart Merrlam in 1889, 

from the Grand Canyon of the Colorado, opposite the Kaibab 
plateau, at an elevation of 3500 feet. Also collected in 
many other localities along and near the Grand Canyon, Ari
zona.

Pllsbry and Ferrlss (1911:178), after communication 
with Dr. 0. Hart Merriam, state that the type locality 
“is, properly speaking, opposite what is now known as the 
Valhalla Plateau, not the Kaibab Plateau. As the river 
flows, it is about 13 miles east of the Bright Angel Trail, 
and 30 miles east of Bass's Trail."

I have collected it from a large rockslide along 
the Bright Angel Trail in the Grand Canyon, just east of 
the 1 1/2 mile rest house, at an elevation of 5700 feet.

Life Zone.
Upper Sonoran. Vegetation was mainly wafer ash.



Diagnostic Qharacterso
The shell Is very similar to that of S„ xanthenes 

) and the genitalia (Pigo 60) also resemble those of 
xantheneso with important differences in shape and length 
of verge and in the position of the seminal duet orifice
( Q o Vo ) o

RemarkSo
Pilsbry placed this species in a special super™ 

specific group (the group of S„ coloradoensls) because 
of the absence of spiral threads on the embryonic whorlSo 
This characteristic is too inconstant$, in my opinion,, to 
be of value in superspecific groupings© Because of the 
close similarity of So coloradoensls to S_0 xanthenesn and 
because of the affinities between _So xanthenes and Sob© 
babQQUivariensiso I consider that So coloradoensls also 
belongs to the group of S© blnnevl©

Distribution (Fig* 6)©
Widespread along the Grand Canyon of the Colorado, 

on both the north and south walls©

50© Sonorella sltiens sltiens Pilsbry and Perriss, 1915 
(Pilsbry and Perriss, 1915:407; 1923:79? Pilsbry, 1939:
349) o

Sonorella sltiens comobabiensis Pilsbry and Perriss 
(1915:409; 1923:80)©
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Type lot collected by Pilsbry and Ferries in 1910 

from above Las Guljas Mine in the northwest end of Las 
Guljas Mountainsp Pima Countye Arizona. Also collected 
by Ferriss in the Pajarltos, Comobabi, Cababi (now Ko 
Faya)9 and Quljotoa Mountains®

I have collected it from Las Guljas Mountains in 
rock outcroppings about 1/4 mile northwest of Las Guljas 
Mine, at an elevation of 4000 feet. This is probably 
within l/4 mile of the type locality. I have also collec
ted it from Pena Blanca Canyon in the Pajaritos Mountains, 
Santa Cruz County, at an elevation of 4000 feet, and from 
the Ko Vaya Hills in the Papago Indian Reservation, Pima' 
County, at an elevation of 2700 feet.

Life Zone.
Lower and Upper Sonoran. In the Ko Vaya Hills 

and Las Guljas Mountains, the vegetation was mainly Celtis 
pallida and sotol; in Pena Blanca Canyon, the vegetation 
consisted mainly of Quercus emoryl, Q, arizonlca, Rhus 
chorlophylla, and R. trilobata.

Diagnostic Characters.
The shell is similar in appearance to that of S_. 

trvonlana. which appears to be its closest relative, but 
it has a narrower umbilicus. Neither species show any apical 
spiral threads whatsoever.
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The genitalia (Pigs, 65 and 66) are particularly, 
distinctive in the shape of the verge, which is very short, 
wide, cylindrlc, and has a broadly conic tip® As stated 
by Pilsbry, "no other Sonorella known has a verge like 
that of S. sltiens®11 There is a slight amount of variation 
in the length and width of the verge, with the population 
from Las Guljas tending to have narrower and longer verges, 
while those from the Ko Vaya Hills and the Pajaritos Moun
tains have shorter, thicker verges and a thicker eplphallus 
above the verge? this led Pilsbry to believe that the penial 
retractor attached directly to the penis instead of to the 
eplphallus.

As distinctive as the verge is, it Is nevertheless 
surprisingly close to the verge of S® trvoniana. in shape 
and size, as are the rest of the genitalia. The penis and 
vagina of sitlens have the same size, shape, and propor
tions as in trvoniana. The verge, in sltiens, is about 2/3 
to 1/2 the length of that of trvoniana* but it has the 
same thickness, and the eplphallus, where it joins the 
penis, is very thick in both species; the verge tip in 
trvoniana is glandiform, whereas it is broadly conic in 
sltiens®

Remarks.
I concur with Pilsbry1s findings on this species® 

Through a minor oversight, Pilsbry stated that "the
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absence of oblique threads on the embryonic shell is a

which are wanting in that species. By this error, he 
probably failed to recognize the close relationship be
tween the two species® It is because of this relationship

comprising the Quijotoa, Oomobabi, and Ko Vaya Mountains, 
and again, some 40 miles to the southeast, from the Paja- 
ritos and Las Guijas Mountains.

51* Sonorella sltlens montezuma Pilsbry and Perriss, 1919 
(Pilsbry and Perriss, 1923:79? Pilsbry, 1939:351),

Sonorella montezuma Pilsbry and Perriss (1919a;20)® 
Type lot collected by Perriss in 1919, in Montezuma

Canyon, at the south end of the Huachuca Mountains, Cochise 
County, Arizona, in "deep double gulch, west of last rock- 
fronted mountain on south side of Montezuma canyon;11 no 
elevation given®

Bequaert at the north end of the Patagonia Mountains, Santa 
Cruz County, 9*6 miles by road from Patagonia, along the

feature unlike ?11 yet his description of S
correctly omits any mention of oblique threads,

to S. that I include S.s® sitiens in the group
of S. blnne.vl.

Distribution/Fie. 5),
From an area in the Papago Indian Reservation

I have received specimens collected by Walton and



Harshaw=Mto Washington road, which I have dissected and 
examined; more precisely, the station is on the right 
bank of Harshaw Greek, at the foot of Hermosa Hill (on 
topo map), 6 miles by airline, south-southeast of Pata
gonia, Santa Cruz County, at 4850 feeto I have also 
collected it from a mountain range immediately west of 
Moctezuma, Sonora, in a rockslide 9 miles west of Moctezuma, 
along the road to Ures, at an elevation of 3300 feet.

Life Zone.
Upper Sonoran. Vegetation at the Mexican site 

was mainly Quercus emorvl. C£0 ohihuahuana, and Sambucus.

Diagnostic Characters.
Thanks to the generosity of Dr. Bequaert, I have 

examined two shells collected by Perriss in Montezuma 
Canyon near the type locality; they agree in all respects 
with my shells from the northern Patagonia Mountains and 
from the mountains west of Moctezuma, Sonora.

The shell is similar in shape and appearance to 
that of s.sitlensn but is smaller in size, similar to that

The genitalia are similar in all respects to those.



Remarkse
I have extended the known range of this subspecies 

from the Huachuca Mountains into the Patagonia Mountains
and some 120 miles to the south, into Sonora.

The close resemblance in the genitalia between this
subspecies and S. tryonlana has been discussed under that
species (£oVe).

I concur with Pilsbry that this subspecies differs 
mainly from S..j3. sitiens by its diminutive size. Pilsbry 
also states that the penis is longer than the vagina in S. 
s. montezuma. but I find that this is not a consistent 
characteristic, in 6 animals examined.-

Distribution (Pig. 5).
Known from the northern Patagonia Mountains and 

the southern Huachuca Mountains, and from the mountains 
west of Moctezuma, Sonora.

52. Sonorella neglecta Gregg, 1951 (Gregg, 1951:156).
Type lot collected by ¥* 0. Gregg and M.L. Walton 

in March 1948 from a rocky hillside below granitic cliffs, 
north of the Portal-Paradise road about 3 miles west of 
Portal, oa. 5300 feet elevation, Chiricahua Mountains, 
Cochise County, Arizona® Also collected by Walton in other 
nearby localities. No live animals were collected in the 
above lots.
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I have collected it from the type locality at 5300 

feet elevation® and was fortunate to secure 2 live immature 
specimens® which grew to adulthood in a terrarium and pro
vided good dissections for examination of the genitalia.

Life Zone.
Upper Sonoran. Vegetation mainly juniper® 

ij JS* arizonlca. and agave.

The shell is smaller and less globose than that of 
S. blnnevl and smaller and with a narrower umbilicus than 
that of S. bowiensls. The holotype was 16.1 mm. in diameter; 
in my lot, the shell diameter varies from 15=0 to 17=1 mm.
It most nearly resembles the shell of S. imperatrlx. from 
which it differs, by having a slightly narrower umbilicus.
It is also similar to the shell of the polymorphic £5. 
nixonl. being indistinguishable from shells of the Hacozari 
form of that species.

The genitalia (Pig. 6 9 ) resemble most closely those 
of S. Imperatrlx. from which they differ by having thinner 
(by 50 per cent) vagina, penis, and verge, and a penis which 
is about 2/3 the length of that of imperatrlx. Lengths in 
mm., are as follows:
Oat. # Penis Verge Vagina
4709-A 4.5 2.2 3=5
47Q9“B 4.5 2.5 5



Remarkso
This is an easily recognized species most closely 

related to IS. Imoeratrlx.

Distribution (Fig. 4).
Known only from the type locality and immediate 

vicinity» in the northeastern Chiricahua Mountains.

53. Sonorella nixonl ¥.B. Miller. 196? (Miller, 1967:116).

Description.
Shell depressed-globose, heliciform, thin, glossy, 

light tan, with chestnut spiral band on the well-rounded 
shoulder; umbilicate, the umbilicus contained about 9 times 
in the diameter. Embryonic shell of about 1 whorl with 
sculpture of the binne.vi type; its apex and first half 
whorl with weak, irregular radial wrinkles giving a malleated 
effect; the second half whorl with weakly raised striae 
arranged in ascending and descending spirals. Later whorls 
marked by light growth wrinkles and occasional sears of 
worn-off periostracal projections. The periostracum pre
sents a silky, lustrous appearance. The last whorl descends 
sharply to the peristome. Aperture oblique, rounded, 
slightly wider than high. Peristome slightly expanded, the 
margins converging; parietal callus thin.



Hoiotype Measurements,,
Height 10o6 mm,; maximum diameter 17,0 mm,; umbil» 

icus 1,8 mm,? whorls 4 l/4.
Genitalia of hoiotype (Pig,70 ); The large penis 

contains a stout* cylindric verge with a bluntly rounded 
end from which protrudes a narrower* terminal papilla; 
the orifice of the seminal duct is not at the tip of the 
verge* but rather at the base of the terminal papilla. The 
eplphallus is about 3/4 the length of the penis and bears 
a distinct* well detached epiphallic caecum. The penial 
retractor inserts on the eplphallus a short distance above 
the penis. Penial sheath about half the length of the penis. 

The vagina is about 3/4 the length of the penis; 
anteriorly* at the genital orifice* its diameter is about 
equal to that of the penis* ca, 1,0 mm.* as is usual in 
Sonorella; posteriorly* however* the diameter increases to 
a maximum size of about 2.5 mm, near the junction of the 
spermathecal duct* giving it an overall club~shaped appear
ance; interiorly* the walls of the vagina have a pleated* 
accordion-like structure. The free oviduct is narrow and 
short (ca. 3,0 mm.)* in the usual manner for Sonorella.
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Measurements of

Penis 22,0 19.0 21,0
Verge 9.5 9.0 9.0
Penial sheath 8.5 8.5 7.5
Bpiphallus 14.0 14.5 15.5
Vagina 17.0 15.5 14.5
Free oviduct 3.0 3*0 3.5
Spermathecal duct 16.0 21.0 20.0

Type locality.
La Angostura, Sonora, Mexico, in rocks just south 

of the main road at the village, overlooking the west rim 
of La Angostura Dam on the Rio de Bavispe; elevation ca.
3100 feet (W.R. Miller and W.B. Miller, 8 August, 1965). 
Holotype AETSP. 310361. Para type in collections of ANSP. 
310362, Department of Zoology, University of Arizona (2565), 
and the author (4796).

Other localities; In rockslide on mountain south 
of road from El Tajo (on Agua Prleta-Haeozari road) to La 
Angostura, at a point 8*4 road miles from El Tajo, eleva
tion ca. 4800 feet (W.H. Miller and W.B. Miller, 7 August, 
1965) Pilares de Naeozari, about 1 mile east of Nacozari, 
at base of cliffs, in rockslldes; elevation ca, 4200 feet 
(W.N. Miller and W.B. Miller, 30 December, 1964, 31 July, 
1965).
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§.» nlxonl belongs to the group of S« blnneyl = The 

mantle collar and the border of the foot are strongly pig
mented with orange mucus, as in binne.yi and bowiensls. 
Although the type and 5 paratypes were dissected at various 
times during the year, they all showed the unusual, club- 
shaped vagina. One specimen from Nacozari, however, did 
not show this characteristic? instead, it had a cylindrical 
vagina of relatively uniform diameter throughout. Large 
numbers of dissections from several populations would be 
required in order to determine whether the variation in 
vagina morphology might be of subspecific value. The 
shell of nixonl varies much in diameter. Specimens from 
the type locality are generally larger than those from 
Nacozari. The largest paratype measures 19.6 mm. and the 
smallest, 16.1 mm. The embryonic spiral threads vary in 
intensity, but are present, at least to some degree, on all 
specimens examined, as in S. binnevi.

S,. nixonl most closely resembles S. bowiensls in 
shell characteristics; it has a slightly smaller umbilicus, 
however, and the embryonic spiral threads are generally 
less distinct, in the genitalia, nixonl differs from both 
bowiensls and binnevi by the large size and stout shape of 
the verge, the terminal papilla on the verge, and the rela
tive length of penis to epiphallus.
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In bowiensls 9 the verge» examined in three topo- 

types, is widely cylindrical all the way to the tip, with 
a subterminal seminal duct orifice, but without a smaller 
papilla at the tip; the epiphallus is as long as or longer 
than the penis; the vagina is narrowly cylindrical through
out 9

In binneyi, the verge, examined in two topotypes, 
has a large swollen heart-shaped tip, with a subterminal 
seminal duct orifice which opens in a circular depression 
in the side of the verge; a small, pointed papilla lies 
in the middle of this depression, attached to the verge 
at the upper edge of the depression, above the duct ori
fice; the vagina is narrowly cylindrical throughout.

S. nixord inhabits the range of mountains between • 
the Agua Prieta-Nacozari road and the Rio de Bavispe. At 
the type locality, several specimens were found crawling 
over the rocks early in the morning, after a violent 
thunderstorm; there, it is associated with Bullmulus 
nlgromontanus Dali, also crawling in the same rocks.
Along the road from El Tajo to La Angostura, just south 
of Oerro Pinitos, It was found associated with Sonorella 
walker! P.&F. In the Pilares de Nacozari, just east of 
town, dead shells of S. nixonl. S. walker!» and B. nlgro
montanus were found in quantity, but only one live nixonl
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was collected, a moribund adult, and a clutch of eggs from 
which only one individual survived in a terrarium. This 
Individual was raised to maturity in just one year. 
Dissection revealed genitalia similar to those of the 
population from La Angostura, with the exception of the 
uniform diameter of the vagina mentioned above.

This species is named for my son, ¥. Nixon Miller, 
who found the first specimen and whose help was invaluable 
in making possible several arduous collecting expeditions 
into the mountains of northeastern Sonora.

54. Sonorella mormonum mormonum Pilsbry, 1948 (Pilsbry, 
1948b;196).

Type lot collected by Pilsbry and C.H. Harvey, in 
1935, in the canyon of the Rio Piedras Verdes, 3 l/2 miles 
above Colon!a Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico, in talus of cliffs 
on the south side of the river, at 5200 feet. Also collec
ted on the northwest flank of Cerro Moctezuma, between 
Colonia Juarez and Nuevo Casas Grandes.

I have collected it at the type locality, at 5200 
feet elevation. On a wet, early morning, after a rainy 
night in July, many fine specimens were crawling over the 
talus slide; in about one hour's time, my son, ¥. Nixon 
Miller, and I collected 47 live specimens.



Life Zone,
Riparian, The vegetation consisted of ash* 

sycamore, Oeltis reticulata* Rhus trilobata* and poison 
ivy. The talus slide was well shaded by these trees and 
vines.

Diagnostic Characters,
The shell is very small, resembling closely that 

of J3, xanthenes or S, coloradoensls* being slightly more 
globose, less depressed,, and with well-developed, apical 
spiral striae.

The genitalia are very similar to those of S, 
imneratrlx, but the vagina is consistently 25 per cent 
shorter, while the verge is 25 per cent longer. Lengths 
in mm*, are as follows:

m W -  ■ Penis Verge Vagina
4901-A 6.5 2.5 4
4901-B (Pig. 71) 6.5 2.5 3*5
4901-0 6 2.5 4.5
4901-D 6.5 2.5 4
4901-E 6,5 2,5 4
4901-P 6 .2.5 4*5

Remarks. ; •
My measurements of the genitalia are in reasonable 

agreement with those of Pilsbry, namely, penis 7 mm.,



verge 3o5 nmio» and vagina 3e5 mnie I cannot agree however$, 
with his statement that "it is not closely related to any 
species of Arizona." The genitalia are remarkably close 

those of S. imneratrlz and are not far from those of 
So neglecta. Regrettably* Pilsbry was not acquainted with 
negleeta and had only a drled~up animal of imneratrixo 
which accounts for his failure to note these similarities*

In view of the fact that S. mormonum represents 
a peripheral species for the genusp it is more likely 
that it resembles most closely the ancestral stock which 
also gave rise to Imneratriz. neglecta. etc.

Distribution (Pig. 7)
Known only from the vicinity of Colonia Juarez* 

in Chihuahua9 Mexico.

55* Sonorella mormonum huasabasensis W.B. Miller (in press) 

Description.
Shell moderately depressed^globose* helieifonsp, thin 

glossy* light brown* with chestnut“brown spiral band on the 
well-rounded shoulder? narrowly umbilieate* the umbullcus 
contained 10 times in the diameter. Embryonic shell of 
about 1 and l/4 whorls? its apex* the first 1/4 of the em
bryonic shell* is finelyg radially wrinkled? over the 
second 1/4* the wrinkles break up into papillae and the



radial pattern begins to descend spirally toward the 
suture? over the second l/2, the spiral papillae have 
united to form fine threads; those above the shoulder 
ascend toward the upper suture, while those below the 
shoulder descend toward the lower suture, forming the 
usual hachitana pattern of ascending and descending spiral 
threads? the space between threads is finely, radially 
wrinkled; over the last l/4 of the embryonic shell, the 
spiral striae have diverged far apart and some begin to 
break up into long hyphen-like papillae; they end 
abruptly at the end of the embryonic shell. Remainder 
of shell, at first, finely, radially wrinkled, with small 
papillae and scars of deciduous, periostracal, hair-like 
processes; later, over the body whorl, the scars are absent, 
the radial wrinkles are smooth, and the perlostracum has a 
silky luster. The last whorl descends moderately in front. 
The aperture is rounded, the peristome narrowly expanded 
in the outer and basal margins; parietal callus thin,

Holotype Measurements,
Height 9,4 mm®; maximum diameter 14,9 mm,; umbil

icus 1,5 mm,; whorls 4 1/4,
Genitalia of holotype (Pig® 72); The moderately 

long penis contains a slender, cylindric verge of about 
1/2 the length of the penis, blunt at the end. The seminal
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duet opens at the tip of the verge in a shallow depression* 
Penial sheath slightly longer than l/2 the length of the 
penis* There is a well^developed* detached epiphallic 
caecum* The vagina is about as long as the penis*

Measurements of 
genitalia* in mm*

Penis
Verge
Penial sheath 
Epiphallus 
Epiphallic caecum 
Vagina
Free oviduct

Sonora, Mexico, in HW facing rockslides about 5 
miles east of Huasabas along the road from Huasabas to 
Bavispe; elevation ca* 3600 feet (WoN* Miller and WoB* 
Miller, 1 September, 1965)o Holotype ANSP (number re= 
quested)* Paratypes in collections of AUSP* (number re= 
quested), Department of Zoology, University of Arizona 
(28l9)o and the author (4821)*

This subspecies closely resembles nominate S,* 
mormonum Pilsbry, in the shape and sculpture of the shell, 
as well as in the morphology of the genitalia* It differs

Holotrpe
7o0
3o5
4*5
8*0
1*0
7.0
3.0

Paratype 
7*5 
3-5 
3*0 
8*0 
1*0 
5*5 
3.0

7*0
3*0
4*0
8*5

1*0
7*0
3*5
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from mormonum by the presence of a well-developedg de
tached epiphallic caecum9 and by the larger diameter of 
the shell* The epiphallic caecum was observed in all of 
six dissected specimens of huasabasensls; whereas it was 
vestigial in all bf six dissected topotypes of mormonum*
The larger diameter of the shell of huasabasensls was 
determined to be significantly different from that of 
mormonum by statistical analysis* A sample of 24 adult 
specimens from the topotype population of mormonum was 
compared with a sample of 52 adult specimens of huasaba- 
sensiSo Contrary to the usual high variance in shell 
diameter of most species of Sonorella, m* mormonum and m* 
huasabasensls show a high degree of homogeneity* The mean 
diameter of mormonum was 14*2 mm*9 with a minimum of 13*39 
a maximum of 15.1 and a standard deviation of .433? the 
mean diameter of huasabasensls was 15.4 mm.® with a minimum 
of 14.59 a maximum of 16.8 and a standard deviation of .567. 
Student's t was calculated to be 10.1, thereby indicating a 
significant difference in shell diameter in the two popu
lations at a confidence level greater than 99.9 per cent.

S.m. huasabasensls lives in large rockslides on 
the western slope and near the top of the nameless mountain 
range just east of the Rio de Bavispe near Huasabas. This 
locality is about 65 airline miles southwest of the type
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locality of mormonmn» The vegetation around the slide is 
typical lower Sonoran, consisting mainly of Oondalla*
IiVelum, sotol, coral bean, and occasional Quercus chihua° 
huana a

56<, Sonorella nerhlrsuta ¥eB. Miller (in press)

Description,
Shell moderately depressed-globose, heliciform, 

thin, hirsute, light brown, with chestnut-brown spiral 
band on the well-rounded shoulder; narrowly umbilicate, 
the umbilicus contained 9 to 10 times in the diameter. 
Embryonic shell of about 1 and l/4 whorls; its apex smooth, 
followed by rough radial wrinkles over the first 1 /3  

whorl; next 1/3 whorl with well-developed, widely spaced, 
descending spiral threads, between which fine wrinkles lie 
perpendicular to the spiral threads; remainder of embry
onic shell with raised papillae superimposed on fine 
radial wrinkles. Later whorls. Including body whorl, with 
raised growth striae, fine radial wrinkles, and papillae 
from which project short, periostracal hair-like processes. 
The periostracal processes are worn off in places, but are 
mostly persistent all the way to the peristome and into 
the umbilicus. The last whorl descends moderately in front. 
The aperture is rounded, the peristome narrowly expanded; 
parietal callus thin.



Hoiotype MeasurementSo
Height 9o0 mm*, maximum diameter 15*1 mm0| um= 

bilious 106 mmo» whorls 4 l/40
Genitalia of hoiotype ( F i g o 7 3  )? The moderately 

long penis contains a slender, eyllndrie verge of about 
1/2 the length of the penis, blunt at the end® The 
seminal duct opens at the side of the verge, at about 2 /3  

to 3/4 the length of the verge0 Penial sheath about l/2 
the length of the penis* Epiphallus about 1 1/2 times the 
length of the penis* There is a well=developed, detached, 
epiphallic caecum* The vagina is about as long as the penis*

Measurements of
genitalia* in mm* Hoiotype Paratype B Paratype D

Penis 6*5 6*5 7*0
Verge 3«5 3»0 3*5
Penial sheath 3*0 3o0 3*5
Epiphallus 10*0. 9*5 11*5
Epiphallic caecum 0*7 0*7 1*0
Vagina 7*0 5*5 5*0
Free oviduct 3*0 2*5 2*5

Type Locality*
Sonora, Mexico, in mountains between Moctezuma and 

Huasabas, about 2 miles north of the Moctezuma=Huasabas 
road at a point 16*8 miles east of Moctezuma, in granite



rock piles In ravine on the north-east face of the high 
peak? elevation oao 4650 feet (W«M> Miller and WoIU Miller 
2 Septembers, 1965)» Holotype MSP ( number requested) e 
Paratypes in collection of Department of Zoology6 Univer
sity of Arizona (2820)» and the author (4824)»

S«, perhlrsuta is closely related to S0 mormonum 
Pilsbry and Semo huasabasensls, W.B. Miller. It differs 
from them by the anatomy of the verge, in that the seminal 
duct orifice is not terminal, and by the long epiphallus.
It has a well-developed epiphallle caecum, as in huasaba- 
sensis. In shell characteristics, it differs by the lack 
of ascending spiral threads on its embryonic shell and by 
-the persistent perlostracal processes on adult shells? such 
hirsute appearance on adult Sonorella shells has been re- : 
ported only from g. apache P.&F. and S. greggi W.B. Miller.

S. perhlrsuta is known only from the holotype and 
seven paratypes. The smallest adult paratype measures 
13.4 mm. in diameter and the largest 16.1 mm. It lives in 
the Upper Sonoran life zone among small, granite roekpiles 
in ravines. Vegetation was mainly Quercus obiongifolia.
S® chlhuahuana. sotol, yucca, coral bean, and a profusion 
of wild zinnias in bloom. Heavy humus contributed to the 
early decomposition of dead shells.
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Spnoxella group

The shell is minutely granulose or wrinkly^granulose„
with readily peeling perlostraeum; mostly without apical 
spiral threadSo The penis contains a usually stout and 
truncate verge„ which may reach extremes of diminution in 
some species and gigantism in others®

57e Sonorella granulatlssima granuletlssima PilsbryD 1902 
(Pllsbry, 1902:32; Bartsch, 1904:1931 Pilsbry, 1905:262; 
Pilsbry and Perrlss, 1910a;500; Pllsbry@ 1939:373)o

Canyon (corrected from "Spring Canyon»" of 19029 to Ramsey 
Canyon by Pilsbry and Perrlss in 1910)9 Huachuca Mountains, 
Cochise County9'Arizona; no elevation given0 Also collected 
from Carr and Miller Canyons and Miller Peak*

vation of 5750 feet* and from Miller Canyon at an elevation 
of 6100 feete

Type lot collected by Perrlss In 1902$, in Ramsey

I have collected it from Ramsey Canyon at an ele™

Life Zones
Transitions Vegetation was mainly Pinus 
hypoleucoidess and C|o arlzonioas

Diagnostic Characters*
The shell is characterized by the pronounced granu

lar surfaces the readily peelingo or scaling9 periostraeum.
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and the highly granulese sculpture of the embryonic whorls9 
organized Into parallel ascending and descending spiral 
rows which sometimes anastomose Into "ridgeso"

The genitalia (Pig074) are characterized by a 
shorty stout penis, with a thickp wrinkled, truncate verge, 
and a very long vagina, about 3 times as long as the penis, 
with an elongated nodular swelling in its upper half near 
the junction of the spermatheeal duct.

The mantle collar shows no trace of orange mucus 
and presents a greyish appearance*

Remarks *
The granular sculpture of the shell and the short, 

stout, truncate verge combine to make this species un=> 
mistakable with any other SonoreJLLgu Pilsbry also states 
that the flagellum (epiphallic caecum) was absent in all 
but one topotype examined* I have found an epiphallic 
caecum in all 5 of my dissections, but it is so closely 
appressed that it can only be seen in stained, cleared, 
whole mounts*

Known from Ramsey, Carr, and Miller Canyons, and 
Miller Peak, in the Huachucas*
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58^ Sonorella granulatisslma latlor Pilsbry^ 1905 (Plls=- 
brjo 1905:264; Pilsbry and Ferries, 1910a?501; Pllsbry,
1939:375)»

Type lot collected by Ferriss In 1904 In Brown 
Canyon, Huachuca Mountains, Cochise County, Arizona; no 
elevation given. Also collected from Tanner (Garden) Can= 
yon, ridge between Tanner and Brown Canyons, and the south 
side of Limestone Mountain, east of Brown Canyon,

I have collected it from the south side of Limestone 
Mountain, in Ramsey Canyon, where it intergrades with S»£o 
granulatlssima, at an elevation of 5750 feet.

Life Zone,
Transition, (See J S o g ,  granulatlssima),

Diagnostic Characters,
In addition to the specimens collected on Limestone 

Mountain, I have also examined a paratype given to me by 
Dr, Bequaert, The shell differs from the nominate sub
species only by its larger size, the diameter of the para- 
type being 21,2 mm. Large shells have a large umbilicus; 
smaller, intergrading shells have a smaller umbilicus.

The genitalia (Fig, 75) which I dissected from 
Limestone Mountain snails, do not differ significantly 
from those of the nominate subspecies.
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Remarks„

Although this snail is hardly more than a large 
form of the nominate subspeeiesp its predominance in the 
limestone areas of the more northern canyons marks it as 
a geographical as well as ecological race0 with morphologic 

' eal characteristics sufficient to give it subspeeiflc 
statuso It apparently bears the same relation to the 
nominate subspecies that So odorata marmoris bears to its 
nominate subspecies ( g o )*

Distribution (Pig» 7)»
Known from Garden* Brown* and Ramsey Canyons and 

from Limestone Mountain,

5 9 o  Sonorella danieisi Pilsbry and Ferriss* 1910 (#118= 
bry and Ferrlss, 1910a;500; 1923:92; Pilsbry, 1939:376), 

Sonorella granuletlssima (in part) Pilsbry (1905:
263)o

Type lot collected by Ferriss in 1904 from the head 
of Bear Creek, Huachuca Mountains, Cochise County, Arizona, 
no elevation given; this lot was at first referred to So 
granuletissima by Pilsbry in 1905, Also collected by 
Ferriss in Ash, Montezuma, Ida, Cave, and Copper Canyons, 
at elevations from 6000 to over 7500 feet, (Pilsbry, 1939: 
377)o
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Dro' Bequaert and Robin Rice have eollected live 

specimens from Copper Canyon* 1 l/2 mile northwest of 
Montezuma Pass at 6200 feet* which I have dissected and 
examinedo I have not been to the localityo Dead specimens 
were also collected there by Dro A0R0 Meado

Diagnostic Characters*
The shell is not separable from that of j3o£o 

granulatissima0
The genitalia (Fig* 76 ) are closely related to 

those of J3o£o granulatisslma but differ considerably in 
dimensions and proportions* The penis is twice as long 
and the verge is 1 1/2 times as long as these respective 
structures in granuletlssima; the vagina exhibits the same 
nodular swelling in its upper half as in granulatisslma* 
but it is shorter* being essentially equal in length to 
She.penis* instead of 3 times as long*

Remarks*
As in the case of granulatisslma* Pilsbry states 

that "there is no flagellum*" This structure is present 
in both of my dissections* but can only be seen in the 
stained* cleared mount* Pilsbry also states that "the shell 
is more depressed than granulatisslma*" but I cannot find 
this difference in my shells*
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I concur with Pilsbry that S„ danielsl differs 
from S,o£e granulatlsslma chiefly In the genitalia* and 
that these differences are sufficient to warrant specific 
dlstinctlono

Sistributlon (Pig* 7)*
Southern part of the Huaehuoa Mountains*

60* Sonorella greggl ¥*B* Miller* 1967 (Miller* 1967:11#). 
Description*

Shell depressed* globose* heliclform* thin* trans« 
lueent* with a dull* silky sheen* more glossy at base* 
dilute brownish* with a chestnut spiral band on the well® 
rounded shoulder* umbilioate* the umbilicus contained about 
8 times in the diameter* Embryonic shell of 1 and 1/3 whorls 
covered with radial ripples upon and between which are 
superimposed fine radial wrinkles and round papillae; there 
is no trace of spiral threads; in life* the papillae bear 
periostraoal bristles* Post~embryonie whorls with larger 
growth striae; the superimposed radial wrinkles break up 
into lengthened granules* giving a densely granular- 
wrinkled appearance to the entire shell; numerous papillae 
present on all whorls* with periostraoal bristles persls® 
ting on live* adult shells* creating a hirsute appearance* 
Last whorl descends markedly to the aperture* Aperture 
oblique* nearly circular* the peristome thin* only slightly 
expanded* its margins converging*
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Holdtype Measurementso

Height 10o0 mmo? maximum diameter 1 6 o 9  mm0» um» 
bilious 2 o l  mmo; whorls 4 l / 3 o

Genitalia of holotype (Pigo 78)$ The large penis 
oontain a stout* oylindrie verge with an abruptly truncate 
t i p o  The verge is prominently spirally grooved* with 13 
to 14 right-handed spirals; the seminal duct orifice is 
terminal on the verge and is raised slightly on a short 
comic papilla. The epiphallus is slightly longer than the 
penis and bears a very smallp barely detached epiphallie 
caecum at its junction with the vas deferens, Penial sheath 
l/3 to 2 /5 the length of the penis0 Vagina about 3/4 the 
length of the penis and about 3 times the length of the 
free oviduct.

Measurements of
genitalia, in mm, Holotype Paratype 47884

Penis 1 3 o 5  1 1 , 5

Verge 7 , 0  7 , 0

Penial sheath 5 , 0  4 , 0

Epiphallus 1 4 , 5  1 4 , 0

Vagina 9 , 5  9 , 5

Free oviduct 3 , 5  3 , 0

Spermatheoal duct 2 5 , 0  1 9 , 0



Sierra Purlcap Sonora» Mexicop in igneous rock 
outcroppings in northeast~faeing ravine, on south bank 
of large canyon which runs easterly from saddle between 
the two highest peaks at the south end of the range * Late 
ca0 30° 31 H* X cao 109° 45 Wo Elevation ca» 63QG feet®
(WeN o  Miller and W.B* Miller, 29 July, 1965 and 27 July, 
1966)o Holotype ANSP 310363= Paratypes in collections 
of ANSPo 310364, Department of Zoology, University of Arl« 
zona (2564), and the author (4788, 4904)*

Maximum diameter of paratype varies from 15=3 mm, 
in the smallest specimen to 18e2 mme in the largest* This 
snail combines features of many diverse groups of Sonorella 
and has unique characteristics of its own* By the lack of 
embryonic spiral threads, the granular surface of the shell, 
and the conformation of the verge, it clearly belongs in 
the group of S* granuletlsslma Pilsbrv*

The spirally grooved verge has been seen heretofore 
only in the group of S* tumamooensls P.&F, fhe very pilose 
periostracum, persisting in live adult shells, is somewhat 
similar to that of Se apache Pe&F*

Two other characteristics stand out as unique? 1) 
the mantle is strongly pigmented with large, dark^grey, 
polymorphic spots, from the mantle collar all the way to 
the apex of the hepatopancreatic gland, similar to the



pigmentation seen in most species of Heiminthogl.ypta but 
heretofore never described in Sonorellas 2) the mantle 
collar is permeated by a greenish=yellow mucus„ This 
coloration of the mantle collar has been observed at all 
timess, in freshly collected animals as well as in animals 
kept in the terrarium* regardless of feeding or aestivating 
conditions* In other species of Sonorella* the color of 
the mantle collar varies among various shades of brown* 
orangeP and white* from the deep orange of sablnoensls to 
the milk-white of tumamocensls*

The Sierra Purlca lies to the west of the Agua 
Prieta-Nacozari road* about 15 to 20 road miles north of 
Haeozario The type locality lies in an eeotone between the 
Upper Sonoran and the Transition life zones* on the eastern 
slope of the rajage* near the southern end* The vegetation 
consists predominantly of Querous arizonica* g* hypoleu- 
coldest Rhus trllobata. Arbutus arlzonlea* and Pinus pon- 
derosa* In the same rocks* two live specimens each of a 
Sonorella of the hachitana group and PalIlfera pilsbryl 
Miles and Mead were also taken*.

This species is named after Dr* Wendell 0* Gregg* 
an eminent malacologist and specialist on western land and 
fresh water mollusks* who painstakingly taught me his tech
nique for making stained whole-mounts of snail genitalia* 
and with whom I have enjoyed innumerable collecting trips*



61o Sonorella bowlensls Pllsbry, 1905 (Pilsbry and PerrissD 
1910b;65? Pilsbry, 1939:317),

Sonorella haohitana bowlensis Pilsbry (1905:260)0 
Type lot collected by Perriss and Pilsbry in 1904, 

on "Quartzite Hill," back of Dixon”s place, about a mile 
south of Old Port Bowie, Chiricahua Mountains, Cochise 
County, Arizona? no elevation given (type locality given 
correctly in 1910, with a photograph)o

I have collected it from the type locality® "Quart” 
zite Hill" is an outlier just north of Bowie Mountain0 
"Dixon°s place" later became the Knape Ranch (Cochise Head 
1950 topographic quadrangle), but after the death of Mr® 
Knape in I960, the ranch passed to Mr, Healo The type lo
cality is at the base of a large cliff about l/2 mile south
west of the ranch house at an elevation of 6200 feet.

Life Zone,
Upper Sonoran, Vegetation at the locality consists 

mainly of Quercus arizonlca and palmer!,

Diagnostic Characters,
The shell resembles that of <S,£0 granuletissima in 

shape, size, and appearance? but it has a wider umbilicus, 
and the surface is granular only on the upper whorls, be
coming nearly smooth on the body whorl, * The spiral apical 
ridges of granulatissima are also present in bowlensls.
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but form finer structures which, should rather be called 
,fthreadsp 11 a difference difficult to ascertain in many 
specimenso

The genitalia (Figo 79) show characteristics of both 
granulatisslma and danielslo The penis is long and thick 
as in danielslo while the verge has the shape and dimensions 
of that of granulatisslma0 The vagina is shorter than in 
either of the other two species? being only about 3/4 the 
size of the penis? it does not have any nodular swelling,,
The epiphallic caecum is very prominent*

The color of the mantle collar mucus is decidedly
orange*

Remarkse
Apparently Pilsbry failed to note the strong slmi= 

larities? in both shell and genitalia? between bowiensls 
and granuletissima and danielsio and placed bowiensls in 
the group of S* binnevi* The granulation of the shell? 
the peeling periostracum? and the heavy? truncate verge 
instantly signal its affinities with the group of S.* granu= 
latissima*

Distribution (Pig* 7)®
Knofn only from Bowie Mountain in the Ohiricahuas*

62* Sonorella animasensls Pllsbrv* 1939 (Pilsbry? 1939s322)„ 
Type lot collected by Pilsbry and 0oHa Harvey in 

the Animas Range? Hidalgo County? New Mexico? in volcanic
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rock In deciduous forest on the steep sides of the canyon 
above Black Bill Springe at elevations from 6500 to 7000 
feet? no date glveno -

I have collected it from a rockslide of igneous 
rock on the south side of the canyon in the vicinity of 
Black Bill Spring at an elevation of 6375 feetg probably 
within l/4 mile of the type locality* Shells as well as 
living specimens were abundant? in less than two hours@ 
my son and I had collected over 120 shells^ 5 live adults^ 
and 20 live immatureso Living animals were sealed to small 
roeksg at shallow depthsg from one to two feet below the 
top of the slide*

Black Bill Spring is situated in- a canyon which 
runs westerly from a point immediately west=southwest of 
the summit.of Animas Peak* It is a principal source of 
permanent water for the Gray Ranch* Rockslldes are 
numerous and prominent in many places above the spring*

Life Zone*
Upper Sonoran, Vegetation was mainly Garrva, 

Oercocarpus* sotol9 pinonP juniperp and bear grass. Oaks 
had been numerous all over the slope but were mostly dead* 
having apparently succumbed to a recent epidemic or the 
effects of prolonged drought.
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Diagnostic Characters,,

The shell Is similar in size* shape* aperture* 
descent of last whorl5 width of umbilicus^ and sculpture* 
as that of S0 bowlensis* except that the embryonic spiral 
threads of bowlensls are more numerous and its neanic«-a.y.u a ijir ffr*—» il w >̂ ŝi

whorls are slightly AOre wrinkly-granuloseo The shoulder 
color band of animasensis is slightly darker and the shell 
is a bit more solid than in bowlensi&o

The genitalia (Pig® 80 ) show affinities with those 
Of So nennelllo Penis* verge* and vagina have essentially 
the same lengths* diameters* and ratios of dimensions in 
both specieso The shape of the verge in animasensis is 
truncate * as in -pennelll* but the tip is somewhat more 
glandiform* while the main trunk is more corrugated* as in

I concur with Pilsbry's description of shell and 
genitalia* but I do not agree that the verge resembles 
that of delicate (£oVe)o Instead* the genitalia show a 
strong resemblance to those of nennelllo which Pilsbry had 
not yet seen in 19399 as well as some of the characteristics 
of bowlenslso By shell as well as genitalia characters* 
animasensis seems to form a link between bowlensls and 
nennelll. Accordingly* I place it in the group of 
tlssima (see remarks under So bowlensls)o



Distribution (Pig, 7),
Known only from the vicinity of the type locality 

in the Animas Mountains* Hew Mexico,

63? Sonorella pennelli Pilsbry, 1948 (Pilsbry* 1948bs195)o 
Type lot collected in 1934 and 1935 by P,W,

Pennell* Pilsbry* and C,H, Harvey * in the Sierra de la 
Brena* Chihuahua* Mexico* in steep roekslides above the 
road from Pearson (Mata Ortiz) to Pacheco* from 7000 feet 
to 8000 feet elevation,

I have collected it from steep* north“facing 
roekslides immediately across the canyon* Arroyo de los 
Ponos* some 500 yards* from the type locality. The type 
locality slide was obscured from the road by vegetation* 
and I did not see it until I had crossed* on foot* to the 
south side of the canyon and reached the north**facing . 
slides* beside huge cliffs. This area of slides is located 
about 17 miles from the bridge at Colonia Juarez* on the 
road to Pacheco, The elevation at my collecting site was 
7150 feet,

Xjife Zone,
Transition, Vegetation consisted mainly of Quercus 

reticulata, £, palmerj* and Garrya,
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Diagmostlo Characters0

The shell resembles that of _So bowleasis In slze9 
shapeg apertures and umbilicus0 It has only very faint 
granulations on the upper whorls,, more like a fine wrink« 
ling superimposed over the growth striae; the body whorl 
is, smooth* The periostracum has the peeling characterise 
ties of the group of granuletlsslma* The embryonic whorls 
are devoid of apical spiral threads and the granulation 
is sparse and faint*

The genitalia (Fig* 81) are characterized by the 
very short penis® verge® and vagina® but with proportions 
similar to those of anlmasensis and bowlensls and with the 
same stout® truncate-5*shaped verge® Lengths in mm®® are as 
followss

Oat®# ' Penis Verge Vagina Shell Piam®
4989=1 4 2®5 3,5 16®0
4898=3 4 3 4 15 = 2
4898=0 5 2®5 4 15,4
4898=E 5 3 6 15*4
4898=? 4 2*5 4*5 15,6
4898=G 5 3 . 6 15*2

Remarks®
Pilsbry listed the following dimensions: length of 

penis 12 mm®® verge 4®5 mm®® and vagina 6 mm®® for a shell
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diameter of 21 mm* It Is my opinion that the population 
at my collecting loqalltyg on the south side of the Arroyo 
de los Pondsg consists of dwarfed individuals* This 
eurious situation exists in other localities for other 
speciesg £*£»p So magdalenensiSo where populations in 
supposedly favored9 moist* northern exposures are measurably 
smaller than those In more arid circumstancese

J3o oennelll Is a very distinct species* apparently 
most closely related to S* bowlensls and S,* animasensise

Mstrlbutlon (Pig* 8).
Known only from the type locality and vicinity*

64* Sonorella parva Pilsbry* 1905 (Pilsbry and Perriss* 
1923593? Pilsbry„ 1939:384)*

Sonorella granulatissima parva Pilsbry (1905:264? 
Pilsbry and Perrissp 1910a;501)*

Type lot of 11 dead shells collec ted by Perri ss 
in 1904* the locality being given vaguely* In 1905e by 
Pilsbry* as "west end of the Huaohuca Mountains* between 
Port Huaohuca and Manila Mine*11 Oochlse County* Arizona* 
Later collections were made in 1919 in the area of Manila 
Mine* No elevations were given*

I have collected it from Huaohuca Canyon9 in roek> 
plles at the base of cliffs on the south side of the canyon* 
about 0*3 miles upstream from the spring at the campground
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as shown on the Port Huachuoae 1958* topographic quadrangle 
map| the elevation was 6000 feeto

Upper Sonoran„ Vegetation mainly plnone walnut9 
Garrya8 Querous arlzqnlqa8 and g* hynoleuogideso

Plmamostlo Characters,
The shell is similar to that of S6£0 sranulatlssima, 

but differs in that the granulations on the body whorl are 
less pronounced» The diameter of the shell tends to be 
slightly smaller9 In large lots; but many individuals of 
each species match completely with specimens of the othere 
About one in every three (14 out of 44 adult shells ex
amined) has a rudimentary9 low tooth on the parietal wall. 
The subangular peripheryp noted by Pilsbry® is not more 
pronounced than in £@ granulatissima.

The genitalia (Pig. 77) resemble those of danielsi 
as well as of virills. The penis is longer than in danielsi 
and shorter than in virllls. The verge is very long and 
stoutp almost as long as the penis, as in virllls. The 
vagina is slightly shorter than the penls> as in virlllSa 
and it has a slight nodular swelling along its upper half 
as in danielsi and granulatissima. My dissections agree 
with that of Pllsbry, based on a snail from a hill south* 
east of the cave in the Manila Mine area* not from the type 
lot.



The mantle collar pigmentation is dark greys with 
milk white mucus secretion* as in granuletissima and dalll*

This snail is very closely related to £><, danielsl

tiona It occupies the same ecological niehe as those 
species which it replaces in the northern portion of the 
Huaohuca Mountains«, Its enormous verge easily distinguishes 
it from the other species®

Distribution (Pig® 7)®
Northern Huaohuca Mountains* from Huaohuca Canyon 

to the area of Manila Mine®

65e Sonorella dalli Bartsch* 1904 (Bartsoh* 1904s193» 
Pilsbry and Perriss* 1910a;4985 1923:92; Pllsbry* 1939:
391)o

variety from Tanner Canyon) Dali (1897:339)o
Type lot of dead shells collected by EaAe Meams 

and PoXe Holzner in 1893 in "Tanners Canyon" (now Garden 
Canyon) in the Huaohuca Mountains* Cochise County* Arizona* 
at "altitude 8000 to 9000 feet®"

I have collected it from Garden Canyon at ®leva*» 
tions from 5600 feet to 6000 feet* in limestone roekslides®

in shell* genitalia* and pigments

hachitana (in part; the depressed
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Life Zones*

Upper Sonoran and Transition* Vegetation at 
lower elevations consists mainly of juniper, pinon, Arbu
tus arizonioa* Querous arlzonlca, and £e hypoleucoldes; 
at higher elevations, Pinus chlhuahuana* Douglas fir, and 
Acer

Diagnostic Characters»
The shell is large, very depressed, widely umbill- 

cate, and with a subangular periphery* Pilsbry's specimens 
varied from 23 to 28 mm* in diameter; the holotype measured 
26*5 mm.; shells in my lots vary from 22.6 to 26.7 mm. The 
embryonic sculpture is similar to that of granulatisslma; 
but the granulations become very faint on the neanic whorls 
and are completely absent on the body whorl. Growth striae 
are particularly prominent on the body whorl, resembling 
low plications.

The genitalia (Pig. 82) are characterized by the 
enormous lengths of the penis and vagina and the relatively 
short, blunt verge. Lengths, in mm., of two topotypes are 
as follows:
Cat.# Penis Verge Vagina
4979“A 32 9.5 31
4979-B 36 9.0 27

My dissections agree with those of Pilsbry and 
Ferriss (1910a).
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' The mantle collar pigmentation is dark«=grey9 with 

milk-white mucus exudated as in granulatlsslmao

Remarkso
This giant Sonorella thrives in the limestone areas 

of Garden Canyon0 It probably developed as an ecological 
variant of an ancestral granulatlssima-like population*

Dlstributlon (Fig* 8)*
Known only from Garden Canyon in the Huachuca 

Mountains*

66* Sonorella magdalenensis (Stearns)» 1890 (Stearns* 1890s 
207)o

Sonorella tumamocensls Pilsbry and Ferriss* 1915 
(Pilsbry and Ferrlss0 1915:401; 1923:90; Pilsbry* 1939:
344)* Hew synonymy*

Sonorella linearis Pilsbry and Ferries* 1923 (Pils
bry and Ferriss» 1923:68)* Hew synonymy*

Sonorella sitlens arlda Pilsbry and Ferriss* 1915 
(Pilsbry and Ferries* 1915:409)* Hew synonymy*

Pilsbry (1939:341) synonymized with 8* arida the 
following: S* hlnkleyl Pilsbry and Ferriss (1919bsl9l 1923s 
8 7)* S* tumacacorl Pilsbry and Ferriss (1919bs19)* and S* 
oavetanensls Pilsbry and Ferriss (1919b;19)! all of which 
now become synonyms of S* magdalenensis* Hew synonymy*
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The locality of the type lot0 collected In 1889-=

1890 by 7o Bailey£, was given as “on top of a mountain 
1000 feet above Magdalenaa Sonora$, Mexico^ among rooks,, ”
Ho live animals were collected*

This species remained unknown, except for the type 
lote until I and my sonp ¥« Hixon Miller* collected its in 
1965» from what is probably the type locality^ the Sierra 
Magdalena$> immediately north of the town of Magdalena^ from 
the base of north-facing ledges in easterly running ravines 
about 1 mile north of town, at an elevation of 3650 feet9 
which is 1000 feet above the town elevatlono We obtained 
a large quantity of dead shells as well as live individuals„ 

We have also collected it from the Cerro de la 
Yentana9 about 4 miles south of Magdalena,, at the base of 
north-facing cliffs' at an elevation of 4250 feet? from the 
Sierra de la Huacomea* Sonora0 in rocks11des just west of 
the Hogales-Magdalena highway at a point 3lo7 miles south 
of the U6So border9 near the village of Agua Caliente? 
from the Sierra Pajaritosg east of Ures* Sonoras in a 
rookslide north of the Ures-Moetezuma road at a point 23*8 
road miles from the eastern edge of Ures9 at an elevation 
of 3000 feet*

Life Zone*
Lower Sonoran0 Upper Sonoranj, and Tropical Thorn 

Serubo Vegetation at the Sierra Magdalena locality was
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mainly oootllloP sotol9 sagaaro0 organ pipe oactusg and 
Dodonea vlgeosa; at the Oerro de la Tentana locallty6.

mloronhyllas at the Sierra de la Huaoomeag sycamore and 
Peltie reticulata; and at the Sierra Pajarltos localltyg

Diagnostic Oharaoterse
The shell Is highly variable in slze9 with the 

diameter In the probable topotypes (Sierra Magdalena) 
ranging from 15e2 mm0 to I8e4 mm„ In shapeg apertures 
umbilicus and sculptures small specimens are not distin« 
guishable from §,0 Imneratrix; larger specimens resemble 
JSo trvoniana and So sltienso but differ by having apical 
spiral threadso

The genitalia (Pig,, 83 ) of snails I dissected from 
the type locality are instantly diagnostic with an unusual 
spirally grooved verge and a long9 thin vagina* longer 
than the penis* with an annular swelling about halfway 
between the spermatheoal duet and the genital orifice* 
Specimens were also dissected from the following stations 
in Sonora; Oerro de la Tentana* Sierra de la Huaoomeag 
and Sierra Pajarltos (more precise localities given above* 
as collecting stations)*
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The mantle collar mucus Is mllk=whlteo

RemarkSo
Pllsbry and Ferriss described several species and 

subspecies from Arizona populations of snails in the Oerro 
Coloradop Pima CountyP the Tumaoacori Mountains and San 
Cayetano Mountains0 both Santa Cruz Countyg under names 
which he later (1939:341) synonymized with Sonorella arlda* ' 
He had no animals from his type lot of So ari'da? but he 
dissected specimens from the forms which he synonymized 
wi$h arlda* I have collected specimens from populations 
in all three mountain ranges listed above» including 
probable topotypes of S0 arlda, and concur that none of 
these populations show any consistent diagnostic differ* 
ences in shells or genitalia* Neither do they show any 
differences with magdalenensis from Sonora*

Under the name JU tumamocenslsc, Pllsbry and Ferriss 
described a species from Tumamoc Hill0 near Tucson@ which 
apparently differed from S0 arlda by the absence of the 
vaginal node* I have collected specimens of tuaamo° 
oensis from the type locality9 as well as from Cat and 
Golden Gate Mountains in the Tucson Range» and I find that 
they all have the vaginal node of S» arida (and S* magda,” 
lenensis), Pllsbry probably overlooked the vaginal node be
cause he examined animals deformed by strong preservative*
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Under the name S0 tumamoeensls linearis* Pllsbry 

and Perries described populations of snails In the north
eastern end of the Santa Rita Mountains, in Pima County,
which differed from tumamoeensls in shell characteristics 
by. occasionally having spiral lines on the body whorl* The 
authors had no animals from which to check the genitalia,
and Pllsbry (1939 046) stated, in reference to Se<t.
linearisi "until living specimens make a definite 
appraisal of its affinities possible, it Is associated 
with the similar species tumamoeensls as a variety*" I 
have obtained specimens from the western side of the saddle 
overlooking Helvetia, the type locality of linearis* as 
well as from the vicinity of Rosemont and from Box Canyon, 
all stations in Pima County* Dissections reveal that the 
genitalia do not differ from those of S* tumamoeensls and 
S* roagdalenensis* Furthermore, examination of shell 
sculpture revealed that there were fewer specimens having 
spiral grooves on the body whorl than in my specimens of 
tumamoeensls from Tumamoc Hill, Cat Mountain, and Golden 
Gate Mountain* There are also occasional body whorl 
spiral grooves in topptypes of magdalenensls from Sonora,

i brief preliminary discussion of S* magdalenensls 
and its synonyms was presented at the 1965 meetings of the 
Pacific Branch of the American Malacologieal Union (Miller, 
1965:50),
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I have also conducted hybridizing tests as follows: 
la So arlda (Oerro Colorado) x So maedalenensis 

(topotypes)a
2o S9 tumamocensis (Tumamoc Hill) x Sa aagdalen° 

ensis (topotypes)e
3* linearis (Box Canyon) x Sa magdalenensis

(topotypes)»
I have obtained many viable F=1 and P»2 individuals 

from crosses 1 and 2* I obtained many P=l°s in crossing 
5 but lost all but one of them during an overly long 
aestivation period*

Accordinglys, it appears that those snails which 
Pilsbry (1939) called So arlda* S,* tumamocensls* and Soto 
linearis are all populations of one species^ £ 0 magdalen° 
ensiso

Distribution (Fig* 8).
Prom the Tucson Mountains? Arizona? south along 

both sides of the valley of the Santa Cruz River into 
Sonora? thence along both sides of the valley of the Rio 
Magdalena? and to the Sierra Pajarltos, near Ures* This 
locality is the most southerly known locality for the genus 
Sonorellao

67* Sonorella insignis Pllsbrv and Perriss? 1919 (Pilsbry 
and Perriss? 1919b:21: 1923:94; Pilsbry? 1939:386)
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5?ype lot of living snails taken by Ferrlss in 1919 

at station 3049 Whetstone Mountainss Arizona,, Pilsbry 
and Ferriss (1923:59) define this station as "Peak north 
hf 3039 fading norths and the highest oleft peak," These 
indieations are too vague to locate it on any map.»

M«Le Walton has searched several enayons in the 
WhetstoneSa but has been unable to rediscover this snaile 
I have searched several slides in French Joe Canyon̂ : but 
to date have had no luck* It is only a matter of perser~ 
veranoe and time until this snail will turn up9 but for 
the presents I am unable to examine it*

Remarks.
Pilsbry gave good descriptions of the shell and 

•genitaliap his dissection being based on the holotype. The 
species appears to have affinities with dal11 and virlliSo

Distribution (Fig. 8)»
Known only from the Whetstone Mountains*

689 Sonorella vlrllis vlrllls Pilsbry, 1905 (Pilsbry* 
1905:266; 1939:379; Pilsbry and Ferries, 1910b?69)«

Sonorella vlrllls oiroumstriata Pilsbry (1905:267)* 
synonym!zed by Pilsbry and Ferriss with S*v* vlrllls in 
1910,

Type lot consists of a single shell* the holotypeg 
collected alive by V* Owen, (year unknown) 8 in the
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Chirleahua Mountains9 Ooehise 0ounty9 irizona9 at 75G0 feet 
.■elevation? without more precise locality* in 19109 Mis** 
bry and Perries state that the holotype was probably 
taken in Rucker Oanyon0 Also collected by Perries and * 
Pilsbry elsewhere in the Ohlrioahua Mountains0 from 
Pinery Oanyon to Paradise Oanyon, Shake and Horseshoe 
Oanyonsp at 5500 to about 9000 feeto

foot of the Snowshed Trail at 5300 feet to the vicinity 
of Herb Martyr Oamp at 5850 feet, I have also examined 
shells and animals from Rucker Canyon* given to me by Dr, 
Bequaert,

umbilicus to latlor, and danielsi. Granulations on the 
embryonic whorls are sparser than in g, latlor, more as in 
dal11i also the granulations on the neanic whorls are 
fainter* becoming wrlnkly-granulose? the body whorl is 
devoid of granulations^ as in dalli, and is distinctive 
in having numerous9 impressed spiral grooves below the suture.

I have collected it in Cave Greek Canyon* from the

Life Zone
Transition, Vegetation mainly Pinus oonderosa

Cuoressus arlzonica, and
coideso

Diagnostic Characters,
The shell shows affinities with the group of 
issima, comparing in diameter* aperture* and
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The genitalia (Pig. 85) are characterized by the 

enormous size of the,penis and verge. Penis and vagina 
are similar In size to those structures In dalli5 the verge, 
however, is nearly as long as the penis, as in -parva 
whereas it is only from l/5 to l/4 the size of the penis 
in dalli. Also, the epiphallus in vlrllls is shorter than 
the penis, whereas it is longer In dalli. Pllsbry dissected 
the hoi0type in 1905; as well as snails from Gave Greek 
Canyon, which he then called S.v. clrcumstriata.

The mantle collar is pigmented with orange mucus.

Remarks.
This species shows relationships with the gTanula- 

tissima/danlelsl/dalll complex, in shell sculpture as well 
as in genitalia characteristics. It has changed in mantle 
collar pigmentation from dark-grey to orange, a phenomenon 
which also occurred in bartschi* bowlensis. etc. It is a 
very distinct species, which probably gave rise to S.v. 
leu cur a and S_, mi ora. Isolates of White tail Oanyon, (g.v.).

Distribution (Pig. 8 ).
Throughout the southern Ohiricahua Mountains, south 

of Jhus Oanyon, on both east and west slopes.

69. SonoPella vlrllls leuoura Pilsbry and Perriss, 1910 
(Pllsbry and Perriss, 1910b:72; Pllsbry, 1959:381)=
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Type lot collected by Pilsbry and Perries in 

19069 on the southern side of Whitetail Canyon,» Chlricahua 
Mountains, Cochise County, Arizona, Also collected in Jhus 
Canyon and the north branch of Pinery Canyon, Chiricahua 
Mountains,

I have collected it from Whitetail Canyon, in 
limestone rockpiles in a ravine about 0 ,2 miles east of the 
abandoned site of Hilltop Mine, at an elevation of 5800 
feet.

Life Zone,
Transition, Vegetation mainly Querous arizonica,

<S° kypoleuooldes, and Plnus ponderosa.

Diagnostic Characters,
The shell is very similar to that of S,v, vlrills 

but has a larger diameter, a more depressed spire, and a 
wider umbilicuss the diameter of shells in my lot varies 
from 24,3 to 25»2 mm.

The genitalia (Pig, 86) are similar in all respects 
to those of S,Vo vlrills, as noted before by Pilsbry,

Remarks,
This is a distinct subspecies, from the limestone 

regions of Whitetail Canyon and vicinity. It probably 
shares a common gene pool with S.,v, vlrills in Pinery Gan™ 
yon, where both subspecies occur.



Distribution (Pig, 8 ),
Southern slope of Whitetail Canyon9 Jhus Canyon9 

and north branch of Pinnery Canyon9 Chiricahua Mountains* 
Arizona,

70, Sonorella miera Pilsbry and Perriss, 1910 (Pilsbry 
and Perriss* 1910bi75» Pilsbry* 1939s382),

Type lot collected by Pilsbry and Perriss* in 1906* 
in slides of igneous rock on the north side of Whitetail 
Canyon* Chiricahua Mountains* Cochise County* Arizona,

I have collected it from the north side of White- 
tail Canyon* in rockslides about 3/4 mile upstream from 
the junction of the Hilltop road* at an elevation of 5500 
feet.

Life Zone,
Upper Sonoran, Vegetation mainly Quercus arizonica, 

g, faypo.leucoidesn and juniper.

Diagnostic Characters,
The shell is a miniature replica of jS,v, virilis, 

the holotype having a diameter of 14,5 mm, but without 
spiral grooves on the body whorl.

The genitalia (Pig, 84) are similar to those of v, 
virilis* with similar dimension ratios of penis* verge* and
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vaglnag but are considerably smaller. My dissections cbn«= 
firm Pilsbry’s findings6

S» ml era Is a dwarf Seve virllis In nearly all 
respects. It is very probably derived from an isolated 
ancestral population of v. vlrllis. Size differences be
tween the two species are so great that reproductive isola
tion is probably assured by sheer mechanical incompatibil
ity of copulatory structures.

Known only from the north slopes of Whitetail Can
yon and its tributaries, Chlrieahua Mountains.

70. Sonorella bartschl Pilsbry and Perriss, 1915 (Pilsbry 
and Perriss, 1915:384; Pilsbry, 1939:362).

Type lot collected by Pilsbry in 1910, on Mt.
Ballard in the Escabrosa Ridge of the Mule Mountains, Co
chise County, Arizona about 2 miles west of Bisbee, on a 
ledge of the north side near the summit, at an elevation 
of about 7000 feet. Also taken on the northern slope of a 
limestone hill about 2 miles east of Warren, Cochise County, 
Arizona.

I have collected it from the north side of Mt. 
Ballard on both the east and west sides of a canyon which 
opens at Oak Thicket Ranch, just west of the Mule Pass
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highway tunnelg at elevations from 7600 to 6900 feet* I 
believe this is probably the type locality or within 1/4 
mile from it0

Life Zones
Upper Sonoran0 Vegetation mainly pinon9 juniper* 

Quercus emor.vis go arlzonica* g a hvnoleuooldesa £= reticu
lata* and Cercocarnuso

Diagnostic Oharacterso
The shell is highly variable in sizep the diameter 

of my specimens ranging from 13o6 to 18*9 mm* (Pilsbry and 
Perriss report a variation of 14 to 20 mm*)* In shape and 
appearance* It resembles the shell of S* bowiensis* with 
the exception that the granulations on the embryonic and 
neanic whorls are sparse* as in pennellln and do not form 
spiral ridges or threads *

The genitalia (Pig087). resemble those of iS® 
bowiensiSo In shells of equal diameter* the penis of 
bartschi is essentially of the same length and thickness 
as in bowiensls s the verge is about 2 /3 the length of that 
of bowiensls» but has the same shape and thickness? the 
vagina is about 2/3 the length of that of bowiensiSo The 
epiphallic caecum is very prominent* as in bowiensls* My 
dissections agree with those of Pilsbry* based on the 
holotype of Mt* Ballard and on a snail from the Warren 
station®



In my collections from both sides of the deep canyon 
north of Mto Ballard9 I noted that the population from 
slides on the northwest side of the canyon consisted of 
dwarfed individuals* measuring from 1306 to 1406 mm0» while 
the population from rocks at the base of cliffs on the 
southeast side consisted of large individuals* measuring 
from 17©1 to 18=9 mme The genitalia were similar in shape 
and proportions* but the lengths of penis and vagina were 
from 40 per Sent to 50 per cent shorter in the dwarfed 
specimense When I placed two live adult dwarfs in a terrar= 
lum* they both immediately began to add to the shell* be** 
yond the existing reflexed peristome* resulting in a gro*» 
tesquely descending additional quarter whorl. This may 
indicate a genetic readiness for larger size which is 
either repressed or stimulated by conditions in the environ** 
ment.

I did not collect at Pilsbry9 s Warren locality.

Distribution (Pig. 9)®
Known from the Mule Mountains and the hills east of 

Warren* Arizona.

72° Sonorella dragooensis Pilsbry and Perriss* 1915 
(Pilsbry and Perriss* 1915:369; Pilsbry* 1939:357)•>
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Type lot collected by Perries and LoEe Daniels in 

1910s in Bear Canyon, Dragoon Mountains, Cochise County, 
Arizona? no elevation given* Also south of the Huzzar 
Mine in the same vicinity*

I have collected it from Bear Canyon, ln̂  rock= 
piles along the right bank of the creek bed, at an eleva
tion of 6100 feet* Bear Canyon is not named on the Pearce, 
1958, topographic quadrangle map? it may only be a local 
name or one suggested by Perriss* By studying Pilsbry and 
Perries' sketch map, I determined that Bear Canyon is the 
southwesternmost tributary of the present Stronghold Canyon 
East*

Life Zone»
Upper Sonoran* Vegetation .mainly pinon, juniper,-. 

Quercus arlzonloa* Rhus chorionhylla* and grapevine*

Diagnostic Characters*
The shell resembles that of jS* bartschi and S* 

bowiensis in shape and size* The granulations on the em
bryonic whorls are more numerous than in bartschi* but less 
so than in bowiensis* and they do not form spiral threads* 

The genitalia (Pig*88) resemble those of bartschi* 
but differ in that the penis is 1 /3 shorter and the verge 
is massive in appearance, thick, sausage=shaped, twice as
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long as In bartschio and nearly filling the full length of 
the peniso The vagina is as in bartsohlo The epiphallio 
caecum is prominent» My dissection agrees with that of 
Pilsbry based on a snail from the Huzzar Mine station,.

Remarkso
Pro Bequaert has given me a shell collected by 

Ferriss from the station south of Huzzar Mine* This shell 
is completely similar to the shells that I collected farther 
down in Bear 0anyono So dragoonensls is a very distinctive 
specieso

Distribution (Fig, 9),
Known only from Bear Canyon (upper Stronghold Qan~ 

yon East) in the Dragoon Mountains,

73<> Sonorella apache Pllsbry and Ferrisss 1915 (Pilsbry 
and Ferrissp 1915?371? Pilsbryp 1939?360),

Type lot collected by Pilsbry and Ferriss in 1910D 
from the southern (Cataract) branch of Tweed CanyonD Dra
goon Mountains, Cochise County, Arizona, on the east side 
of the rocky bed near the foot of the Mfalls;" no elevation 
given. Also found elsewhere in this branch of Tweed Can™ 
yon and on the east side of the amphitheater of Upper 
Tweed Canyon,
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I have collected It from the type localityp the 

east side of the rocky bed near the foot of the "falls" 
(which are falls only when the creek is running during the 
rainy season)e I found the largest number of live speci
mens just on the west side of the falls,, along the same 
rocky bed, at an elevation of 6000 feet®

I have also collected dead shells from the north- 
easternmost fork of Tweed Canyon (now, on the map. Strong
hold Canyon West), very near the "amphitheater" location 
of Pilsbry and Perriss (see S® ferrissi)a at an elevation 
of 6200 feet®

Life Zone*
Upper Sonoran* Vegetation as in Bear Canyon for 

So dragoonensis (g*v*)*

Diagnostic Characters*
The shell is outstanding in that it is globose, 

narrowly umbilicate, thin, and completely covered with 
persistent, hair-like periostracal projections* The embry
onic whorls are granulose, and the neanie whorls wrinkly- 
granulose, as in dragoonensis® The diameter of shells in 
my lot varies from 16*4 to 18*8 mm* Pilsbry and Perriss6 

largest shell was 18*5 mm® in diameter®
The genitalia are similar to those of dragoonensis 

in that the verge is massively thick, a full 2*5 mm® in
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diameter for a length of 5»5 mnu Proportions of the 
structures are quite different, however. The penis is 
about 10 per cent to 20 per cent shorter, the verge about 
25 per cent shorter, and the vagina almost 3 times longer 
than in dragoonensis. Also, the vagina has a peculiar 
nodular swelling at its base, a characteristic that I have 
seen only in S. mustang. In 5 specimens dissected, I 
found absolutely no trace of an epiphallic caecum. My 
dissections agree with those of Pllsbry, based on several 
specimens. (Fig. 89).

S.; apache is a highly distinct and differentiated 
species, which in genitalia as. well as shell characters 
has undergone considerable modification from its nearest 
relative, £5. dragoonensis. The shape of the verge and the 
granulose shell surface serve as a phylogenetic link with 
the rest of the group of granuletisslma.

Distribution (Fig. 9).
Known only from the area around Upper Stronghold 

Oanyon West, in the Dragoon Mountains.

74. Sonorella ferrlssl Pllsbry, 1915 (Pllsbry and Ferriss, 
1915?368; Pllsbry, 1939:361).

Type lot collected by Ferriss, Pllsbry, and L.B. 
Daniels in 1910 from the north side of the north ridge of
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Tweed amphitheaters 1/4 mile west of Signal Peak, Dragoon 
Mountains, Oochlse County, Arizona; altitude not given.

I have collected it from the type locality. ;0n the 
present topographic 158 quadrangle map. Signal Peak is 
called Mto Glenn, Tweed Canyon is Stronghold Canyon West, 
and the north ridge of Tweed amphitheater is the ridge 
separating Stronghold Canyon West from Fourr Canyon. The 
rocks are all limestone and the elevation at the type 
station is 7000 feet. S_° ferrlssl is very abundant there.

Life Zone.
Upper Sonoran. Vegetation mainly pinon and Cerco- 
ledlfolius.

Diagnostic Characters.
The shell resembles a miniature _S. bartschl» but 

has a very flattened spire and is more widely umbilicate. 
The granulations on the embryonic and neanic whorls are as

The genitalia (Fig. 90) show relationships to those 
of S. dragoonensis as well as those of S. clappi. The 
upper end of the penis and the lower end of the epiphallus 
are relatively thick where they meet, as in dragoonensis 
and apache, giving the incorrect impression that the penial 
retractor attaches directly to the penis. The verge is 
long and annulated as in clappi. The vagina is slightly 
longer than the penis.
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Remarlcso

I concur with Pilsbry's remarks6 So ferrlssl 
is a very distinct species* easily recognized by the shell 
alone0

Distribution (Pigo 9)=
Known only from the limestone regions north of 

Stronghold Canyon West in the Dragoon Mountainse

75o Sonorella olanni Pilsbry and Perrlss* 1915 (Pilsbry 
and Perriss, 1915:397? Pilsbry* 1939:364)„

Sonorella granulatisslma occidentalis Pilsbry and 
Ferries* 1915 (Pilsbry and Perriss* 1915:398) 0 New synonymy* 

Type lot collected by Perriss* LoEo Daniels* and 
Pilsbry in 1910* in Madera Canyon* Santa Rita Mountains* 
Santa Cruz County* Arizona* Also collected in upper Agua 
Caliente Canyon and its Walnut Canyon tributary* and in up
per Camperel (Gardner) Canyon* Santa Rita Mountains*

I have collected it from Madera Canyon* along the 
streambed* from 5700 feet to 6000 feet? from Walnut Can
yon at 6700 feet? and from Cave Creek Canyon* a tributary 
of Gardner Canyon* at 5900 feet*

Life Zone*
Upper Sonoran and Transition* Vegetation ranges 

from pinon to Pinus oonderosa* Quercus arizonioa* £* reticu
lata* and occasionally* sycamore* along the stream beds*
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Diagnostic Characters

The shell Is not distinguishable from shells of So

olanoi tend to have a slightly smaller diameter and a 
narrower shoulder color bando

The genitalia (Fig* 91) distinguish this species 
from other Sonorella* The verge is long* thin, and annu= 
lated in a long9 thin penis® Measurements of lengthsp in 
mm® are as follows:

Gato# Locality Penis Verge Vagina
4771-A Madera 11 8.5 5®5
4771-B Madera 11 8 <,5 6

Remarkso
Pilsbry's measurements of genitalia show consider-3 

ably shorter structures than found in my specimens; I be
lieve this was caused by Pilsbry's specimens having shrunk 
in strong preservative*

Pilsbry and Ferriss described in 1915 a subspecies^
So granulatisslma occidentails from station 17 in "Camper- 
el Canyon" (now Gardner Canyon) on the northeastern flank 
of Old Baldy (now Mt* Wrightson); elevation not noted* They

» although^ on the average8 shells of

4875“A

Pilsbry°s 
Pilsbry8s 
Cave Creek 11

8*5 6

6*5
7*5

3

5

5
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had no animals from which to obtain data on the genitalia* 
They also recorded in the same paper (1915) specimens of 
,§> olabbi from the same station 17 in Camper el Canyon* The 
only distinguishing characteristics of occidentalism 
according to the authors» were that the last whorl is 
narrower$, and the shell is less depressed than in olappj* 
and there is a half whorl more than in clappi of equal 
size* In 1939$> Pilsbry recognized that the affinities of 
this occldentalis were not with granulatissima but with 
clappi* and transferred it as a subspecies to the latter*

I have obtained a large series of shells as well 
as live snailsg from Cave Creek, a tributary to Gardner 
Canyon, from an elevation of 5700 feet, and I find that the 
genitalia of this population are In all respects like those 
of So clappi* Moreover, the shells of clappi exhibit a 
high degree of variation In width of last whorl, height of 
spire, and tightness of coiling* I can find specimens in 
my Madera Canyon lot which are more elevated and have 
tighter coiling and narrower body whorls than my Cave Greek 
specimens*

In view of the high variability of the shell of _S, 
clappi* within which the characteristics of oocidentalls 
can easily be accomodated, and the similarity of genitalia, 
it is my opinion that oocidentalls is simply a form of S*
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olappl and cannot be considered as a distinct geographical 
or ecological subspecieso

So granulatissiaa oocidentalis of 1915 should not 
confused with So sabinoensis oocidentalis of 1919» now 
called So sabinoensis dispar (goVo)o

Distribution (Pig o  8)„
Known only from canyons to the northp easts and 

west of Mto Wrightson9 Santa Rita Mountains*

76o Sonorella mearnsi Bartsch* 1904 (Bartsch0 1904:194)*
Type lots of dead shells, collected by Hearns,

in 1893s in the San Jose Mountains, Sonora, Mexico, about 
4 miles south of the Arizona boundary and a few miles east 
of the San Pedro River? elevation not given* These specie 
mens were referred in 1897 by Dali to Sonorella (as Epi- 
nhragmonhora) magdalenensis*

I have collected it, including "2 live adults, in 
the San Jose Mountains, Sonora, about 4 miles south of Haeo, 
Arizona, on the north slope of the highest peak, in igneous 
rockpiles at the base of north-facing cliffs at 6900 feet 
and at 7700 feet*

Life Zones*
Upper Sonoran and Transition* Vegetation, at 6900 

feet, mainly pirion, Garrya, Pendlera* Oeroocarpus* Quercus
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arlzonioa; at 7700 feet* mainly Pinas ponderosan _gp gambelin 
Robinia neomexicana0

Oharaoters.
The shell resembles that of a small clappi* but 

the granulations on the embryonic whorls are less numerous 
and do not fuse to form ridges or threads; the granulations 
become progressively sparser and smaller on succeeding 
whorls and are absent on the body whorlo

The genitalia (Pig0 93) are characterized by the 
diminutive size of the penis» vergep and vagina0 The verge 
is reduced to a minuscule papilla. Lengths in mm, 9 are as 
follows:

Oat,# Penis Verge Vagina
4882=1 2 0.5 3»5
4882-B 2 0.5 4.5

The penial sheath covers nearly the entire penis; there 
is a minute epiphallic caecum9 and the vas deferens is 
thicker than the epiphallus.

The mantle collar is tinged with orange mucus.

Remarks.
In shell characteristicsg S, mearns! is more 

closely related to S. clanoi than to any other Sonorella,
Its genitalia* however* show a phenomenon of extreme
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reduction of penis and verge0 such as is found in So hag~ 
naraio This is probably a ease of "convergent evolution*" 
such as might occur in random genetic drift from a common* 
original* polymorphic population*

Distribution (Pig* 8)*
Known only from San Jose Mountain* Sonora* Mexico*

77o Sonorella anchana Berry* 1948 (Berry* 1948s154)*
Type lot collected by ioM* Strong* in 1929* along 

Reynolds Greek* 3 miles above the Ranger Station on 
Pleasant Valley Road* Reynolds Falls Asbestos Mine property* 
Sierra Ancha* Gila County* Arizona* at an elevation of ca* 
6000 feet*

I have collected it near the type locality* along 
Reynolds Greek* 1*6 miles from the Ranger Station, at an 
elevation of 5500 feet*

Walton and Gregg have collected it from higher 
elevations on Center Mountain, at the head of Reynolds 
Greek* around 7000 feet, in the Canadian life zone*

Life Zones*
Transition and Canadian* Vegetation mainly Pinus 

nonderosa* Douglas fir* Walnut* Rhus glabra * Querous ari° 
zonlca* go gambell* Acer grandldentaturn * and alder*
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erf*

Diagnostic Oharacterso
The shell resembles a smallclosely coiled go 

bdorata odorata* Berry lists the absence of spiral striatlon 
on the body whorl of anchana as a distinguishing character
istic from odorata* I have seen no spiral striation in 
anohana eitherP but I must point out that many specimens 
of odorata also do not have it*

The genitalia (Fig* 92) dissected by S0S6 Berry and 
myself» resemble those of odorata and clappln with penis, 
verge, and vagina having the same lengths, respectively, 
as in those speciesj but the verge differs in shape from 
clappi by being thicker, more annulated, and slightly 
truncate, as in granuletlsslmas and from odorata by being 
essentially cyllndric throughout, truncate and not club- 
shaped*

Remarks*
I concur with Berry that this is a distinct species, 

differing from its nearest relative, S*o* odorata, by its 
smaller, closely coiled shell, and its cylindric, truncate 
verge*

Distribution (Pig, 9)*
Known only from the Sierra Ancha, in the vicinity 

of Reynolds Greek and Center Mountain*
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78o Sonorella odorata odorata Pilsbry and PerrlssP 1919 
(Pilsbry and Ferriss, 1919a;285? 1923:87? Pilsbry, 1939:367)o 

Type lot collected by Ferriss in 1913 at the head 
of Alder Canyon, Santa Catalina Mountains, Pima County, 
Arizona, elevation not given* Also found elsewhere in the 
Santa Catalinas above' 7500 feet and recorded from the Rin= 
cons at Spud Rock and on the north slope, elevation not 
given (JoHo Ferriss)„

I have collected it from Bear Wallow in the Santa 
Catalinas at an elevation of 7900 feet*

Life Zone*
Canadian zone* Vegetation mainly white fir,

Douglas fir, Pinus flexllls, Acer grandldentatum* and 
alder*

Diagnostic Characters*
The shell is very similar to that of clacci in 

shape and appearance, but the diameter tends to be slightly 
larger (17*0 to 20*8 mm* in my large series? the holotype 
was 19*8 mm* in diameter) and the embryonic whorls have a 
sparse granulation which does not coalesce to form spiral 
ridges, as in clappl* Granulations occur all the way to 
the peristome, as in clappl and granulatissima*

The genitalia (Fig*95) aost closely resemble those 
of S* anchana* with essentially similar lengths of penis.
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verges, and vagina9 but with a greater width of those 
structures9 and with a more distinctly club-shaped verge®

Remarks®
The dimensions for penis and verge given by Pils- 

bry and Perriss are only from 1/2 to 2/3 as large as those 
found in my specimens® My dimensions agree with those of 
Gilbertson (1965)® Preservation of soft parts in strong 
alcohol of Pilsbry8s material may have caused this dis
parity®

I have not collected S®o® odorata, from Spud Rock
or elsewhere on the north side of the Rincons, which Pils
bry calls the form nooulna (1939)®

Distribution (Pig® 9)«
Santa Catalina Mountains above- 7500 feet, up to 

8800 feet, and the north side of the Rincon Mountains®

79* S.Qrorella odorata marmorls Pilsbry and Perriss, 1919 
(Pilsbry and Perries, 1919a?288? Pilsbry, 1939:369)*

Type lot collected by Perriss in 1913 at Old Dan’s
Gulch on the northwest side of Marble Peak, Santa Catalina
Mountains, Pima County, Arizona, elevation not given® Also 
found on east side of Marble Peak®

I have collected it from the upper part of the 
large rockslide on the southeast side of Marble Peak, at 
elevations from 6800 to 7100 feet, and from the trail along
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Oracle Ridge, in limestone rocks, about 0<>5 miles due west 
of the top of Marble Peak, at an elevation of 7500 feet*

Life Zone*
Transition* Vegetation mainly Pinas nonderosa* 

Quercus reticulata* and £* palmeri*

Diagnostic Characters*
The shell is similar to that of 8,*o* odorata* but 

is usually more solid, larger in diameter (my shells varying 
from 18*3 to 21*7 mm*), with the last whorl somewhat more 
depressed, and with a wider umbilicus* Small specimens 
cannot be separated from S_0o_0 odorata* The holotype of 
marmoris was 20*3 mm* in diameter*

The genitalia (Pig*96) are similar to those of g*^* 
odorata in all respects* Pilsbry remarks that the penis 
and verge are decidedly longer in marmoris; but Gilbertson 
(1965) and I have found Pilsbry's dimensions of Jdorata to 
be too short * The dimensions of p enis , verge, and vagina 
of my specimens of marmoris are essentially the same as 
those of my specimens of odorata*

Remarks*
SojOe marmoris is a geographic or ecological race 

which inhabits the limestone region around Marble Peak at 
higher elevations* Its shell characteristics, at the
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center of Its habitat$> are consistently distinct from those 
of SoO^ odorata, thereby warranting subspeeific rank* It 
intergrades with Se£e odorata.

Distribution
Marble Peak and Immediate vicinity* Santa Catalina 

Mountains.

80. Sonorella bagnarai W.B. Miller (in press).

Shell depressed* heliciform* thin* glossy* light 
greenish-tan* with chestnut-brown spiral band on the well- 
rounded shoulder? umbilicate* the umbilicus contained about 
8 times in the diameter. Embryonic shell of about 1 l/2 
whorls? the first 1/4 whorl* including apex* with radial 
striae only? over the second l/4 whorl* the radial striae 
break up into raised* hyphen-like papillae? over the re
mainder of the embryonic shell* the raised papillae anasto
mose into a reticulate* granular pattern on the upper 
portion* and into fine* nearly parallel* ascending and 
descending* spiral threads on the portion near the lower 
suture. Subsequent whorls are radially striate and micro
scopically wrlnkle-granulose* up to the body whorl. Body 
whorl has growth striae only* covered by silky-lustrous 
periostraeum? suture descending moderately to the slightly
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expanded peristome* Aperture obliques ovalp wider than 
high; parietal callus thin*

Holotype Measurements *
Height IloO mm*; maximum diameter 20*8 mm*; umbil= 

icus 2*6 mm*; whorls 4 1/4*
Genitalia of holotype (Figo94)s The short» muscu

lar penis contains a very short9 cylindrical verge of 
about 1/2 the length of the penis; the penial sheath en
closes the entire penis and overlaps part of the proximal 
epiphallus* Epiphallus nearly twice as long as the penis9 
thin; epiphallic caecum vestigial* not detached from epi
phallus; vas deferens thicker than epiphallus* The vagina 
is about 1 1/2 times as long as the penis; free oviduct 
about as long as vagina* Base of penis and vagina unusually 
wide and muscular*

Measurement of
genitalia* in mm* Holotype Paratype A

Penis ■ 3oO 2*5
Verge 1*5 1*5
Penial sheath 4*0 3*5
Epiphallus 5 =0 6*0
Vagina 4*5 4*5
Free oviduct 5*0 4*0
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Type locality: Rincon Peak* Rincon Mountains9 Pima

Countys> Arizona* in large* granite roekslide on HE side 
and immediately below summit of the peak at 8000 to 8200 
feet elevation,, (WsH* Miller* Marshall Bull e* and Wo Be 
Miller* 17 April* 1965)o Holotype ANSP (number requested)* 
Paratypes in collection of AISP (number requested)* De
partment of Biological Sciences* University of Arizona 
(2821)* and the author (4768)*

The shells are remarkably uniform in size* shape* 
and color* the smallest paratype measuring 19*5 mm* and 
the largest 21*1 mm„ in diameter* Some paratypes show a 
few spiral grooves bn the body whorl next to the suture*
By shell characteristics* S* bagnarai appears to belong to 
the group of S, olappi P*&pa„ being most'closely related 
to B* odorata Pe&Fo Its ecology is similar to that of 
odorata In that it lives at high elevation in the Canadian 
life zone* among rocks heavily strewn with humus and fallen 
logs of Douglas fir* It can be separated from odorata • 
in that the body whorl has no granulose sculpture* the 
spiral grooves* if present at all* are very few* and the 
aperture is more elongate-oval* It is in the anatomy Of 
the animal * however* that bagnarai is most unique* The 
mantle is strongly pigmented with large spots of dark-grey 
to black pigment; this characteristic has been observed in



only one other Sonorella« S0 greggl W.*B« Millerp which lives 
in Sonorao The mucus on the mantle collar and along the 
sole is orange® The genitalia are most closely similar 
to those of S® fragilis Pils® which was placed by Pilsbry 
in a special subgenusp Myotophallus® characterized by a 
shorts musculars verge-less penis® S,® bagnarai® howeverp 
does possess a distinct0 thick9 albeit very short verge® 

Ferrlss collected a form of S_® odorata from Spud 
Rook on Mica Mountain and from the "Northern slopes of 
the Rinconsp11 which Pilsbry described as the form oonulna® 
Pilsbry Indicates that the genitalia dimensions and pro
portions are much as in jo. odorata and differentiates 
pooulna bv the thinner shell, color differences, and wider 
body whorl. Mica Mountain and Rincon Peak are separated 
by a long, low saddle. Happy Valley Saddle, which is barely 
high enough to enter the lower levels of the Transition 
Zone® The presence of odorata in the Rincon Mountains* 
along with the similarity of its shell characters with 
bagnarai, strongly suggest that bagnaral originated as an 
isolated population of odorata which became separated from 
the larger odorata gene pool on Mica Mountain when Happy 
Valley Saddle became drier, some time after the last Ice 
Age, and conditions changed there from Canadian to Trans
ition. The population probably underwent rapid differen
tiation by genetic drift brought about by its relatively
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small size* In oases where a population is already kept 
small by the confines of the habitatg any occasional 
natural catastrophes such as prolonged drought® might 
bring the level of the population to near extinction* This® 
in turn® would favor genetic homozygosity which probably 
would further reinforce the process of genetic drift* Con»

i
vergenee in the genitalia toward the morphology of Kyoto-- 
phallus is considered to be only a phenotypic expression 
of the segregated genes which were probably present® but 
masked® in the ancestral Sonorella0 Gene expression for a 
thickened penis base also occurs® somewhat less extremely® 
in So walker! S* huachuoana Pils® and its sub<=
species® g* sabinoensls dlspar Pils*® and S® sablnoensls 
tuoscnlca P»&F,

This species is named after Dr* J*T« Bagnara® 
eminent zoologist at the University of Arizona® who has 
given me considerable assistance and encouragement® and 
with whom I have enjoyed numerous collecting trips,

81® Sonorella grahamensis Pilsbry and Ferriss® 1919 
(Pilsbry and Ferriss® 1919a:311; Pilsbry® 1939?370),

Type lot collected by Ferriss in 1913 on Mt«
Graham® Pinaleno Mountains® Graham County® Arizona® at 
"Mud Spring" on the summit® no elevation given. This 
spring is not listed on the 1942 Mt, Graham topographic
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quadrangle map? a "Bearwallow Spring" Is shown as nearest 
to the summit of Hto Graham, and It may be what Ferrlss 
called "Mud Spring*"

I have collected S* grahamensis In the Pinaleno 
Mountains from Wet Canyon9 at the Swift Trail highway, at 
an elevation of 6050 feet, and along the road, just south 
of Heliograph Peak, at an elevation of 9000 feet.

Life Zone*
Transit!on* Vegetation mainly Pinus nonderosa* 

Quercus hypoleucoides0 and some Douglas fir at the higher 
locality.

Diagnostic Characters, ;
The shell resembles that of odorata in size, shape, 

appearance, and embryonic sculpture. The granulations are 
less conspicuous on the neanio whorls, however, and disappear 
completely from the body whorl. The body whorl has numerous, 
deeply impressed, spiral grooves.

The genitalia (Figs.97and 98) show remarkable poly» 
morphism between the specimens from Wet Canyon and those 
from near Heliograph Peak, They do not resemble closely 
the genitalia of any other Sonorella. Both populations have 
a spindle-shaped verge, as reported by Pilsbry and Ferrlss! 
but in the Wet Canyon locality, the verge and penis are 
very large, while in the higher locality the verge and.



penis are very small and the penis has a pronounced basal 
swelling* The lengths of genitalia structures given by 
Pilsbry and Perriss are intermediate between the lengths 
exhibited in my two populations;, as shown below9 in mm*:

Locality Cat *# Penis Verge Vagin;
ca* Heliograph Pk* 4830=6 6 2*5 5*5

ii 4830=0 5 ' 2*5 5
ii 4830=D 5 2 5*5

Wet Canyon 4832=A 14 10*5 9
P*&Fo specimen 9 7 7

The mantle collar is dark grey8 as in granulatissima 
and clap-pl >

Remarks 0
i similar polymorphism exists in the genitalia of 

8* imitator Gregg (q<,v»)p sympatric with S= grahamensis 
in the upper part of the latter8s range* This character™ 
istie may be indicative of the presence of several alleles 
or modifier genes affecting size of genitalia* An exten™ 
sive study of the genitalia of numerous specimens from 
many populations throughout the Pinaleno Mountains would be 
desirable*

Distribution (Pig* 9)°
Known only from the Pinaleno Mountains*
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82* Sonorella Imitator Gregg (in press).

Type lot collected by W*0, Gregg and Walton*
in 1954® from north of Swift Trail9 southwest slope of 
Mt* Graham9 2067 miles from junction with UoS« highway 
6668 Pinaleno Mountains* Graham County* Arizona* at an 
elevation of about 9000 feet*

I have collected it from the type locality* in 
company with H.L. Walton and J.C® Bequaert. I have also 
examined a live adult specimen collected by SoR® Goldberg 
and R. Krizman at the top of Heliograph Peak* Pinaleno 
Mountains* at an elevation of 10,026 feet.

Life Zone.
Transition. Vegetation mainly Pinus ponderosa® 

Douglas fir, Quercus hvpoleuooides® and gambell.

Diagnostic Characters.
The shell is very similar to that of S. grahamensis 

but has a slightly larger diameter and a more expanded* 
flattened body whorl. Shell sculpture is similar to that 
of grahamensis.

The genitalia (Pig. 99 and 100) separate this species 
readily from grahamensis. They are characterized by the 
very large penis and verge* comparable to the lengths of 
those structures in S. virllis and S. ambigua. The verge 
is club=shaped as in ambigua. not gradually tapering ̂ x
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and rounded as In vlriliSe In my two dissected specimens$, 
there Is some variation in the lengths of verge and penis,, 
as in grahamensiss lengths in mm*, are as follows:

Qato# Locality Penis Verge Vagina
4830=4 Type Loc» 15 12,5 13
4907 top of Heliograph Pke 21 !8o5 14

The mantle collar is dark grey, as in grahamensis0

Remarkse
In spite of the marked differences in genitalia8 

this species shows close relationship to So grahamensis 
by its shell characteristics and its mantle collar pigmen= 
tation0

Distribution (Pig, 9)„
Known only from the higher elevations around Mto

Graham0

Subgenus Myotonhallus Pilsbry

Myotobhallus Pilsbryg 1939 (Pilsbry, 1939:393)®
The inner tube of the penis is slender but it is 

enveloped in an extremely thick, muscular sheath, tapering 
posteriorly, length of the whole about one-fifth the diame
ter of shell or less. There is no verge. Vagina very short. 

Type: "Sonorella fragills, central Arizona, 11
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83o Sonorella (MyotOT?h.allus) rooseveltiana rooseveltlana
(Berry9 1917 (Berrys 1917:14; Pllsbry and Perrissp 1919as 
314; Pllsbry, 1939035).

Type lot collected by George Willett In 1914, from 
rockslldes on north slopes, Roosevelt, Gila County, Arizona, 
at an elevation of 2200 feet* Also collected by JoHo 
Perriss along the highway a couple of miles west of Roose
velt Dam on Mills Creek0

I have collected it from a locality intermediate 
between the above two, namely from a rockslide above the 
highway at a point 0o4 road miles west of the west end of 
Roosevelt Dam, at an elevation of 2250 feet*

Life Zone*
Lower Sonoran„ Vegetation mainly mesquite, oeo= 

tillo, and salt bush*

Diagnostic CharacterSo
The shell resembles that of S«,ro fra gills but has 

a smaller aperture, wider umbilicus, and a body whorl which 
descends slightly to the peristome* The embryonic spiral 
threads are usually better developed and more prominent 
than in fragiliso

The genitalia (Pig*103) are not distinguishable 
from those of fragiliso



Remarkso
Berry dissected what he considered to be an imma= 

ture specimen* with a small* slender penis*, It is .quite 
probable that he had a mature specimen but could not believe 
that mature genitalia could be so small or that the verge 
could be completely absent0

This species is very closely related to S»r. 
fragilis by the similar genitalia* similar habitat* close 
geographical proximity* and many similarities in the shell*,

Distribution (pige 9),
Known only from the slopes on both sides of Lake 

Roosevelt Dam,

84, Sonorella (Myotonhallus) rooseveltiana fragilis (Pils- 
bry* 1939 (Pllsbry, 1939;394), Hew combination.

Type lot collected by Ferriss* year unknown* from 
the cliff ruins at Roosevelt Lake* Gila County* Arizona* ele= 
vation not given,

I have collected dead shells from the type locality* 
rockslides in Cholla Canyon just below the Lower Ruins in 
Tonto national Monument* at an elevation of 3000 feet, I 
have also collected numerous dead shells and live animals 
from an unnamed canyon about 1/4 mile west of Cave Canyon* 
in the Tonto National Monument at an elevation of 2900 feet.
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Life Zone*

Lower Sonorano . Vegetation mainly mesquite and 
ocotilloa

Diagnostic Characters»
The thin shell is easily recognized by its depressed 

spire9 narrow umbilicus$, and large aperturep with the body 
whorl descending not at all or only very slightly to the 
peristome? The embryonic whorls show the spiral threads of 
the hachitana type.

The genitalia (Fig. 101) are most distinctive in 
that the penis is very short, with a thick, muscular base, 
and the verge is totally absent.

Remarks.
By the lack of a verge, more than by its short, 

thick, muscular penis, S.r. fragills qualifies for sub~ 
generic distinction from other Sonorella that have a verge. 
Pilsbry did not see a verge, in his dissection, but appar= 
ently believed that one, however minute, must be present.
I have dissected two specimens, from which I prepared care
fully stained and cleared whole mounts of the genitalia.
Both mounts show very clearly that a verge is completely ab
sent. In view of the fact that fragills has genitalia that 
are in all respects like those of rooseveltlana (g.v.), and
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that rooseveltiana has priority over fraglliso it is my 
opinion that fragllis is simply a subspecies of roosevel° 
tlana.

Distribution (Pig. 9).
Canyons in the Tonto National Monument, near 

Roosevelt Lake, Arizona,

Species inoulrendae

The following two species are considered inauirendae 
because the localities given do not permit obtaining living 
specimens which might yield anatomical data for precise 
diagnosisi ,

85, Sonorella (?) nraesldil (Pilsbry and Ferrlss), 1919 
(Pllsbry and Perriss, 1919a:312; Pilsbry, 1939:334).

Pilsbry and Perriss originally placed this species 
in Mlcrarionta, but Pilsbry (1939) subsequently decided that 
it might be a Sonorella, The locality of the single dead 
specimen was given by the collector. Dr. George H, Horn as 
"Port Grant, at the junction of the Arivaipa and San Pedro 
Rivers;" it was collected some time after 1863. Pilsbry 
and Ferrlss apparently did not know that this was indeed 
the correct locality of Port Grant in 1864, and they amended 
the locality, in 1919, to "Port Grant, at foot of the Graham
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Range, Graham County, Arizona,11 which is the new locality 
of the Porto

Nevertheless, the now more precisely known type 
locality, at the junction of the Arivalpa and San Pedro 
Rivers, is still too vague. There are certainly no popu= 
lations of living Sonorella at the junction of these rivers, 
a relatively low area, with bare hills and inadequate cover 
for Sonorella. The single holotype may have been a drift 
shell, if the published locality is correct.

I have examined the holotype, thanks to the efforts 
of M.L. Walton and the Academy of Natural Sciences of Phila
delphia, and find that it is a very distinctive shell which 
most nearly resembles that of Mlcrarlonta rowelll rowellli 
(Newcomb). It is possible that Dr, Horn did collect it dur
ing his travels near Yuma and gave it an erroneous label, 
as Pllsbry and Ferrlss (1919a;31̂ -) suggested. On the 
other hand, it is also possible that this snail exists in 
some slide in the vicinity of the type locality given; if 
it should ever be found again in this area, the very dis
tinctive shell should easily be recognized.

8 6. Sonorella arlzonensls (Dali), 1896 as Epinhragmonhora 
arlzonensis Dali (1896:1; 1897?337)> as S, arizonensis 
(Dali) Bartsch, 1904:198; Pilsbry, 1939:331).

Known only from a single bleached specimen collec
ted by Dr. E.A. Hearns- at "Banks of the Santa Cruz River,



near Tucson, Arizona,,H Pilsbry (1939s332) considers that 
it m s  washed down in drift from some mountain or rocky 
hill in the river valley and that it is a lost species* M*
Lo Walton has succeeded in finding a Sonorella in drift 
along the Santa Oruz River near the Congress Street bridge 
in Tucson* I have not examined either Walton's shell or 
the bolotype*

It may be possible to recognize features of shape, 
size, or sculpture which may indicate the peculiar charac
ters of a population from the Santa Cruz Valley* From the 
dimension given, 17*2 mm* in diameter, it could be magdalen- 
ensisfl eremite* rosemontensis, clappi, or huachucana* It 
is probable, however, that a precise determination can never 
be made*



SYSTEMATXCS

Classification above the Genus Level.
It is generally accepted by most malacologists 

that Sonorella belongs in the subfamily Sonorellinae, 
family Helminthoglyptldae, superfamily Helicacea, suborder 
Sigmurethra9 order Stylommatophora® Above this level, it 
appears that a majority of malacologists prefer the 
subclass Pulmonata, while a minority choose Euthyneura.
The higher classification is, of course, class Gastropoda 
and phylum Molluscs.

At the level of the subfamily, certain inaccuracies 
should be pointed out. Pilsbry, in 1939? placed only the 
genus Sonorella in the subfamily Sonorellinae, charac
terized primarily by the peculiar genitalia of the genus. 
These characteristics are mainly: no dart sac or mucus 
glands; the presence of an epiphallus and well-developed 
verge; a very short or rarely wanting epiphallic caecum; 
and a long spermathecal duct without diverticulum. As 
stated earlier in the generic description introducing the 
Species Account, the generic characterization should be 
further amended to include the fact that the verge may be 
minute or wanting in some species.

208
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The genus Sonorellx, subsequently described by 

Berry In 1943» shows a very close relationship to 
Sonorella. The shell is-similar to that of Sonorella9 
and the genitalia differ only in that there is a short 
spermathecal diverticulum®

In 1927o Pilsbry described the monotypic genus 
Tryonigens from a partly damaged and decayed animal of 
To remondl (Tryon); he had no information on the sperma
thecal ducto I have dissected two specimens of T® remondl 
and find that the spermathecal duct is extremely short 
and has no diverticulum® Except for the shortness of the 
spermathecal duct» Tryonigens fits within the description 
of the genus Sonorella®

Wenz (i960) redefined the subfamily Sonorellinae 
on shell characteristics alone and placed Sonorella9 
Sonorellx, and Tryonigens within it® Unfortunately* the 
subfamily definition: "shell depressed* rather thin, 
light colored with a dark band over the periphery* similar 
to Eremarlonta of the Helminthoglyptinae" is rather 
inadequate and would fit many other genera®

In summary* then* It is my opinion that Sonorella 
is most closely related to Sonorellx and Tryonigens» that 
all three genera should be Included within the Sonorelli
nae * and that the definition of Sonorellinae should be
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based primarily on the absence of dart sac apparatus, with 
allowance for variation in: the length of the spermathecal 
duct, the presence of a verge, the presence of an epiphal- 
lic caecum, and the presence of a spermathecal diverti- 
culunu

Classification below the Genus Level,
Pilsbry (1939) recognized 4 subgenera and 8 

species=*groups within one of the subgenera, as follows: 
Subgenus Sonorella _s, _s.

So hachitana group 
So binnevi group 
So coloradoensis group 
So tumamocensis group 
Sc ambigua group

S, clappi group

Subgenus Masculus 
Subgenus Sonoranax 
Subgenus Myotophallus
Pilsbry (1948:1094) a elded to Sonorella Berry es 

monotypic subgenus Mohavelix (1943) to include S, micro- 
metalleus (Berry, 1930), originally described as a 
Micrarionta (Eremarlonta), from the El Paso Mountains 
of California,
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If one follows the principle that classification 

should not be based solely on the presence or absence of 
definitive characteristics, but should also embrace 
phylogeny, a principle which I heartily endorse, then 
certain modifications to the above classification 
are indicated*

Concerning Mohavelix* F* 0* Gregg and I have 
collected S9 micrometalleus at the type locality, and 
Gregg has prepared several whole mounts of the genitalia 
which he has kindly allowed me to examine* While the 
genitalia are as described and do fit the definition of 
Sonorella* the shell is unquestionably a Mlcrarlonta, 
most closely related to M* (Cha.maearlonta) aquaealbae 
Berry* It is my opinion, therefore, that micrometalleus 
exhibits the genitalia of Sonorella by convergent evolu
tion and is probably derived from a common ancestor with 
aquaealbae* It should not be included in the genus 
Sonorella, which implies a common founder-ancestor for 
all species therein, but rather, Mohavellx should be 
raised to full generic status*

A further example of de novo genus formation 
furnishes additional evidence of this type of convergent 
evolution* Gregg (private communication) discovered an 
example of drastic reduction of genitalia structures in 
several populations of Mlcrarionta (Eremarionta) argus*
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Populations from the Argus Mountains, California, including 
those from Revenue Canyon, the type locality, show complete 
absence of dart sac and mucus glands; they do have a sper- 
mathecal diverticulum, a short epiphallic caecum, and a 
short verge. Populations from the Avawatz and the Panamint 
Mountains, California, on the other hand, possess the 
complete dart appartus, mucus glands, and a longer epi
phallic caecum; in all other respects they resemble the 
type population.

Of the other subgenera of Sonorella, Myotophallus 
appears to be founded on sharp, definitive characters, 
particularly the complete absence of a verge (see p, 201), 
It, too, may become the founder for a new, verge-less 
genus® , Accordingly, I consider that it is a distinct 
subgenus.

Pilsbry1s subgenera Masculus and Sonoranax. 
however, were defined only on the basis of relative 
lengths of penis and verge to shell diameter. These 
characters are highly variable, even within some popula
tions® Also, there are intergrading species, such as 
So tortllllta. which is closely related to S. ashmuni and 
S® sabinoensis* but has unusually long penis, verge, and 
vagina, thus forming a direct phylogenetic link with 
S® rinconensls and S® santar1tana„ placed by Pilsbry in 
Masculus® Moreover, Masculus shows a polyphyletic origin.
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with species such as parva obviously derived from the group 
of granulatlssima* while rlnconensis is derived from the 
group of ha chi tana. j3. (Sonoranax) dalli, on the other 
hand* shows close -relationship to danielsi of the group 
of granulatissima as well as to E>» vlrills, placed by 
Pilsbry in Masculus. Accordingly* I reject the subgenera 
Masculus and Sonoranax as containing species too closely 
related to several different groups of Sonorella s_. s-, 
and to each other* and* in the case of Masculus, exhibiting 
polyphyletic origins.

Concerning Pilsbry's 8 species-groups of the sub- 
genus Sonorella* I have recombined them into 3 groups only: 

S. hachitana group 
So blnneyl group 
J3. granulatisslma group 

Of the other 5 groups recognized by Pilsbry* those of 
tumamocensls* dragoonensls* and clappl have been absorbed 
entirely in the group of granulatisslma because of the 
close relationship of linking species, namely S. bartschi 
with S_. bowiensls, S. ferrlssi with S. clappl* and S. 
magdalenensls with S. danielsi and S. dalll* The remaining 
two groups, of ooloradoensis and ambigua, were based 
primarily on the extent of embryonic spiral sculpture* a 
most inconstant character which can vary even within the 
same species (see S. baboqulvarlensls). The species
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within those two groups show different affinities: S, 
rooseveltiana with Myotophallus; S. coltoniana, SD papa- 
Korum* and S* ambigua with the group of ha chi tana; and S_. 
coloradoensis and S. sitlens with the group of blnneyi®

The three groups of hachitana* binne.yl6 and 
granulatlssima, here retained, are relatively well isolated 
from each other in general, but show many marginal cases 
where a cross-over from one group to the other could be 
postulated. For this reason, sharply defined subgenera 
cannot be established for them, even though each group 
may have had a separate, founder-ancestor. The definitions 
of the groups have been stated at the beginning of each, 
under Species Account.



ECOLOGY

Habitats .
Sonorella Is preponderantly a snail of the Upper 

Sonoran life zone* A few species extend to the Canadian 
zone and others exist in the lowest reaches of Lower 
Sonoran, All these snails, except S„ o. odorata, live 
among rocks, from occasional, individual boulders, as with 
So sabinoensls, to immense, deep talus slides. Usually, 
they prefer Igneous rocks, but in some cases, notably 
So ferrlssig they have become obligate calcicoles, S_0 o, 
odorata has adapted to logs and decaying brush in the 
Canadian zone. None has yet been found in riparian, 
log-jam situations which are so highly favored by some 
Helminthoglypta and Monadenla,

• Food,
Gilbertson (1965) has reported on the biology of 

So odorata and provided information on its feeding habits. 
He determined that the principal food items were lichens, 
mushrooms, rotting wood and bark, and forest floor litter 
such as decaying pine needles and pine cones, I have 
observed three different species, S>« compar, S, _s, tuc° 
sonlca, and S, £, dispar, in the act of feeding at dusk 
after an afternoon rainfall in their native habitat.
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They ate lichen, algae, moss, decaying wood of Peltis 
pallida branches, decaying leaves of Oeltis pallida and of 
an unidentified vine* Prom the above observations, I would 
be inclined to generalize that Sonorella can feed on a 
large variety of decaying plant material.

Predators,
In Arizona and New Mexico, the predators that may 

attack the large native land snails (Sonorella, Oreohelix, 
and Ashmunella) are small mammals of the order Rodentla 
(grasshopper mice) and the larvae and adults of certain 
insects of the orders Coleoptera (glowworms and ground 
beetles) and Diptera (fleshflies of the family Sarco«= 
phagidae),

I have observed frequently many empty shells of 
Sonorella with evidence of rodent attack in or near pack 
rat nests. Since pack rats are primarily vegetarians, it 
is possible that they only collect shells that have been 
eaten by mice. Such shells usually have the apical whorls 
gnawed away, so that the mouse might reach the apical 
viscera. The predator probably attacks snails active in 
the open after dark. It can also reach aestivating snails 
if the air passages between the rocks are large enough to 
permit it to reach the snail. Many gnawed shells have been 
found deep in a rockslide, where only the smallest mouse 
could have penetrated.
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For the following notes on insect .predators* I have 

relied mainly on information received from Drs Bequaert. In 
Arizona, as elsewhere in North America, the large land 
snails are no doubt commonly preyed upon by so-called glow
worms, the larvae and wingless females of beetles of the 
families Lampyridae, Phengodidae, and Gantharidae® On 16 
December, 1967, I observed several specimens of EL sabino- 
ensls dispar being eaten alive by large, luminescent glow
worm larvae, which had intercepted their prey as it was 
crawling out on the rooksllde, quickly devouring every bit 
of snail tissue to leave behind a completely cleaned out 
shell® This took place at dusk, shortly after a rainy 
period® In one instance, two of the larvae were feeding on 
the same snail® One of the larvae was identified by Dr.
Floyd Werner, of the Department of Entomology, as belonging 
to the family Phengodidae®

In the western United States, the nocturnal larvae 
and adults of the large carabid beetles of the genus 
Scaphinotus feed primarily on large land snails and slugs. 
They are peculiarly adapted to this type of diet by the 
powerful jaws, greatly lengthened and slender head and 
narrow prothorax of the adult, by means of which It can 
attack the snail deep within the shell® In many areas of 
Arizona, Sonorella are the only type of snail available as
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food to these beetles® On 11 November* 1966, Dr. Bequaert 
found a living adult Scaphinotus netersi Roeschke resting 
under a stone on the east slope of Marble Peak, Santa 
Catalina Mountains, at about 6300 feet, in a rockslide that 
contained several live EUs. sabinoensis.

The maggots of several species of North American 
muscoid fleshflies (Scarcophagidae) are known as scavengers 
or true parasites of land snails, the true relation between 
the flies and their prey being often difficult to ascertain. 
On 8 August, 1966, a scarcophagid fly, probably a Hellcobla 
or related genus, was bred by Dr. Bequaert from a £3, amblgua 
found resting with a closed apertural epiphragm on the 
upper slopes of Kitt Peak, Quinlan Mountains, at 6500 feet.

Hlbernatlon and Aestivation.
In order to withstand periods of dry or cold weather, 

most species of Sonorella seal to rocks by secreting a com
plete ring of calcareous and mucous material around the 
peristome. A few species, such as _S. ferrlssi, S.£. odorata. 
and SejD. marmoris. do not seal up against a rock, but lie 
loosely in silt or humus after secreting a thick .epiphragm 
over the aperture. In other rare instances, the snail may 
seal up against a log or a yucca or agave leaf. This 
phenomenon can occur at any time of year during prolonged 
drought, and the terms hibernation and aestivation are not 
completely appropriate to describe it.
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Some species of Sonorella seal up at relatively 

shallow depths and will activate at any time of winter or 
summer when moisture becomes available. This is the case 
with such Lower Sonoran species as S. ambigua. s. sitiens, 
and S o  magdalenenslSo The ability of these species to 
respond quickly to every available rainfall may have been 
a major factor in the adaptation to their extremely xeric 
habitat. By contrast, certain species of the Upper Sonoran 
life zone, such as _Sch. ellzabethae. JS.h. oelonclllensis, 
Jloh0 orientis* and S. caerulifluminls. apparently hiber
nate very deeply in the rocksllde and will not become 
active until they are awakened by the summer rainstorms, 
usually associated with higher temperatures. This charac
teristic may have been an acquired adaptive feature protec
ting these species from excessive cold at higher elevations 
during winter storms.



ZOOGEOGRAPHY

Distribution (Fig» 10)»
Sonorella is the principal representative helmintho- 

glyptid genus of Arizona, New Mexico, northeastern Sonora, 
and northwestern Chihuahua. Its range lies mainly to the 
northeast of those of Micrarionta and Sonorellx.

In the southwest, its limit of distribution is the 
Agua Dulce Mountains, where _S<, meadl is found, just west of 
the Organ Pipe National Monument» In the very next range 
to the west, the Sierra Plnta, Micrarionta rowelli makes 
its appearance, but the two species have not been found to 
overlap.

The southernmost known limit of distribution is the 
Sierra Pajaritos, at Lat, 29°25 N, near Ures, Sonora, where 
So magdalenensls occurs in quantity in rockslides among the 
tropical thorn scrub. No other large helicoids occur in the 
area.

In the southeast, _S,m, mormonum is found in north
eastern Chihuahua, associated with Humboldtlana hogeana, 
and Ashmunella .juarezensis; the latitude is 30°19 N.

The easternmost locality for the genus is the 
Sierra Blanca Mountains of Texas, where an undertermined 
subspecies of S_, hachitana (g« v,) can be found, It is not

220
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associated there with any other large land snails; but 
slightly farther west, J30h0 orientis occurs in the Organ 
Mountains of New Mexico, associated with Ashmunella kochi 
ambl^a.

In the north, Sonorella coloradoensis occurs in the 
Grand Canyon, along both sides, but has been unable to 
proceed beyond the north rinu In the canyon itself, it is 
associated with various subspecies of Oreohelix yavapal.

Finally, to the northwest, an outpost of Sonorella 
appears established in the Black Mountains in the vicinity 
of Oatman,, This population has been referred to as S® 
ooltoniana (£=v®) by Pilsbry; but until an animal can be 
dissected and examined, it is not possible to establish its 
identity. It is not associated with any other large 
helicoid; but it occurs only 20 miles away from the Needles, 
near Topock, the type locality of Mlcrarlonta rowelll acus»

Pattern of Distribution,
Within the range of Sonorella, the peripheral areas 

are characterized by a paucity of species, each widespread 
over a large sub-range„ SU roeadi is the only Sonorella in 
the Agua Dulces and it probably also occurs in the Growlers 
and the Saucedas nearby. The subspecies of S« baboqui- 
variensis occur in the Ajo, Baboqulvari, Sierrita, Roskruge, 
and Tucson Mountains, In the south, S„ magdalenensis is 
the only Sonorella, as far as we know, from Nogales to the
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vicinity of HermcsillOo In the east, the subspecies of S* 
hachitana are the only Sonorella east of the Animas range 
and are scattered in several mountain ranges of southern 
New Mexico, To the north, a similar situation holds true 
for S, coloradoensls in northern Arizona,

Near the center of its range, however, speciation 
has been extreme in Sonorella, The Ohiricahuas have six 
species or subspecies, the Huachucas and Santa Ritas each 
have six, and the Santa Catalinas and Rincons each have five.

Evidence that the process of speciation has been 
thorough in certain instances is found in the number of 
sympatrlc species which inhabit the same rockslide. In the 
Santa Ritas, S.w. walkerl, S. clappi, and S. santarltana 
occur together, sometimes under the same rock (Pilsbry and 
Perriss, 1915:395). On Marble Peak, Santa Catalina Mountains, 
El.o_. marmorls and S.eu sabinoensls occur in the same slide 
at 7000 feet. On Mount Graham, Pinaleno Mountains, S. 
grahamensis and S. imitator occur together. In the Sierra 
Ancha, Gregg and Walton have found S. anchana and S. ashmuni 
in the same rockslide at 7200 feet on Center Mountain.

Dispersal.
In order to determine the possible center of dis

persal of Sonorella. by utilizing the principle of zoogeog
raphy that the area with the greatest number of species
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tends to be the center of dispersal (Darlington, 1957), 
one must remember that the genus has already evolved into 
four recognizable groups» which themselves may have emanated 
from a prior dispersal and subsequent isolation of the 
original founder's progeny. In fact» the process of dis
persal, isolation, and speolation may have been repeated 
many times, with dispersal occurring during pluvial periods 
and isolation during dry periods. An analysis of the dis
tribution of the species in each species-group shows much 
interdigitation of ranges and suggests that the dispersal 
and isolation processes must have occurred at least twice. 

The largest concentration of species of the granu- 
latisslma group occurs in the Huachucas, where five species 
and subspecies can be recognized. Hence, it can be said 
that the center of dispersal of the granulatlssima group 
was probably in the Huachuca Mountains, The species 
possessing the largest number of near relatives is S» 
danielsl, which might perhaps most resemble the ancestral 
founder. It can also be said that the founder established 
its niche in the higher Transition and Canadian zones, and 
its progeny dispersed to similar zones in other mountains 
(Santa Catalina, Pinaleno, Sierra Ancha, etc,) only when 
the climate in the intervening valleys corresponded to 
that in those zones. By this reasoning it is probable that
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the radiation of the group of granulatlssima occurred before 
the radiation of the other groups*

The largest concentration of species of the group 
of binneyi occurs in the Empire^Patagonia area, with 
imnerialls* imneratrix» tryoniana, and sltiens montezumae 
Of these, 3* imnerlalls appears to have the largest number 
of near relatives, and is probably most like the ancestral 
founder. This group lives mostly in the Upper Sonoran 
zone, and its radiation probably occurred after the climate 
of the intervening valleys became warmer and drier to 
correspond to the climate of that zone. During this period, 
of course, the already radiated populations of the granu° 
latisslma group were retreating to higher elevations or 
were attempting to adapt to Upper Sonoran conditions.

The largest concentration of species of the group 
of hachltana occurs in an arc comprising the Santa Rita- 
Tucson=Tortolita«-Santa Oatallna-Rlncon Mountains. The 
ancestral founder probably resembled present-day intergrades 
between S.s. sabinoensls and S.s. dispar. This group 
appears best adapted to the xeric conditions of the Lower 
Sonoran life zone and its radiation probably occurred last. 
The incomplete speculation of the many subspecies in this 
group is additional evidence of its relatively recent dis
persal and isolation.
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The subgenus Myotonhallus is restricted to the low 

slopes around Lake Roosevelt0 The two subspecies of the 
genus represent the end result of extreme speciation from 
an unknown ancestor. The dispersal of Myotophallus is yet 
to come, in some future pluvial epoch. Additional collec
ting in the vicinity may reveal the existence of species 
which may provide a clue to their history.
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PHYLOGEHY AND SPEOIATION

Origin of the Genus„
Pilsbry has suggested, and malacologists have 

generally accepted, the hypothesis that Sonorella is a 
secondarily simplified Helminthoglyptid. The simplifica™ 
tion involved the loss of dart apparatus, spermathecal 
diverticulum, and most of the epiphallic caecum. With 
the discovery of the genus Sonorelix Berry in 1943, it 
now appears that Sonorella is most closely related to 
that genus, and that the loss of structures in the evolu
tion of the Sonorella anatomy may have been only the loss
of the spermathecal diverticulum and a slight shortening 
of the epiphallic caecum.

It should be pointed out, however, that the total 
loss of dart apparatus and accessory structures may have 
occurred in Mlcrarlonta populations at least once (Gregg, 
unpublished communications on M. argus) and possibly twice
(probable origin of Mohayelix, p. 211). Accordingly, one
could also postulate the evolution of Sonorella directly 
from a verge-bearing Mlcrarlonta-1Ike ancestor.

The mechanism of speciation whereby such a drastic, 
and probably sudden, loss of structures can occur, has been
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the object of much study by evolutionists. Harlan Lewis 
(1966), in studying speolation in plants, has suggested 
a mechanism which he calls "saltational reorganization of 
the chromosomes," which, I believe, is applicable to land 
snails. The mechanism is most likely to work in marginal 
populations which have become isolated, for instance due to 
a climatic change, and in which intensive inbreeding has 
resulted. Inbreeding, then, leads to reduced vigor, ab= 
normal development, and in some cases to extensive chromo
somal breakage. Loss of parts of chromosomes could result 
in the loss of major portions of reproductive structures. 
Survivors of this process would become founders of a new, 
radically different species, and, as the climatic cycle 
returned to more favorable conditons, the founders would 
radiate into new territory.

1. A marginal population of Sonorelix along the 
fringe of an earlier expanded range, deep in Arizona, 
possibly in the vicinity of the Huachuca Mountains, became 
isolated and reduced to minimum survival numbers by increas
ing prolonged drought, some time during the Tertiary.

2. Under such unfavorable conditions, particularly 
of moisture, the reproductive structures were simplified to 
those of Sonorella, by "saltational reorganization of the 
chromosomes."
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3« The founder populations survived, in the higher 

elevations of the high mountains, while intervening popu
lations of Sonorelix, in the lower regions to the west, 
became extinct,

4. As the climate became more pluvial, the original 
Sonorella population began to radiate into new territory.
This was the beginning of the dispersal of the group of 
granulatissima.

Origin of the Species-Groups,
It is now generally agreed that the cycle from 

drought to pluvial and back to drought conditions occurred 
many times during the Pleistocene, It appears probable that 
the group of granulatissima made its way to the fringes 
of its range in several steps, allowing for isolation and 
speolation to occur many times, in order to give rise to 
the many species in the group. One mechanism of speciation 
within the group probably involved the evolutionary diver
gence brought about by ecogebgraphlc differentiation.

One phenomenon, however, defies Interpretation on 
the basis of the usual "natural selection" mechanism; namely 
the extensive differences in the size and shape of the re
productive structures in closely related species, An out
standing example is the ease of three species of the granula
tissima group in close proximity in the Huachuca Mountains,
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S. granuletlssIma„ S„ parvas and Se danlelsl all live in 
essentially identical habitats and have probably been ex
posed to much the same selection pressures* The verge in jS* 
parva is considerably larger than that in _S* granule tl sslma; 
but any selective advantage of the one over the other is not 
apparent since both species appear to be surviving equally 
well* In such cases, the most probable mechanism of specie- 
tlon is "genetic drift," which operates as follows: An
original, polymorphic, large, ancestral population becomes 
divided into small, isolated subunits, probably following a 
climatic change. If the subunit populations become small 
enough, there will be increasing probability that all of 
the alleles present in the original population will no 
longer be represented. Accordingly one isolated group may 
have only those combinations of alleles which cause large 
verges, while another group may have a combination for small 
verges. As long as the new combinations do not prove lethal, 
the two populations will survive to become founders of new 
species.

The process of isolation, near-extinction, and 
genetic drift probably occurred many times during the Pleis
tocene . During intervening pluvial periods, it is probable 
that dispersal and some adaptive radiation took place. In 
this manner, the founders for the groups of S. binneyi and 

hachitana may have evolved. In turn, they also
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dispersed during favorable periods and went through similar 
processes of genetic drift during periods of isolation.

In summary, then, the repeated alternation of 
dispersal and adaptive radiation during favorable climates, 
with isolation and genetic drift during unfavorable periods, 
provide a plausible mechanism whereby the presently recog
nized 84 species and subspecies of Sonorella might have 
arisen.

Careful scrutiny of similarities and differences 
between species within each group can provide data from . 
which a "phylogenetic tree" might be constructed for each 
group, as in Pigs. 105, 106, and 107= Such diagrams are 
highly hypothetical, however, and serve mainly to indicate 
relationships within the species-groups.



CONCLUSIONS

As a result of this investigation, the following 
new species and subspecies of Sonorella have been discovered 
and described:

In the group of j5, ha chi tana;
So bequaerti 
Se meadi 
S9 simmonsi 

In the group of SI. binnevl;

S. mormonum huasabasensis 
S. nixonl 
S. perhirsuta 

In the group of _S. granulatlsslma:

S. Kreggi
The heretofore unknown anatomical characteristics 

of the following species and subspecies have been examined, 
compared, and figured;

So arida0 from type locality 
S. ashmunl
So clappl occidentalis 
S. roagdalenensls
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So marmorarius llmlfontis 
So mearnsi 
So mloromphala

S. rooseveltlana 
_S o sab I no ensl s he sterna 
S. s'
. superstltlonls 
o tumamocensis linearis

he following changes in taxonomy are proposed:
« ashmuni capax = S, ambigua, N. Syn,
o sltiens arida = Se magdalenensis* N« Syn.
o binneyl franciscana, elevate to specific status 

as S. franciscana.
o binneyi imperlalls» elevate to specific status 

as S. ImperlaTTsT
ssima occidentalis = S, N. Syn,
= S. nelsonl, N. Syn.

huachucana aguacalientensis - S_. huachucana0 
~ m, *“

huachucana cotls = S. walker! cotls, Hew 
)n. "

huachucana 
as S,

revert to original status

o marmorarius = S. s_. sablnoensist N. Syn.
„ marmorarius limifontis = Ŝ. s_„ sablnoensis, N. 

Syn. ” ™
S. sablnoensis hesterna = S. rinconensis hesterna, 

Hew Combination.
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13» stronglaaa = S. ashman!„ N. Syn®
S<, tamamooensls - So magdalenensis® N® Syn=
So linearis = S, ma£dalenensls» N» Syn®
S® fragilis = 8® rooseveltlana fragllls® New Oombin™

Errors in previous diagnosis of the following species 
have been brought to light:

So eremita verge is' not at all spirally grooved®
S® rosemontensls genitalia were apparently de= 

scribed from a specimen of So tumamocensis linearis: 
corrected information was given®

The two species S® oraesidii and S® arlzonensis 
are considered species inquirendae®

The ranges of S_® ashmuni® S_® magdalenensls® S® 
sltiens montezuma® and S® walkerl have been extended con
siderably® The limits of distribution of the genus have 
been extended to the Agua Duloe Mountains, in southwestern 
Arizona, and to the Sierra Pajarltos, in the vicinity of 
Ures, in Sonora® The eastern limit, in the Sierra Blanca 
Mountains in Texas, was confirmed, as well as the north
western limit, in the Black Mountains, near Oatman, Arizona, 
with more precise information on the localities.

A revised classification, based on the data ob
tained during this investigation is proposed as follows 
(with numerical listing to correspond to order of discussion, 
under Species Account):
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Genus Sonorella 

Subgenus Sonorella js.js. 
Sonorella haohltana Group

hachitana haohltana 
h, flora
h» nelonclllensls 
h. orlentls 
nelsonl
caerullflumlnls 
delicata

!„ s,

2. S.
3. s.

4, s,

5e s,

6 e s,

7. i'
8. s,

9« s.

10. s.

11. - S.
12. s,

13. s,

14. S.
15. s.
16. s

17. s

18. s

19. s

20,. s

21. s

22. s

gallurensls

sablnoensls sablnoensls 
s_e buehmanensls
s.
se tuosonlca

vespertlna
eremlta
meadl
huachucana huaohuoana 
h6 ellzabethae
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23® S.
24. s-

25® s.

26. S.

27® S.
28. S.

29. s,

30. 2-
31® s,

32. s,

33® s,

34, s

35® S

36. 8

walker1 walker! 
w. ootls

ashmuni

ambigua 
a® verdensls 
simmonsi 
tortillita

Sonorella

franelseana

Group
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46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.

57.
58.
59.
60. 
61. 
62. 
63-
64,
65,
66 ,

67,
68, 

69

S.
s .

S.
s .

S o

So

S.
s .

S.
S .

xanthenes 
coloradoensls 
sltlens sltlens 
s. montezuma 
ae^ecta 
nlxonl
mormonum mormonum 
m. huasabasensls

Sonorella granulatlsslma Group 
S. granulatlsslma granulatlsslma 
S. £. latlor 
S. danlelsl

, S.
S. bowlensls 
S. aalmasensls

S. dalll

S. vlrllls vlrllls 
S. v. leucura
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70» S. mlera
71. s .  bartschi
72 o S s
7 3® S. apache 
74. S. ferrissl 
75o S. clappl
76. S. mearnsl
77. S. anchana
780 S. odorata odorata 
7 9. S. £. marmorls

82. So Imitator

Subgenus Myotophallus
83. So rooseveltlana rooseveltlana

85. S. (?) praesldll

81. S

Species
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TABLE. 1» Comparative measurements of genitalia in the 

group of j3e ha chi tana. (Abbreviations as in 
Fig. 12).

Species Locality Cat.# Pe.
mm.

Ve. 
mm.

Va.
mm. 2e.Pe. If;

sabinoensls Sabino Can. 484? 12 10 11 .8 i .1
Esperero Can. 4725 C 1 2 10 11 .8 i. i
Marble Pk 471 6D 1 2 10 11 .8 1 .i
Marble Pk 4937A 13 10 12 .8 i.i

tuosonica Tucson Mts. 491 8D 10 7 6 .7 1 .7
491 8e 8.5 6 6.5 .7 1 .3
4918F 10 7 6.5 .7 1.5

galiurensis Copper Ck 4839A 10 7 15 .7 .7
4839B 11 6.5 14 . 6 .8

superloris Superior 4892A 15 9 1 1 . 6 1 .4
- 4892B 1 2 7 10 . 6 1 .2

48920 11 6 11 .5 1 .0

n e a r Oak Ck 49 09A 1 1 7 8 . 6 1 .1
4909 B 11 8.5 10 .8 1 .1
4909D 11 8 10 .7 1 .1
4909E 1 1 7 10 e 6 1 .1
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TABLE 1 o— Continued

Species Locality C a t o #  Pee Ve. Va® Ve. Pe®
mm® mm. mm. Pe. Va.

ashmuni Richinbar 4917A 14 11 11 .8 1.3
4 9 1 7 B  1 5  12 11 . 8  1 . 4

49170 17 11 11 .6 1.5
4917D 16 11 13 .7 1.2
4917E 16 13 13 .8 1.2

Pish Ck 4934A 17 12 12 .7 1.4
4934B 16 12 12 .8 1.3
4934C 17 12 12 .7 1.4

Center Mt 4894A 16 12 12 .8 1.3

ha chi tana Big Hatchet Mt 4877D 8.5 4.5 7 . = 5 1.2
4877E 8 ,5 7 .6 1.1
4877F 8 5 8 .6 1.0

papagorum Black Mt 4738A 8 5.5 11 .7 .7

eremlta "San Xavier" 4744A 5.5 4.5 8 .8 .7
Hill

4744B 6 4.5 7 .8 .9
47440 5.5 4.5 7 .8 .8
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Species Locality Cat.# Pe, 
mm,

Ve,
mm,

7a.
mm.

Ve,
Pe,

Pe,Va<

h. flora Florida Mt. 4896A 1 1 5 18 .5 .6

4896B 14 6.5 15 .5 .9
4896c 8 • 5.5 10 - .7 .8

(Pilsbry1s) 94329 10 4.3 12.3 .4 .8

86496 9 4 10.5 .4 .9
94329 *== 5.5 *==

94513 11 6 10.3 .5 1.1
94513 10 6 .2 9 .6 1.1

h. orient!s (Pilsbry’s) *»** 7 6 9 .9 .8

optata Emigrant
Can.

4886A
48863

8

7.5

4.5
5

9.5
6

.6

.7

.8 

1 .2
(Pilsbry's) 7 5 8 .7 .9

= = 7 ' 4 8 .6 .9
oca 4.5 4 6 .9 .8

5 2.6 5 .5 1 .0
c» ea 4.6 2.6 7 .6 .7



TABLE 1 „ — Continued
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Species Locality Cat.# Pe.
mm.

Ve.
mm.

Va.
mm. Ve*Pe. 7a.

caerulifluminls Blue Riv. 4964A 8 4.5 13 .6 .6
(Pilsbry*s) 119048 8.5 3 15 .4 .6

119042 7.5 3-5 14 -5 -5
119046 7 4 8 .6 .9
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Pig. 1. Distribution of S. hachitana and related species.
o s. hachitana hachitana
• s. h. flora'

s. h. peloncillensis
s. h. orientis

c? S. (cf.) h. orientis
o s. nelson!

V s. caerulifluminis

A s. delicata
▲ s. optata

▼ s. biclpitis

/
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Pig. 1. Distribution of S. hachitana and related species.



Pig. 2. Distribution of S. galiurensis and related
species1.

o S. galiurensis galiurensis

# s. g. superioris

V s. sabinoensis sabinoensis

▲ s. s. buehmanensis

A S. s. dispar

T s. s. tucsonica
o s. bequaerti

w s. papagorum
m S. eremita

c? S. meadi
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Fig. 3 Distribution of S. ashmunl a
• s . ashmunl

s . compar
S.' coltoniana

A S. amblgua ambleua

▼ S. a. verdensis
Q s. (cf.) coltoniana
O s . huachucana huachucana

A s . h. elizabethae

V S. mustang
O s. vespertina
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Pig. 4. Distribution of S. rinconensis. S. binneyi.
and related specTes.
O  S,* rinconensis rinconensis
O  S. r. hesterna
A  S. santarltana

' 0  S. tortllllta
^7 S. slmmonsl
W  S. binneyi
O  tryonlana
A  S. imperatrlx
^  S. imperlalls

S. neglecta
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Pig. 5* Distribution of S. walkeri. S. sitiens. and
related species.”" ”
o S. walkeri walkeri

• s. w. cotis

A S. rosemontensis

▲ s. sitlens sitiens

▼ S. s. montezuma
w S. supersti tionis
o s. franclscana
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Pig. 6. Distribution of S. baboquivariensis. S.
coloradoensis, and related species. “
o s. baboquivariensis baboquivariensis

▲ s. b. cossi

▼ S. b. berry!

A s. b. depressa
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a s. xanthenes
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Pig. 7 Distribution of S. nlxonl. S. granulatlsslma, 
and related specTes. ~
O  S. nlxonl
0  S. mormonum mormonum
A  s . m. huasabasensls
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Pig. 8. Distribution of S. dalli and related species.
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Pig. 9. Distribution of S. dragoonensis. S. odorata.
S. rooseveltianaT and related species.
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Pig. 1). Limits of distribution of Sonorella 
and eastern limits of Micrarionta.

☆ Subsoecies of Micrari 
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Fig, 11„ Lower genitalia of EL hachitana hachitana8 
No. 4877-A, Big Hatchet Mountain, x 7.5°

Fig. 12. Lower genitalia of S. hachitana flora*
No, 4896-3, Florida"~Mountalns; x 7.5.
ec, epiphallic caecum; ep, epiphallus; fos
free oviduct; go* genital orifice; pe, penis;

• pr, penial retractor; ps, penial sheath; sp,
spermathecal duct; va, vagina; vd, vas deferens; 
ve, verge.

Fig. 13. Lower genitalia of S. hachltana flora * 
No. 4896-0, Florida Mountains; x 7.5.





Figo 140 Lower genitalia of So oaeruliflumlnls9
No0 4964-Ag Blue River, x 7°.5o

Figo 15o Lower genitalia of So dellcatan No0 4965-Bg 
Tollhouse Canyon; x"7°5°

Figo 16o Lower genitalia of S0 optata„ No0 4886=0, 
Emigrant Canyon; x 7 o 5 »

Figo 17» Lower genitalia of So blclpltls, UOo 4932=A, 
Buckeye Canyon; x 775»
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Figo 18„ Lower genitalia of So galiurensi
No0 4839-Bp ca„ Copper Creek; x

F i g o  1 9 o  Lower genitalia of S o  galiurensls snperioris» 
NOo 4892-4p ca0 Superior; x 7*5*
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Fig, 

Figo 

Fig- 

Fig- 

Fig. 

FI g.

20- Lower genitalia of S- sablnoensis sablnoensis9 
No. 4847s Sablno Canyon5 x 7.5.

21 - Lower genitalia of S. sablnoensis sablnoensis. 
No. 4 9 3 7 - B s  Marble Peak; x 7*5.

22o Lower genitalia of sablnoensis sablnoensis. 
No- 4936"ip Mud SprTng; x 7*5.

23. Lower genitalia of S. sablnoensis buehmanensis. 
No. 4924-Bs Bushman”Canyon; x 7=5.-

24- Lower genitalia of S- sablnoensis 
No. 4837°B9 Pima Canyon; x 7.5.

25- Lower genitalia of S- sablnoensis tuosonion.
No- 4918-i8 Tucson Mountains oa- Avra 
Road; x 7.5.
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'

Fig. 20

Fig. 25Fig. 24Fig. 23



P i  g o 2 6 o Lower genitalia of S o  j>apagormng No0 4738«=A6 
Black Mountain; x 7 o 5 o

F i g o 2 7  0 Lower genitalia of S o  veepertinag N0o 4 7 7 6  

Baboquivarl Peak; x 7 o 5 o

P i  g o

00CXI Lower genitalia of S o  eremita0 No*. 4 7 4 4 = 0 o 
”San Xavier Hill"; x 7 * 5 o

F i g o 2 9  0 Lower genitalia of S* meadl« No, 4845=4» 
holotype9 Agua Dulce Mountains; x 7 o 5 *

F i g o 3 0  0 Lower genitalia of S* meadl* No* 4845=BD 
paratype9 Agua Dulce Mountains; x 7 o 5 o
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Fig. 27

Fig. 26

Fig. 3 0
Fig.29Fig. 28



Fig* 3 1  o Lower genitalia of S o  huachucana huaohucana 
No, 4766=A8 Sonoita^Oreek; x 7»5<,

F i g o  3 2 o  Lower genitalia of S o  huaohucana,huaohuoana 
NOo 4951"B, Agua OaTiente Canyon, x 7o5=

Figo 33o Lower genitalia of So walker! walker!« Eo„ 
4876=4, Cave Creek,“Santa Rita Mountains? 
x 7o5o

F i g o  340 Lower genitalia of So mustang, N O o  4956=1, 
Mustang Mountains? x 7.5.

9

9
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Fig. 32

Fig. 31

Fig. 34
Fig. 33



Figo 35o Lower genitalia of S„ walkeri walker!<> 
NOe 4795=1)9 El Ta3‘0/La Angostura road9 
Sonora; x 7*5.

Fig, 360 Lower genitalia of So walkeri cotis3 No, 
47219 French Joe Canyon; x 7.5»

Figo 37= Lower genitalia of S, rosemontgnsis0 No, 
4923=^9 ca„ Helvetia; x 7=5=
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Fig. 35
Fig. 36

Fig. 37



t

Fige, 38 o Lower genitalia of S0 a s ha uni o No. 4894=1 p 
Center Mountain^ Sierra Inchaj x 7»5„

Figs 39o Lower genitalia of Se ashaunio No. 4934=1. 
Fish Creek; x. 7.5. “ -- ----

Fig. 40„ Lower genitalia of S. ashmunl. No. 4917=1. 
Richlnbar; x 7.5. ”--- --- -
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Fig. 39

Fig. 4 0



Figo 41o Lower genitalia of S 0 slmmonsl* Uo0 4842°C9 
holotype. Picaoho Mountains? x 7o5o

Figo 42o Lower genitalia of So compar* Uo0 4909-Bp 
Oak Creek? x 7o5° ”

F i g o  43o Lower genitalia of So ooltonianaB N O o  4891-Ap 
Walnut Creek? x 7o5T
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Fig. 41

Fig. 42



Figo 44e Lower genitalia of S0 ambigua verdenslso 
No, 4888=Ac Tonto Natural Bridge, x To5o

Figo 45o Lower genitalia of S0 amblgua aiDbiguafl
No« 4954=Ae south of Ko Vaya Hills; x 7o5°
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Fig. 45Fig. 4 4



Pi go 46 o Lower genitalia of S, tortillita, Nd0 4834,, 
Ruelas Canyon9 Tortollta Mountains; x 7*5°
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Fig. 4 6



Fig, 47o Lower genitalia of _S0 rlnoonensis rinconenslsa 
No, 4758“Bp Posta Quemada Canyon? x 7e5o
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Fig. 4 7



Pig0 488 Lower genitalia of So rinoonensls hesterna* 
NOo 4828s, l/4 mile up Igua Verde Creek from 
confluence with Cienega Creek; x 7®5®
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Fig. 4 8



Figo 49o Upper part of penis of S o  santar 1 tana<, 
NOe 4939aA0 Walnut Spring? x 7o5o

Flgo 5 0 o Lower part of penis and vagina of 
So santarltanan No0 4939-4? x 7o5o
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Fig. 50

Fig. 4 9



P i g o  51o Lower genitalia of S o  blnneylo Ho0 4802=A9 
Horseshoe Oanyon; x"7o5 =

P i g o  5 2 o  Lower genitalia of S o  franciscana, No0 
4943*=A8 "Harper’s Ranch i x 7°5°
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Fig. 5 1

Fig. 52



F l g o  53o Lower genitalia of S0 beauaerti* Nos 4769 =-A» 
holotype, Rincon Peak; x 7o5o

Flgo 5 4 o Lower genitalia of go sablnoensis sabinoenslso 
NOo 4 8 4 7 » Sabino Canyon; x 7 » 5 o

F l g o  5 5 o  Lower genitalia of So tryonlanao Ho0 4 7 6 7 - E p  

Sonoita Creek; x 7 o 5 « .

Flgo 5 6 0 Lower genitalia of So imoeratrix« NOo 4 7 6 4 = 0 ,  

EnJpire Mountains; x"7o5»
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Pi go 

Figo 

Pig. 

Fig=

57. Lower genitalia of Se imperialiso No0 4872=0. 
Empire Mountains? x-7e5.

58e Lower genitalia of So superstltionis. Noe 
4933-4, Boulder Canyon? x 7o5«

59. Lower genitalia of Sc xanthenes. Noc 4775=3, 
Kltt Peak? x 7.5. "*

60c Lower genitalia of S„ coloradoensis. No0 
4908=4, Bright 4ngel Trail? x 7.5.
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Fig. 58Fig. 57

Fig. 59



Figo 61o Lower genitalia of S0 baboqulvariensis
baboqaiyarlensisa wTth^verge dissected out 
of penis? NOo 4736aDp Sauclto Mountains? 
x 7o5o

Figo ' 6 2 o  Lower genitalia of So iplcromphalan No*
4890-D, Mogollon Rim at Pine Canyon? x 7o5<>

F i g o  63o Lower genitalia of S o  baboquivarlensis cossln 
No, 4745=3, holotype. Arch Canyon? x 7=5°

Fig* 640 Lower genitalia of So baboqulvarlensis
depressa, NOo 4741=0, WassonPeak? x 7o5°
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Fig. 62

Fig. 61

Fig. 63



Figo 65o lower genitalia of So sltlens sitiens,
NOo 4756 =A$ Las Gui'Jas Mountains? x 7°5o

Fig# 660 Lower genitalia of So sltlens sitienso
NOo 4955=4» south of Ko Vaya Hills? x 7*5°

Fig® 67o Lower genitalia of So sltlens montezuma^
Noa 4825=59 ea0 Moe’tezumag Sonora? x 7o5*

F i g o  680 Lower genitalia of S o  sltlens montezuaap 
NOo 4841-B* PatagonTa Mountains? x 7o5«.

F i g o  69o Lower genitalia of S o  neglectafl No® 4709=3* 
Portal to Paradise road? x 7o5o
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Fig. 65 Fig. 66

Fig. 69
Fig. 68Fig. 67



Pigo 70® Lower genitalia of So nixoni* No® 4796=PD 
hoi0type9 La Angostura; x 7*5°

Pig® 71 o Lower genitalia of So mormonum moriDonumfl
No® 4 9 0 1 ca® Colonia Juarez? x 7«5«

Fig® 72® Lower genitalia of S® mormonum huasabasenslso
No® 4821=4* holotype* ca® Huasabas; x 7o5®

Fig® 73e Lower genitalia of S0 perhirsutan Ho® 4824=4*
mountains between Moctezuma and Huasabas? 
x 7®5o
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Fig. 70

Fig. 71

Fig. 72 Fig. 73



Pig0 ?4o Lower genitalia of Sc granulatissima
grannlatlBslma* 1TOo“4717“B9 Miller Canyon? 
x 7o5o

Figo 75o Lower genitalia of So granulatissima latior« 
No0 4723“Ac Limestone Mountain? x 7„5o
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Fig. 74

Fig. 75

"I



Figo 76e Lower genitalia of EU danlelslo Hoe 4849=Ap 
Copper Canyon? x 7°5*

F i g o  77o Lower genitalia of So parva, Hoe 4976=B9 
Huaohuca Canyon; x 7 = 5 =
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Fig. 76
Fig. 77



FIgo 78a Lower genitalia of S_e greggio No0 4904*=A» 
holotype9 Sierra Puricaj x 7e5e

Figo 7 9 o Lower genitalia of S o  bowienslSo Uo0 4 8 8 5 - L D  

"Quartzite Hill"? x”7o5o
Figo 80a Lower genitalia of S e animasensisa No0 

4981=Cg oa0 Black Bill Spring? x 7o5o
F i g o  81 o Lower genitalia of S o  pennelllg No0 4898=0, 

Sierra de le Brena;“x 7°5o
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Pige 82„ Lower genitalia of So dalli0 Eo* 4979<=B» 
Garden Oanyon? x To'Eq
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Fig. 82



Figo 83o Lower genitalia of So magdalenensls» NOo 
4 7 4 7 - B p  Sierra Magdalena; x 7 o 5 *

Fig, 840 Lower genitalia of S, miera0 No, 4925-ip 
White tail Canyon; x 7 <> 5,
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Fig. 84Fig. 83



Figo 85o Lower genitalia of S0 virills virilisc
Ho0 47159 bottom of"Snowshed Trailj % 7o5o
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Fig. 85



Pigo 860 Lower genitalia of So virllls leuoaran 
NOo 4927=i9 ¥hitetaTl Oanyon? x  7 *>5 °
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Fig. 86



Figo 8 7 o  Lower genitalia of 8= bartschin UOo 4 8 8 4 = 1 D 
Mount Ballard? x 7 » 5 o

F i g o  88. Lower genitalia of S. dragoonensisn 
No. 4912=1, "Bear Canyon'? x 7o5°

Fig. 89. Lower genitalia of S. apache. Ho. 4913=1), 
"Cataract Greek"; x”7<.5.
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Fig. 87

Fig. 89Fig. 8 8



Fig® 90® Lower genitalia of S® ferries!. No® 4726 =>A9 
ridge between Fourr"Canyon and Stronghold 
Canyon West; x 7*5*

Fig® 91 o Lower genitalia of S® olappl® with verge
dissected out of penis* No® 4 7 7 1 Madera 
Canyon; x 7 ® 5 o

Fig® 92® Lower genitalia of S® anchanan No® 4893-A* 
Reynolds Creek; x 775®

Fig® 93® Lower genitalia of £3® mearns!„ No® 4882=5* 
San Jose Mountains;^ 7o5®
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Fig. 90

Fig. 91

Fig. 93
Fig. 92



Figo 940 Lower genitalia of Sc bagnarain $ro0 4768=3* 
holotype* Rincon Peak; x 7o5o

F i g o  9 5 o  Lower genitalia of S e odorata odorata0 
No. 4458-4* Bear Wallow; x 7o5«

Figo 96o Lower genitalia of S. odorata marmorisn 
NOo 4963G0i) Oracle Ridge? x 7o5o
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Fig. 9 4
Fig. 95

Fig. 96



Figo 97o Lower genitalia of Sb grahamensisfl Io0 4830=3* 
ca0 Heliograph Peak? x Y»5*

Fig® 98o Lower genitalia of S* grahamensis* Io0 4832=19 
Wet Canyon5 x 7<>5o
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Fig. 97

Fig. 98



Figo 99° Lower genitalia of S0 Imitator0 No<, 4830= A» 
ca0 Heliograph Peak" x 7°5°
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Fig. 99



F I  g o 100o Lower genitalia of ESo Imitator* Iio0 4907» 
Top of Heliograph "



Fig. 100



Figo

F i g o

F i g o

F i g o

101o Lowpr genitalia of S0 rooseveltlana fragiliso 
NOo 4915=A8 Tonto National Monumentj x 7o5*

1Q2o Lower genitalia of go rooseveltiana fragilisa 
NOo 4915=B$ Tonto National Monument? x To5®

103o Lower genitalia of S0 rooseveltiana
rooseveltianan No0 "4935“A9 jao Roosevelt Dam?

1 0 4 o  Lower genitalia of S o  rooseveltiana
rooseveltiana,, No0 ?935°B» ca0 Roosevelt Dam; 
x 7o5o
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Fig. 102Fig. 101

Fig. 103

Fig. 104
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nelsonl Simmonsi

santarltana dellcata hachltana amblgua

rlnconensls caerullflumlnls blclpltlsoptata

meadl coltonlana gallurensls

rosemontensls

eremi ta ashmunl walkerlmustang

papagoruro tortllllta huachucanabequaertl

sablnoensls.

Pig. 105. Relationships In the group of S. hachltana.
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franclscana

sitlens blnneyi

nlxonl perhlrsuta

mlcromphala coloradoensls

babogulvarlensis xanthenes neglecta mormonuni

superstltlonls Imperatrlxb. depressa tryonlana

Imperlalis

Fig. 106. Relationships In the group of S. blnneyi.
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grahamensls

bapnaral 1mltator

odorata

mearnsl anchana

clappl

ferrlsslapache

mlcrapennelllmagdalenensls

bartschl anlmasensls vlrllls grepyl

granulatlsslmabowlenslsdal 11

danlelsl

Fig. 107. Relationships In the group of S. granulatlsslma
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